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Abstract 

In this thesis we consider supersymmetric probes in backgrounds sourced by an 

M5-brane which is wrapped on holomorphic 2-cycles in C 2 and C 3 , respectively. 

For the first case, we use M2-brane probes to compute the BPS spectra of the 

corresponding N = 2 gauge theory, as well as M5-brane probes to calculate field 

theory parameters such as the gauge coupling, theta angle and complex scalar moduli 

space metric. This background describes a large class of Hanany-Witten models 

when dimensionally reduced to Type IIA ten-dimensional supergravity. We calculate 

the instanton action using a Euclidean DO-brane probe in this limit. For the case 

of an M5-brane wrapping a 2-cycle in C 3 , we firstly show an alternative method 

of deriving this solution which involves the projection conditions and certain spinor 

bilinear differential equations. We also consider M5-brane probes in this background, 

and analyse the corresponding N = 1 MQCD gauge theory parameters, in direct 

analogy with theN = 2 case. We then move on to consider the central charges of the 

supersymmetry algebra of brane probes in the two backgrounds under consideration. 

For the case of an M5-brane wrapping a 2-cycle in C 2
, we find it allows for M2-

branes representing BPS monopoles and vortices. There is also the possibility of a 

"hidden" M5-brane which is similar to the M2-brane, but which includes a rotation 

in the complex structure and an extra volume modulus. For theN = 1 case, we 

find it allows for a supersymmetric M5-brane probe wrapping a Cayley calibrated 

4-cycle, which is interpreted as a system of intersecting domain walls. These results 

are geometrically linked to M-theory structure groups. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The search for an understanding of the underlying principles that govern the be

haviour of our Universe has preoccupied numerous minds over many years. It is 

a fascinating and ambitious adventure which has seen great breakthroughs despite 

its inherent difficulty. As thoughts on these matters have become more refined, and 

experimental evidence more precise, an ever increasing range of physical phenomena 

is now thought to be understood. 

In this struggle to understand the physical, the language of mathematics has 

been an invaluable ally. That mathematics turns out to be the language of Nature 

to such an extraordinary degree is a profound mystery. Nevertheless, it has been 

a recurring theme in this adventure that advances in mathematics have yielded a 

sharper and more insightful glimpse into the deep physical principles of our Universe. 

At present, there are a few theories which attempt to describe the known forces 

of Nature in a unified manner. Foremost amongst them, at least in popularity, is 

what is commonly referred to as string theory. Essentially, string theory proposes 

that the fundamental constituents of Nature are tiny vibrating strings rather than 

the traditional point particle view of the Universe. Although many of its properties 

are still obscure, it is thought to provide a comprehensive description of quantum 

mechanical as well as gravitational phenomena. Despite still having some unresolved 

fundamental issues, the theory possesses an extraordinary degree of mathematical 

harmony. Like no other theory before it, string theory encompasses such a diaspora 

of mathematical concepts and integrates them in such a coherent way that most 

1 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2 

people tend to believe that those problematical issues can be resolved. 

One of the many surprising features of string theory is that it requires ten or 

eleven dimensions to be mathematically consistent. It also makes great use of a con

jectured property of space-time called supersymmetry, which relates matter particles 

known as fermions with force carrying particles called bosons. It is the question of 

how to break this extra symmetry and reduce the number of extra dimensions to 

describe the macroscopic world we live in that has been one of the outstanding prob

lems in string theory since its inception over thirty years ago. Whilst much progress 

has been made in the attempt to bridge the gap between theoretical advances in 

string theory and phenomenological predictions, there is yet much more to be done. 

Ultimately, it is the remarkable and beautiful mathematical structures unveiled 

by string theory that propels enquiries into its properties. Although string theory 

attempts to unify the description of disparate forces in a relatively simple framework, 

it could well be that the delay in achieving concrete physical results is due primarily 

to the inherent difficulty of the enterprise itself. 

A qualitative description of some of the salient features of string theory might 

be of use before a more technical exposition is started. Of obliged reference are 

the excellent books [3-7] which contain a much clearer and comprehensive introduc

tion than can be achieved here. It turns out there is only one input parameter in 

string theory, from which, at least in principle, all other physical quantities could 

be derived. This is the string tension, which is given by: 

T - 1 - 1 
- 27rl2 - 27fct1 

8 

with ls being the characteristic string length and a' = z; a parameter typically used 

in perturbative expansions. The string length can be taken to be somewhere from 

just above current particle accelerator energy scales to all the way to the Planck 

length. 

There are two basic types of strings in string theory: open strings which have 

end-points and closed string which do not. From these basic building blocks, there 

were found to be five different consistent ten-dimensional (super)string theories (as 

well as eleven-dimensional supergravity). Fortunately, if the theory aims to be the 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 3 

unique fundamental description of Nature, these different types of string theories 

were found to be related. Various dualities connected them, thus revealing that the 

string theories merely appeared different and were in fact all linked. So from this 

point of view, none of them is more fundamental than the rest. 

As well as strings, it was realised that string theory also contains extended soli

tonic objects called Dirichlet p-branes [8], or Dp-branes for short. This refers to the 

fact that they can be defined as p-dimensional hypersurfaces on which open strings 

can end. They turn out to be incredibly useful, since they are also dynamical ob

jects and are sources for Ramond-Ramond charges. To be more precise, a Dp-brane 

will couple to a (p+l)-form corresponding to the Ramond-Ramond antisymmetric 

tensor field A(p+l)· In fact, a Dp-brane has a (p+l)-dimensional gauge theory living 

on its worldvolume whose fields are independent of the embedding space. 

The dualities uncovered between the different string theories strongly suggested 

the existence of an eleven-dimensional theory - known as M-theory - whose low 

energy limit is eleven-dimensional supergravity. Although very little is known about 

high energy M-theory, including its dynamical degrees of freedom, it is now widely 

accepted that various strong/weak coupling limits link all the string theories to 

M-theory. 

One way of studying the properties of M-theory is to look at its low energy 

approximation, eleven-dimensional supergravity [9]. This supergravity theory does 

not actually contain strings but rather membranes called M2-branes [10] and their 

Hodge dual partners, the M5-branes [11]. These objects are stable and therefore 

can survive the passage into the full quantum theory where any clues we might find 

could help us build a better picture of M-theory. It is also interesting to note that 

these M-branes descend into most of the known Dp-branes of the different string 

theories at different limits. Of course, since supergravity is also related to the rest 

of the string theories, analysing their properties is also important. In this thesis 

we shall be focusing mainly on eleven-dimensional supergravity and its dimensional 

reduction on a circle, Type IIA supergravity. 

Another interesting consequence of the discovery of branes is the duality be

tween string theory and certain gauge theories which is known as the AdS/CFT 

May 10, 2006 



1.1. Supergravity 4 

correspondence [12], or the gravity-gauge theory correspondence. This is the most 

sophisticated example of what is known as the holographic principle [13], which 

roughly says that any quantum theory of gravity should have a non-gravitational 

representation of its degrees of freedom in one lower dimension. In particular, many 

examples of branes wrapped on various manifolds and their dual Yang-Mills descrip

tion have been analysed. In fact, the important issue of finding supergravity duals 

ofrealistic QCD-like theories is useful at least in understanding universal features of 

QCD [14]. In this thesis we shall look at branes wrapped on various supersymmetric 

cycles and analyse relevant field theory parameters. 

Connected to the issue of finding and classifying supersymmetric supergravity 

solutions is the G-structures program [15], which in essence provides the form of the 

supergravity field strength, up to some undetermined components, from knowledge 

of the Killing spinors preserved by the background. This is a very powerful method 

which has proven useful both for deriving supergravity solutions as well as the 

classification of M-theory structure groups. In this thesis, we shall look at both 

of these facets and explore applications of these techniques. 

1.1 Supergravity 

We begin by reviewing the main aspects of eleven-dimensional supergravity, which 

arises as the low energy limit of M-theory, and Type IIA supergravity, which is the 

dimensional reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity down to ten dimensions. 

We will briefly consider the particle spectrum and action of these theories. 

1.1.1 Eleven-dimensional supergravity 

The particle content can be obtained by studying the irreducible representations of 

the super-Poincare algebra in fiat eleven-dimensional spacetime, including topolog

ical terms: 

May 10, 2006 



1.1. Supergravity 5 

where the supersymmetry generators Qa form a 32-component Majorana spinor, PM 

is the momentum operator and the Z's are central charges. The spectrum contains 

a graviton GMN, a three-form gauge potential AMNP and a gravitino '1/J:f. The exis

tence of central charges allows for extended massive objects to have supersymmetric 

ground states. This is because they are a topological term that depend only on the 

homology class of the configuration. We can hence deduce that there are allowed 

membranes, called M2-branes, and also their Hodge duals, the M5-branes, which 

couple to these central charges. We note, however, that there is no allowance made 

for strings to exist in this theory. Also, as we shall see, there is a generalisation of 

the algebra to arbitrary supersymmetric backgrounds and worldvolume fields. 

Eleven-dimensional supergravity is special because it is both minimal, in that it 

contains only one supersymmetry generator, and maximal, in that it is the highest 

spacetime dimension which admits massless supersymmetric multiplets correspond

ing to only particles with helicity A ::;; 2. We will usually be interested in situations 

where the gravitino is set to zero, and look only at the bosonic fields GM N and 

AM N p. The action of these fields is given by 

S = 2~2 J d11
x V-CR-~ J (F !\ *F +}A!\ F !\F) (1.2) 

where F = dA is the four-form field strength, G = det GMN and R is the eleven

dimensional Ricci scalar. We have also indicated with a * the Hodge duality op

eration. The quantity /'i, is related to the eleven-dimensional Newton constant G11 

by 

There are alternative formulations of the action where the three-form AMNP and 

its Hodge dual the six-form CMNPQRS are treated in a more symmetric way, as well 

as considering the addition of source terms for the M2 and M5-branes [16], but we 

won't need to consider them here. 
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1.1. Supergravity 6 

1.1.2 Type IIA supergravity 

Now we can consider what happens when we dimensionally reduce the above action. 

The precise ansiitze for the Kaluza-Klein reduction on a circle from eleven to ten 

dimensions is typically given by 

(1.3) 

where '1/J has period 27r and X 7 = R11 'lj;. We use X 7 as the eleventh dimension 

in order to be consistent with later work, even though this notation may be cum

bersome on occasion. The scalar field cjJ is called the dilaton. We denote the full 

eleven-dimensional co-ordinates by Latin capital letters M N P and the strictly ten

dimensional fields by lower case Greek letters f-LV A. If we take the X 7 co-ordinate to 

be a circle of radius R and take the R ----t 0 limit, we find that the eleven-dimensional 

fields GM N and AM N p split into different components. In particular, they give rise to 

a metric GJ.Lv, a one-form AJ.L = GJ.L7 and the dilaton <I>= G77 , as well as a three-form 

AJ.Lv>. and a two-form BJ.Lv = AJ.Lv7 . 

This should coincide with the particle spectrum obtained from looking at the ten

dimensional supersymmetry algebra. In turn, this is derived from the irreducible 

representations of the super-Poincare algebra in flat eleven-dimensional spacetime 

by splitting the 32-component Majorana spinor Qa into two Majorana-Weyl spinors. 

It turns out that the two resulting spinors have opposite chirality and we end up 

with Type IIA supergravity. The ten-dimensional algebra for Type IIA then takes 

the form 

We can see that the spectrum coincides with that obtained from dimensional reduc

tion. We note that there is now a one-form C1 and a three-form C3 in the spectrum 

of bosonic fields (and their Hodge dual five-form C5 and seven-form C7 ). These give 

rise to extended objects that are charged under these gauge potentials. In particu

lar, these objects are known as D-branes, and Type IIA contains D2-, D4-, D6- and 
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1.1. Supergravity 7 

D8-branes. In fact, there are also DO-branes which are interpreted as the dimen

sional reduction of the momentum modes along the M-theory circle (which we have 

denoted by X 7). Finally, there is also the fundamental string F1, equivalent to the 

dimensional reduction of the M2-brane, and the NS5-brane, which can be thought 

of as arising from the reduction of an M5-brane that does not lie along the direction 

X 7 . We shall find all of these branes useful (with the exception of the D8-brane) 

throughout this thesis. 

If we now look at the bosonic part of Type IIA supergravity action, we find that 

in the string frame it is given by 

___;_ J d10x ~ {e-2
<I> [R + 4(\?<I>?- 2_(H3

)
2

] 
2K: 10 12 

1 ( 2)2 1 4 2} 1 J -- G --(G) --2 BI\FI\F. 
4 48 4K:10 

(1.5) 

The string frame is related to the Einstein frame by Gf1 N = e-<PI2G M N since this 

recovers the usual Einstein-Hilbert form of the part of the action involving the Ricci 

scalar R. We have denoted by g10 the ten-dimensional metric determinant, <I> is 

the dilaton, H 3 = dB is the field strength of the NS-NS two-form B, while the 

R-R field strengths are G2 = dC1 and G4 = dC3 + H 3 1\ C1 . Furthermore, we 

have that K: 10 is related to the ten-dimensional Newton constant G10 by the relation 

2K:~o = 16nG10 = (2n )1 g;t~, and 9s is set by the asymptotic value of the dilaton at 

infinity: 9s = e<l>"". This of course coincides with the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the 

eleven-dimensional supergravity action. 

1.1.3 Basic objects: branes 

As we have previously mentioned, these supergravity theories contain dynamical 

extended objects called branes. In both eleven-dimensional and Type IIA super

gravity, they are p-dimensional extended objects that are charged with respect to a 

(p+ 1)-form gauge potential appearing in the supersymmetry algebra of the respec

tive theory. All these branes will be BPS objects [17), which refers to the fact that 

they saturate a bound which relates their mass to their charge. Since their charge 

is of a topological origin, they are stable objects even when we go to high energies 
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1.1. Supergravity 8 

and into the unknown realm of M-theory. This condition also implies they are su

persymmetric objects, and, in fact, fiat branes typically preserve ~ supersymmetry. 

They are thus commonly referred to as ~-BPS states. 

We will typically consider branes from two different points of view. On the 

one hand, the branes distort the spacetime around them, and so we can consider 

what particular configuration of branes source a certain supergravity background. 

In addition, they are also very useful as probes of a fixed background. Under ap

propriate conditions the backreaction of the probe brane on the geometry can be 

neglected. This technique takes advantage of the fact that all branes have a gauge 

theory of some description living on their worldvolume. In general, the gravitational 

surroundings of the probe brane, ie the background geometry, will have a gauge the

ory interpretation on the probes' worldvolume. We shall examine these issues more 

closely throughout this thesis. 

As we have seen, low energy M-theory contains supersymmetric solutions called 

M2- and M5-branes. They are electrically charged under the field strengths F4 and 

F7 respectively. Many other BPS configurations can be constructed from these. Con

cretely, the supergravity solution corresponding to a stack of N parallel coincident 

M2- or M5-branes is given by [10, 11] 

2 ~ 2 E±l 2 
ds H 9 dx(l,p) + H 9 dx(IO-p) 

H (1.6) 

where p = 2, 5 and Cp is a constant. The =f depends on the orientation of the branes 

and H is a harmonic function on the transverse space, with radial co-ordinate r 

given by 

(10) 

r2 = L (xi)2. 
i=p+l 

(1. 7) 

We also denote the (p +!)-dimensional Minkowski part of the metric dstl,p) by 

(1.8) 
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1.1. Supergravity 9 

and f(l,p) is the volume form on this space. The totally transverse space metric 

dxfw-p) is simply 

(1.9) 

We note that the branes have a (p + 1 )-dimensional Poincare invariant world volume 

and the (10-p)-dimensional transverse space has rotational invariance, and these are 

the expected spacetime symmetries. These equations (1.6) specify the full bosonic 

content of the supergravity solution for M-branes. 

In order to recover the known D-brane spectrum of Type IIA supergravity, we 

need to compactify from eleven to ten dimensions on a circle. We note that we have 

two types of M-branes, those that are transverse to the S 1 we are compactifying 

on, and those that are wrapped on it. We find that if we dimensionally reduce 

M2- and M5-branes that are wrapped on this S 1 we recover the fundamental string 

F1 and the D4-brane (technically, the M5-brane worldvolume action reduces to the 

dual D4-brane action, as we shall see later). Considering M-branes which do not 

wrap the S1 , we find they reduce to D2-branes and NS5-branes respectively. Along 

with the DO-branes (which correspond to momentum modes along the S1
) and the 

08-branes (which are slightly special [18, 19]) these reproduce the Type IIA brane 

spectrum. Concretely, the Type IIA supergravity solution corresponding to a stack 

of N parallel coincident Dp-branes (in the string frame) is given by 

ds2 H-l/2dx2 + Hl/2dx2 
(l,p) (9-p) 

G(p+2) ~d(H- 1 ) 1\ E(l,p) 

ec/J :t=E H4 

H 1 CpN (1.10) +-7-. r -p 

As before, this solution describes branes situated at r = 0 with worldvolume co

ordinates x0, ... , xP. The notable difference from eleven-dimensional supergravity 

is the presence of the dilaton. As before, the harmonic function H determines the 

brane solution. For Type IIA, only the values p = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 are allowed. 
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1. 2. Branes as probes 10 

As can be seen from the Type IIA action, however, there can also be branes which 

are charged with respect to the NS-NS three-form H(3 ). These are the fundamental 

string and its Hodge dual the NS5-brane. We will not be particularly interested in 

these solutions for our purposes, so will not present them here (interested readers 

may check [7] for these solutions). 

The solutions presented above are for simple parallel coincident configurations 

of branes, which all preserve ~ supersymmetry. There are also more complicated 

configurations, such as: intersecting branes, branes which are wrapped on various 

manifolds, and branes which end on other branes. We shall look at examples of 

these interesting configurations and the process of obtaining supergravity solutions 

in more detail later on. These are all examples of branes warping the spacetime 

around them and sourcing background geometries. We now turn to a brief review 

of branes as probes of the geometry. 

1.2 Branes as probes 

One of the most fruitful techniques in string theory has been the use of branes as 

probes of supergravity backgrounds. The idea is to place a "test" probe brane in a 

fixed supergravity background and then examine its dynamics. In order for this to 

make sense, we must work in the approximation that the backreaction of the brane 

on the background is negligible. Since we will be interested in BPS configurations 

of branes and also supersymmetric probes, this approximation is well justified. 

One of the advantages of this technique is that many properties of gauge theories 

can be understood geometrically. This connection arises because the branes are both 

dynamical objects which cause gravitational perturbations in their surroundings, 

and the fact that these dynamics can be described through a worldvolume action, 

which we now introduce. 

As previously mentioned, the key ingredient used in probe calculations is the 

worldvolume action. If we consider the case of Dp-branes, and restrict to the bosonic 

fields, we find that their world volume action is given by the (p + 1 )-dimensional 

Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action together with Wess-Zumino couplings: 
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where TD is the tension of the Dp-brane given by TD = ( ) 1 
1
v+i and where 

P P 2n Pgs s 

F = 2nt;F- P(B) is a linear combination of the pullback of the spacetime NS-

NS two-form potential B and a worldvolume two-form U(1) field strength F. The 

pullback of the spacetime metric onto the brane is also understood. The second 

term is a compact way of writing the couplings of the R-R fields and the sum is 

over n = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 with the integral being restricted to include only (p + 1)-forms 

(natural since we are integrating over the (p + 1)-dimensional brane worldvolume). 

These Wess-Zumino couplings give rise to interesting field theory phenomena such 

as instanton and monopole states, which we examine in more detail in later sections. 

If we consider single branes in fiat space, for example, the low energy limit of this 

action in the absence of a background B field is given by the (p+ 1 )-dimensional U ( 1) 

maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills action. More general setups with non-trivial 

B field are described by non-commutative field theories (20]. We will not be consid

ering those here. If we now fix the reparameterisation invariance of the world volume 

by setting a 0 = x 0, a 1 = x1 , ... , aP = xP then the directions transverse to the brane 

are xP+l, . .. , x 9. We can interpret these as scalar fields on the world volume action 

(1.12) 

where i = p + 1, ... , 9. Expanding the DBI action for small ls in fiat space and 

looking at the leading term in the expansion we find 

(1.13) 

The Yang-Mills coupling can be read off from these expressions to be 

1 2 4 
- 2- = 4n l8 TDv· (1.14) 
9YM 

If we consider the more general case of N coincident Dp-branes, then the worldvol-

ume action should be non-Abelian. The precise nature of this action to all orders 
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1.3. The AdS/CFT correspondence 12 

is still not well known. However, in the limit ls ---t 0 the low energy dynamics are 

given by a maximally supersymmetric U(N) Yang-Mills theory. The main point of 

this description is that field theory states and gauge groups, for example, can be 

identified geometrically with certain string and brane configurations. 

1.3 The AdS/CFT correspondence 

The AdS/CFT correspondence [12) describes a duality between string or M-theory 

and gauge theories. It is a concrete realisation of the older idea of the holographic 

principle. As with the rest of the topics covered in this introduction, there are many 

introductory reviews on this subject [21), as well as a large body of research, so we 

will not go into much detail here. Although this duality has not yet been proved in 

a mathematical sense, there is a large body of evidence which supports it. 

It was originally inspired by the properties of D3-branes in Type liB supergravity. 

This supergravity is the T-dual of Type IIA, that is, the Majorana-Weyl spinors that 

act as its supersymmetry generators have the same chirality. In any case, this is the 

best-studied example and we proceed to illustrate it. 

Considering a stack of N coincident D3-branes in Type liB supergravity, from 

the previous section we know that this will have a worldvolume description in terms 

of anN= 4 four-dimensional SU(N) Yang-Mills theory. One may now ask what the 

supergravity description of this brane configuration could be. Now we recall that to 

find the field theory description we took the ls ---t 0 limit, which effectively decouples 

gravity modes and massive string states. However, any sensible limit should keep 

certain field theory quantities such as the gauge coupling and massive states fixed. 

This requires that we keep the 't Hooft coupling 

(1.15) 

and the gauge masses (which scale as m rv r/t;) fixed while taking l 8 ---t 0. It turns 

out that the correct quantity to fix is given by U = r / t;, where r is the radial co

ordinate transverse to the branes. This implies that we are effectively also taking 

the r ---t 0 limit, which means we are considering the region close to the branes. This 
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limit is usually referred to as the near-horizon limit for this reason. In terms of this 

variable U, the harmonic function H which specifies the solution of the D3-brane 

becomes 

(1.16) 

In this limit the spacetime metric becomes 

(1.17) 

where £ 2 = J2g~MN. This metric describes an AdSs x ss spacetime with L as the 

radius of both the AdSs and the ss. The regions of validity of this correspondence 

are small curvature on the supergravity side and small 't Ho oft coupling A = g~ M N 

on the gauge theory side. These are opposite regions of validity since small curvature 

on the supergravity side implies large radius L and a correspondingly large 't Hooft 

coupling. Therefore, in principle, by considering the supergravity approximation we 

can make predictions about the non-perturbative nature of the gauge theory. 

This correspondence is the main motivation for finding supergravity solutions 

that are dual to interesting field theories. It has been extended to more general 

brane configurations with reduced supersymmetry which are dual to a variety of 

Yang-Mills theories [22, 23]. We shall look at some examples of wrapped branes and 

their dual field theory description in later sections. 

1.4 Outline of thesis 

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate various geometric and field- theoretic 

properties of wrapped M5-branes preserving either 16 or 8 real supersymmetries. 

Supersymmetric brane probes are used extensively in this context, making full use 

of their dual nature as dynamic gravitational objects which contain a gauge theory 

on their worldvolume. We begin Chapter 2 by discussing methods of finding eleven

dimensional supergravity solutions of intersecting M5-brane configurations. The 

method of solving the Killing spinor equation to arrive at supersymmetric solutions 

of interest is briefly reviewed. The connection with the G-structures program of 
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classifying supersymmetric solutions and the bilinear spinor formalism employed is 

also summarised. The Type IIA Hanany-Wit ten models, which are the dimensional 

reduction of the intersecting M5-brane solutions, are also introduced. The four

dimensional world volume theory of the Hanany-Wit ten construction is outlined, 

and reference made to the Seiberg-Witten analysis. The explicit form of the M5-

brane action is presented and its general features outlined. Finally, we also include a 

short discussion on the method of calibrations, which involves finding forms that are 

useful in determining supersymmetric surfaces that have minimal volume in their 

homology class. This is connected to minimal cycles that branes will be permitted 

to wrap in order to preserve supersymmetry. We also give a short outline of N = 1 

and N = 2 gauge theories. These topics will the contents of Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 3, we look at various supersymmetric probes of the supergravity back

grounds we have reviewed in the previous chapter. Both M2- and M5-brane probes 

are used to calculate certain parameters of the dual gauge theory. In particular, 

M2-brane probes are employed to determine the BPS spectrum of theN= 2 dual 

gauge theory in the first example, and M5-branes are used to calculate field the

ory parameters such as the gauge coupling, the theta angle and the complex scalar 

moduli space metric. The instanton action is calculated using a DO-brane probe 

once the limit to Type IIA is taken. Finally, an alternative method of deriving the 

N = 1 supergravity solution involving the projection conditions and the bilinear 

spinor formalism is illustrated. 

In Chapter 4, we deepen our discussion of calibrations and consider the under

lying structure of supersymmetric backgrounds by examining their superalgebras. 

We consider the most general form of the superalgebra for eleven-dimensional su

pergravity and establish some of the allowed brane probes for both backgrounds 

under discussion. We discuss the relevance to G-structures in a little more detail 

and also introduce the notion of structure groups of supersymmetric M-theory back

grounds. These have been classified for the most part, and consist of finding the 

subgroups of the isotropy group of a single Killing spinor in eleven-dimensional su

pergravity. The Killing vector built from this spinor turns out to be either time-like 

or null, which leads to different classes of structure groups. These are shown to be 
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illustrated by our brane configurations with some hindsight, and provide interesting 

field-theoretic and geometric interpretations of the supergravity backgrounds under 

discussion. Finally, some field theoretic objects such as: instantons, monopoles, 

vortices and domain walls are briefly introduced, and their geometric interpretation 

in terms of branes described. 

In Chapter 5, we make use of the concepts we have learnt in the last chapter 

and analyse the central charges of the two supergravity backgrounds we have been 

discussing. This reveals what supersymmetric probes are allowed in this background, 

and also ties in well with the geometric structure groups which are allowed in terms 

of the number of Killing spinors the background preserves. All these ingredients 

allow us to identify calibrating forms in these backgrounds. The integral of these 

calibrating forms have a field theory interpretation as the tension of BPS vortices, 

domain walls and monopoles. Such objects are shown to be supersymmetric and 

stable from this perspective. 

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes and summarises the main results of this thesis and 

considers what possible avenues of research are available for the future. 
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Chapter 2 

Supergravity solutions 

In this chapter any reference to supergravity solutions refers to eleven-dimensional 

supergravity unless otherwise indicated. We introduce the requirements that a so

lution be supersymmetric in terms of satisfying the Killing spinor equation. We will 

make the relation between intersecting branes of the same type and branes wrapping 

smooth cycles clear, and express the supersymmetry preserving conditions in terms 

of calibrations. 

2.1 Supergravity solutions of intersecting branes 

One method of finding the supergravity solution of a particular brane configuration 

consists of using the projection conditions for preservation of supersymmetry to 

constrain the metric and four-form field strength. 

The integrability of the Killing spinor equation then allows one to relate geome

tries that preserve some degree of supersymmetry to those that in addition solve the 

equations of motion [24]. Typically, a supersymmetric solution which in addition 

solves the Bianchi identity and equations of motion for the background field strength 

will satisfy almost all the constraints from the Einstein equations. For the case of 

a geometry admitting a null Killing vector K = e+, for example, one just needs to 

impose E++ = 0 to obtain a full supersymmetric solution [24], where EJ.Lv = 0 refers 

to the Einstein equations. 

Recently, a great deal of progress has been made in understanding the gen-
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2.1. Supergravity solutions of intersecting branes 17 

eral structure of supersymmetric solutions of supergravity theories [24-29]. For 

the case of eleven-dimensional supergravity, the classification of the local form of 

supersymmetric solutions of a background preserving one Killing spinor has been 

completed [24, 29]. This is a group theoretic approach which has proven useful in 

classifying supersymmetric solutions in various dimensions, depending on whether 

the minimal background Killing spinor gives either a time-like or null Killing vec

tor. We shall not go into the details of this approach here, but we note that both 

supergravity solutions used in this paper can also be derived from the G-structures 

approach [30]. Quite similar to this approach is the new method we employ to derive 

theN = 1 supergravity solution [31] in the first part of Chapter 3. For the moment 

we consider the original approach of solving the Killing spinor equation directly. 

For a general supergravity solution of a certain brane configuration, and since 

we are only considering purely bosonic solutions for simplicity, we must check that 

the supersymmetry transformations of the fermionic fields which vanish are those 

that are preserved by the solution. 

To illustrate this, we consider the fermionic field of supergravity '1/J, the spin-3/2 

Rarita-Schwinger field. For a supersymmetric bosonic solution we must ensure that 

the supersymmetry variations of this field vanish. This leads us to what is referred 

to as the Killing spinor equation: 

(2.1) 

where 

iJ E =V' E + _1_ [r JKLM- 8c5JrKLM] F E I I 288 I I J K LM (2.2) 

and 

(2.3) 

We use the notation in [32], with the spin connection denoted by w~ I (notice this 

has mixed indices acting on both the tangent space and spacetime), F denotes the 

four-form field strength, and r M for the spacetime Dirac gamma-matrices and t m 
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2.1. Supergravity solutions of intersecting branes 18 

for the tangent-space gamma-matrices. These are related by the vielbein eli} such 

that 

The condition fhc = 0 on the thirty-two component spinor f. amounts to a set 

of linearly independent constraints, each of which must be put to zero indepen

dently. Since the number of non-trivial components of f. determines the amount of 

supersymmetry, a solution that possesses N independent Killing spinors equivalently 

preserves N out of a possible 32 supersymmetries. If the Killing spinor equation is 

satisfied for a given metric, and the resulting four-form obeys the constraints dF = 0 

and d * F = 0, then most components of Einstein's equations are guaranteed to be 

satisfied. This then specifies the bosonic content of a BPS supergravity solution. 

The number of supersymmetries preserved by a p-brane configuration is given 

by the number of spinors f. which satisfy the equation 

re= f. (2.5) 

where we have the definitions f' = ~f.o: 1 ... o:prM1 ... Mp&o: 1 XM1 • • • &o:pXMp and 

rMl"'M = ~r[Ml""M ]· The XM is the embedding of the p-brane in the background p p. p 

geometry and the ai denote the worldvolume coordinates. 

The M-brane supergravity solutions we have so far considered have the important 

property that they preserve ~ supersymmetry. Concretely, if we consider a flat M5-

brane with worldvolume xo:o · · · Xo:5 (which in shorthand we will write 012345), then 

this object preserves 16 out of a possible 32 real supersymmetries corresponding to 

the components of a spinor rt which satisfies the condition 

r o12345 rt = rt. (2.6) 

More BPS states can be built from multiple M-branes by combining them in such 

a way that some amount of supersymmetry is preserved. For a general p-brane, and 

considering the case with no worldvolume fields other than scalars turned on, there is 

a general caveat that each pair share a (p- 2)-dimensional spatial intersection. This 
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is because all p-branes contain a (p- !)-dimensional gauge field Ap-l (which is the 

worldvolume dual of the scalar field) which allows for a dynamical self intersection. 

The Killing spinors of the resulting configurations are those that survive the complete 

set of projection conditions. 

However, M5-branes include a two-form on their worldvolume which allows for 

a dynamical one-dimensional spatial intersection of two M5-branes. These inter

sections are much less understood even in the context of string theory, where, for 

example, they can be dimensionally reduced to two D4-branes intersecting over a 

point or T-dualised to an intersecting DO-D8-brane system [33,34]. In any case, we 

shall consider these types of intersections in more detail in Chapter 5 when we look 

at central charges of wrapped M5-brane backgrounds. 

For the time being, we specialise to (p - 2)-dimensional intersections of M5-

branes. The simplest example we can look at is the case of orthogonal intersections 

of flat M5-branes. We can consider, for definiteness, an example of two sets of or

thogonally intersecting M5-branes with worldvolume directions 012345 and 012367. 

This corresponds to the projection conditions 

r o12345E 

fo12367E E. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Now, because these commute with each other, it can be shown that one quarter 

supersymmetry is preserved. In general, for a configuration of m types of intersecting 

branes to preserve some supersymmetry, a necessary condition is that each pair of 

branes must preserve a quarter supersymmetry, like in our example. The whole 

configuration will then preserve a minimum of 1/2m supersymmetry, depending on 

whether some projection conditions are redundant or are already implicitly imposed 

by the others. This occurs when some projection conditions are not just a traceless 

product of f'-matrices but rather when some product of these operators is plus or 

minus the identity. 

As we can show, there are alternative ways to write these conditions. For exam

ple, the above projection conditions imply that 
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~ ~ 

f4557E = fo12389(10)E =-E. (2.9) 

where we have used the identity f 0123456789(10) = 1. This last condition is the pro

jection condition for a KK6-brane with supersymmetry preserving orientation pre

scribed by the orientation of the original M5-branes. When reduced dimensionally, 

a KK6-brane, which is pure geometry in eleven dimensions, becomes a D6-brane, 

hence the name. So even though the presence of this extra brane is implied in our 

original projection conditions, it does not break any further supersymmetry, and 

the whole system still preserves one quarter supersymmetry. 

Reducing this system to Type IIA along the direction x7, we would find a quarter 

BPS system of orthogonally intersecting NS5-branes [012345], D4-branes [01236] and 

D6-branes [012389(10)]. This system is called a Hanany-Witten model [35] and we 

shall describe it in more detail promptly. 

Now the aim of this introduction is to make the connection between intersecting 

branes of the same type and a brane wrapping a smooth cycle. We also need 

to show how the conditions for preservation of supersymmetry can be expressed 

geometrically in terms of calibrations. To this end, since we are going to be working 

with holomorphic cycles in a target space with a complex structure, it makes sense 

to re-write the Clifford algebra in terms of complex co-ordinates. If we now define 

complex co-ordinates 

and complex gamma matrices 

~ 1 (~ ~ ) r zl = 2 r x4 - if x5 ' 

for example, then we can concisely express the above relations as 

f 0123alJE = iOafiE 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
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with 6ali (a, b = 1, 2) as the tangent-space metric with 611 = ~ in our conventions. 

We also use the shorthand f' za = f' a notation. This restriction on c means that the 

solution will preserve ~ of the supersymmetry (or equivalently, eight supercharges), 

which corresponds to N = 2 in four dimensions. We use conventions where ds2 = 

2gM.NdzM dz.N = 6abeM ( e~) dzM dz.N for complex Hermitian metrics. 

Now we can easily check that we can add an M5-brane with embedding defined 

by an arbitrary holomorphic curve without breaking any more supersymmetry. We 

do this by embedding the M5-brane in the 4567 directions as the zeroes of a holomor

phic function f ( v, s). We can take this curve to be, for example, f ( v, s) = vs- c = 0 

in C 2
, where c is a constant. In the limiting case where c = 0 and the curve be

comes singular, the function f factorises and describes a system of two orthogonally 

intersecting M5-branes spanning the v and s planes respectively. Thus, a system of 

two orthogonally intersecting M5-branes, such as the one we started out with, can 

be thought of as the singular limit of an M5-brane wrapping a smooth two-cycle. 

In general, a complex structure such as the one above can be defined on the 

relative transverse space (those directions which are common to some branes but 

not all) of a system of n intersecting branes, yielding the picture of a brane wrapping 

a smooth cycle in en. The Killing spinors and associated supersymmetries of a 

wrapped brane of this kind must be the same as those in the singular limit described 

by orthogonal intersections of branes (since their holomorphic embedding curves 

differ only by a constant) and can be easily calculated. 

2.2 Standard calibrations 

There are other useful ways of understanding the geometry of supersymmetric brane 

configurations. The one which we will use throughout this thesis is the power

ful method of calibrations [36-39]. This technique has been used to classify the 

supersymmetric cycles which branes can wrap in various special holonomy mani

folds [40-42]. It allows one to find minimal energy configurations for probe branes 

in various backgrounds. It is also very useful in its generalised form when it comes to 

finding supergravity solutions and calculating central charges of the supersymmetry 
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algebra of brane probes. Calibrations are also intimately connected with the notion 

of structure groups, which we shall discuss later as well. 

For now, we introduce the concept of a calibrating form. As we will see, calibra

tions are p-forms which enable us to classify minimal p-dimensional submanifolds 

in a particular spacetime background. These surfaces have the property that they 

have minimal volume in their homology class. Thus, the problem of finding super

symmetric probes which minimise the energy is transformed to the more straight

forward problem of finding calibrated surfaces for a particular background manifold. 

Calibrating forms of special holonomy manifolds have been extensively studied and 

classified [43]. We will be most interested in the Calabi-Yau and Hyper-Kiihler cases 

in our investigations. 

We begin by considering ad-dimensional manifold (M, g). The standard defini

tion of a calibration cjy E AP M is that it satisfies 

{ cjy ::; vol(Mp) and dcjy = o 
}MP 

(2.14) 

where MP is an arbitrary p-dimensional submanifold of M. Since we are more 

interested in dealing with branes of infinite spatial extent, the precise definition we 

shall use is that a p-dimensional oriented submanifold Mp is called calibrated if at 

every point on Mp, the pullback of cjy to some tangent space TxMp is equal to the 

volume form on that tangent space, 

(2.15) 

Note that the condition for a calibrated submanifold is a local one. 

For spacetimes with no background flux, there is a classification of the calibra

tions that can exist in these manifolds, called special holonomy manifolds. For the 

cases of interest to us, a manifold of special holonomy is indicated by the the exis

tence of a covariantly constant spinor. Holonomy is a measure of the transformation 

of a field '1/J upon parallel transport around a contractible closed curve. In the exam

ple of a Riemannian manifold £ of dimension n, the spin connection is, in general, an 

SO(n) field. As '1/J ~ U'lj; around the loop, the SO(n) matrices U form the holonomy 

group H of the manifold. The manifold£ is said to be of special holonomy when H 
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is a proper subgroup of SO(n). 

Now, for any general background, we know that supersymmetry preservation 

implies the existence of covariantly constant spinors, as typified, for example, in 

the Killing spinor equation. This is the fundamental reason why special holonomy 

manifolds are so useful when constructing supersymmetric supergravity solutions. 

Moreover, manifolds of special holonomy are useful because they naturally have 

calibrating forms associated to them, as we shall see. 

It is well known that, in general, the holonomy of the background geometry 

is reduced once fluxes (or equivalently a non-trivial four-form field strength) are 

turned on. There is, in general, a torsion which modifies the usual connection on 

the manifold, thus giving it a reduced group structure. Group structures are more 

general since holonomy requires that certain differential conditions be satisfied (such 

as the Nijenhuis tensor vanishing). We shall discuss this more in depth when we 

consider G-structures. 

For backgrounds with no flux, the classification of special holonomy manifolds 

has been done by Berger [43], and is based upon the classification of Lie groups. A 

brief synopsis of the main results are: 

Calabi-Yau manifolds 

One possibility for the special holonomy group is H = SU(n) C S0(2n), where 

d = 2n is the real dimension of the manifold under consideration. Since nE Z, this 

forces the manifold to be even dimensional. These manifolds are called Calabi-Yau, 

also denoted CY(n) or Calabi-Yau n-fold. They are Kahler manifolds with vanishing 

Ricci form (or equivalently first Chern class). This implies that it admits at least 

two independent invariant forms which are nowhere vanishing. These are expressed 

in terms of the Kahler two-form J = ioabea 1\ eb and the holomorphic (n, 0)-form 

nn = eZl 1\ ... 1\ eZn for a suitable choice of complex vielbein. These invariant forms 

are given by 

1 JP I p E 1, ... , n 
p. 

Re(ewn). 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 
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In particular, the calibrating 2p-forms <PI ~JP are known as Kahler calibra-p. 

tions. The form </>2 includes an arbitrary constant phase e owing to the SU(n) 

structure giving a certain freedom to rotate complex structures. Clearly, both these 

forms are closed and also satisfy the second property for a calibration. 

The calibrated submanifolds of a Calabi-Yau are thus complex submanifolds (by 

the Wirtinger theorem), which are calibrated by </>I, and so-called Special-Lagrangian 

submanifolds, which are n-cycles calibrated by </>2 . It turns out that the fraction of 

preserved supersymmetry of a CY(n) is 1/2(n-I). 

Hyper-Kahler manifolds 

A further possibility for the holonomy group isH= Sp(n) c S0(4n), where d = 4n 

is the dimension of the manifold in question. Calabi-Yau 2-folds are automatically 

hyper-Kahler since SU(2) rv Sp(l) so we taken 2: 2 and an integer. These manifolds 

are usually denoted by H Kn and are a generalisation of a Kahler manifold in the 

sense that a family of complex structures is allowed. The complex structures can be 

parametrised by two-spheres 5 2
, with SU(2) commutation relations between them. 

In general, there will thus be a family of Kahler two-forms Ji and holomorphic 

( 4n, 0)-forms, for i being a multiple of three. As before, these forms are closed and 

can be used to construct calibrating forms in the same way as the Calabi-Yau case. 

We shall only be interested in the case of Calabi-Yau 2-folds (or H K I) and in 

that particular case, there are just three inequivalent complex structures with SU(2) 

commutation relations between them. In that case, there are then three possible 

Kahler forms that can be constructed, giving the calibrated complex submanifolds. 

The special-Lagrangian submanifolds are simply holomorphic curves with respect 

to a different choice of complex structure. This example will be illustrated for the 

supergravity solution preserving 16 real supersymmetries, which we investigate in 

the next chapter. 

Exceptional holonomy groups 

Lastly, there are a couple of exceptional holonomy groups which arise in unique di

mensions: in eight dimensions, when the holonomy group is H = Spin(7) C 50(8), 
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and in seven dimensions, when it is H = G2 C 50(7). Manifolds of G2 holonomy 

contain an invariant three-form as well as its Hodge dual four-form, called associa

tive and eo-associative calibrations, respectively. These have been widely used in 

M-theory compactifications since they preserve a certain amount of supersymmetry, 

but we shall not be needing them here. 

Of more interest is the eight-dimensional case given by a manifold of Spin(7) 

holonomy. These are Ricci flat and contain covariantly constant spinors as well, 

and therefore are useful when constructing supersymmetric supergravity solutions. 

They contain a self-dual four-form W 4 which is invariant under Spin(7) and gives 

rise to a four-dimensional calibration called the Cayley calibration. 

Having looked at the case of zero flux, we can ask what happens when we turn 

the flux on. In that case, the original Killing spinors are determined not only by the 

metric but also the field strength, and therefore in general not covariantly constant. 

In these cases, we can interpret the background field strengths as torsion owing to 

the way the Killing spinor equation is modified. So the Killing spinors will now 

be covariantly constant only with respect to this modified connection that includes 

the flux. From these one can construct what are now called generalised (since they 

include flux) calibration forms [38, 39, 44). 

The existence of these Killing spinors and vectors with respect to the connection 

with torsion can be understood in terms of reduced holonomy groups or structure 

groups. One of the most interesting advances in recent years has been the classifi

cation of supersymmetric supergravity solutions by covariantly constant generalised 

calibrating forms, referred to as G-structures. Not only supergravity solutions in 

eleven-dimensions (which we will focus on here), but also the cases of four, five, six, 

seven and ten dimensions (see [15) and references therein). 

As mentioned, recently all maximally supersymmetric solutions of supergravity 

in eleven dimensions have been classified. The formalism used, and one which we 

shall exploit throughout this thesis, is called the bilinear spinor formalism, which 

we briefly review. 
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2.3 G-structures: bilinear spinor formalism 

A problem which has generated much interest in recent years has been the classi

fication of the local forms of all supersymmetric solutions of supergravity theories. 

For the case of eleven-dimensional supergravity, a complete analysis has already 

been carried out [24, 29). These solutions preserve at least one of the background 

Killing spinors. The approach used in those papers, and which we briefly review, 

is to construct p-forms of different degrees from the Killing spin or preserved by the 

background. 

The basic idea is to construct the p-forms by defining, for example, the Killing 

vector KM= E"rME where the commuting Killing spinor E and its hermitian conjugate 

"E = t:rro have all spinor indices contracted. The term Killing spinor is then justified 

by the fact that we can use it to construct Killing vectors such asK. These p-forms 

are also referred to as spinor bilinears by the nature of their construction. 

It is useful to realise that the spinor t:(x) which satisfies the Killing spinor equa

tion for preservation of supersymmetry can be reconstructed (up to a sign) from the 

following one-, two- and five-forms built from spinor bilinears: 

KM E"rME 

O,MN ErMNt 

'EMNPQR (2.18) 

One can check that the zero-, three- and four-forms built in a similar way vanish 

identically. 

These spinor bilinears also satisfy a set of algebraic and differential relations. The 

algebraic relations can be derived from Fierz identities. The differential relations 

follow essentially from the Killing spinor equation, and, for example, one can show 

that the above one-form K is actually a Killing vector and satisfies \7 (mKn) = 0. 

The exterior derivatives of the forms are then given by 
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dK 

dO 

d'E 

2 1 

3~,nF+ 3 ~,E *F 

~,KF 

t,g * F- n 1\ F. 

where the contraction is defined by (t,nF)MN = (1/2!)0,AB FABMN· 
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(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Moreover, these p-forms constructed from the Killing spinors of the background 

satisfy the properties required for a calibration. Furthermore, static brane probes 

wrapping calibrated submanifolds specified by these p-forms are supersymmetric as 

well as volume minimising. This can be shown explicitly in a simple way. 

Consider the p-form c/J built from spinor bilinears, as above. Firstly, we notice 

straight away that since E is covariantly constant, and we are presently considering 

the case of no background fiuxes, the closure of c/J is guaranteed. In order to check 

the second condition for a calibrating form, we pull back c/J onto a tangent p-plane 

(, with local co-ordinates o-1
, ... , o-P to obtain 

(2.22) 

with the matrix r ( given by 

1 . . 
r UJ ... apa X 11 a Xtpr I' = -- f . . . Q'l ·p ., .J;y a1 ap t ... t ' (2.23) 

and a 1 , ... aP refer to the p-plane co-ordinates o- 1 , ... o-P. The factors of ::Y refer to 

the determinant of the induced metric on the p-plane. Now, since fc: is hermitian 

and satisfies q = 1, the following inequality holds from the projection condition 

~(1- fc)t = 0: 

(2.24) 

We have used the fact that in the absence of any background field strengths E is a 

covariantly constant spinor which we can normalise ET E = 1. The inequality then 

reads 

(2.25) 
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Looking back at (2.22) and using (2.25) we finally see that 

(2.26) 

which is the second local condition required for a calibration. 

It is important to note that the calibration bound (2.25) is saturated when 

r (E = E, which is exactly the projection condition for preservation of supersymmetry 

for a static p-brane probe. So we can conclude that the calibrated cycles of cjJ are 

also cycles on which probe branes can wrap and preserve supersymmetry. This 

construction of calibrating forms from spinor bilinears is quite general and extends 

to the case of generalised calibrations in a supersymmetric background with flux, as 

we shall see. 

Moreover, these forms also define a mathematical structure called a G-structure. 

For eleven-dimensional supergravity, which deals with Lorentzian manifolds with 

a spin structure, we start with a Spin(lO, 1) structure and a globally well-defined 

spinor which defines K, n and ~. From these considerations, it was found that at 

a point, the isotropy group of the spinor is either SU(5) or (Spin(7) t>< JR8 ) x JR. 

depending on whether K is time-like or null, respectively. These two cases specify 

the most general supersymmetric solutions. Note that these are local conditions and 

that the case where this is a global statement has not yet been described. 

A G-structure is the reduction of the Spin(lO, 1) frame bundle to a principal G

sub-bundle. This structure can be specified by G-invariant tensors and/or spinors 

(such as (K, n, ~) in our case). Since G defines a metric, one can take the covariant 

derivative of these G-invariant forms with respect to the Levi-Civita connection and 

classify the result into irreducible G-modules. Essentially, these modules measure 

the intrinsic torsion of the connection, or in physical terms, the modification of 

the connection due to fluxes. When all the modules are present, one has the most 

general type of G-structure, such as SU(5) for time-like K for example. When all the 

modules vanish then this gives rise to special holonomy manifolds since, in physics 

language, there are no fluxes to modify the geometry. 

Although we will not go into any more depth on the question of G-modules 

and that formalism, we note that one of the most useful consequences of this ap-
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proach is that the local form of the geometry is almost completely determined by the 

G-structures. Along with the differential and algebraic relations described above, 

integrability arguments show that many of the components of the four-form field 

strength and metric of the corresponding solutions can be determined. Further

more, this process has been refined to include the cases where more than one Killing 

spinor is preserved by the background [45]. 

This approach, coupled with the integrability of the Killing spinor equation, can 

be used to show that almost all of the components of the Einstein equations are sat

isfied. Assuming our geometry has Killing spinors and solves the equations of motion 

and the Bianchi identity, then, for the case of time-like K, the Einstein equations 

are automatically satisfied. The case of null K shows that one component of the 

Einstein equation needs to be imposed to obtain a full supersymmetric solution. 

This has many practical benefits since the differential equations for the bilinear 

spinors (3.116) are first order, and the Einstein equations are second order and in 

general harder to solve. We shall exploit this fact in Chapter 3 when we re-derive 

theN= 1 supergravity solution we examine in this thesis using this approach. 

2.4 M5-branes wrapped on holomorphic 2-cycles 

in C 2 

In this section we briefly summarise the eleven-dimensional supergravity solution 

of fully localised M5-brane intersections [46-48]. Viewed from an M-theory per

spective, this corresponds to an M5-brane with worldvolume R(l,s) x E, where E 

is a Riemann surface of two complex dimensions. This is a holomorphic embed

ding which preserves N = 2 (in d = 4) supersymmetry. This brane configuration 

is related, in the appropriate near-horizon limit, toN = 2 supersymmetric gauge 

theories by the AdS/CFT correspondence [12]. 
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2.4.1 The M5-brane configuration 

This M-theory picture of an M5-brane wrapped on a holomorphic cycle of E has a 

ten-dimensional, Type IIA string theory interpretation. It describes a large class of 

Hanany-Wit ten [49] constructions. Generically, the Hanany-Witten setup involves 

D4-branes with worldvolume directions 01236 ending on NS5-branes extended in the 

012345 directions. All the branes are located at x8 = x9 = x 10 = 0. We can define 

the complex coordinates v = x4 + ix5 and s = x6 + ix7
, where x7 is the eleventh 

dimension (a circle of radius R). This complex structure plays an important part in 

defining the complex manifold E which the M5-brane wraps in the M-theory picture. 

This Riemann surface E is in fact the Seiberg-Witten curve for the gauge the

ory [50]. The Seiberg-Witten differential also has an M-theory derivation [51] 

(see [52, 53] for a comprehensive review of these constructions). The BPS states 

correspond to minimal M2-branes whose boundary is on the M5-brane. The mass 

of the M2-brane gives the mass of the corresponding BPS-saturated state. 

2.4.2 The supergravity solution 

In the original approach, after solving the Killing spinor equations with these pro

jection conditions and metric ansatze R(l,s) x Q4 x R(s), where Q4 is a two-complex 

dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold, the following metric and field strength [46, 47] 

were discovered: 

FMNo.{3 

FM89(10) 

Fflls9(10) 

g 

2iEo.f3-y8-y gM f\1 

-i8MH 

i8RH 

(9vv9ss - 9sv9vs) · 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

We denote with lower case Greek letters a, /3, 1 the totally transverse directions 

8, 9, 10, and capital letters M, N for the complex co-ordinates v, s. 
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The metric 9MN is constrained to be Kahler, with (square root) determinant g, 

and H = 4g from asymptotic conditions. This is similar to what we would expect 

from the harmonic function rules [54] of orthogonally intersecting branes, but with 

extra off-diagonal components. These components are what effectively describe the 

brane in the relative transverse directions. 

The equation of motion for F with a magnetic source J is 

(2.29) 

where 

(2.30) 

since the M5-brane is wrapped on a Riemann surface I:, defined by a holomorphic 

function f ( v, s) = 0 at r = 0, where r denotes the radial co-ordinate for the totally 

transverse space R (3 ). This results, in terms of the Kahler potential for gM N, K, in 

the equation 

(2.31) 

which is related to the Monge-Ampere equation. 

Taking the near-horizon limit 

Once the brane construction of a particular gauge theory is known, one can try 

to describe the supergravity dual of the field theory. In the same spirit as the 

AdS/ C FT correspondence, we identify the field theory parameters which should be 

kept fixed while taking a limit to decouple gravity and string modes. 

Since we are interested in describing the gravity dual, we only need to solve 

these equations in the near-horizon limit. In this limit, we keep the gauge couplings 

and masses fixed while taking lp - 0. Looking at the example of a Hanany

Witten type IIA setup examined in [46], we have, for example, magnetically charged 

states represented by D2-branes stretched between the D4-branes and NS5-branes. 

Classically, they would have a mass 
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m= lviL 
9s(o:')3/2 

32 

where lvl is the coordinate distance between two D4-branes, and L is the distance 

between two NS5-branes. Thus, in the limit where we keep w = v / ci and the Yang

Mills coupling constant 9YM fixed, while taking a'~ 0, the field theory states have 

finite mass. 

Concretely, it was found that the relevant scalings of the supergravity variables 

in M-theory units, by defining w, t and y as follows, are: 

w V vR 
T;'1 r;s 

t2 r r 
9sls 3 r;s 

y 8 

Ji· 

Our expectations from the AdS/CFT duality suggests, for a conformal theory 

in a Hanany-Witten setup, a solution of the form of a warped product of AdS5 with 

a non-compact six-dimensional manifold M6 . Requiring that the metric (2.27) can 

be written in this form places several constraints on the components of the Ki:ihler 

metric 9Mflr which are not obviously related to the equations of motion. However, 

they are compatible and a solution has been found [48]. 

More general N = 2 supersymmetric theories 

Looking at the example of a conformal theory with two NS5-branes separated by 

- 2-
1 - in they-plane intersected (for gauge group SU(N)) by N infinite D4-branes, 

9 YM 

the holomorphic function f ( w, y) which describes this geometry, lifted to lld, is 

j = (y- 2g21YM) (y + 2g21YM) WN. 

This generalises for an arbitrary Riemann surface I; (an arbitrary holomorphic 

function f(w, y)). In this case, the supergravity solution can be determined from 

the Ki:ihler potential K which is given by [48] 
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(2.32) 

where in general N is defined as the degree of f as a polynomial in w. To find 

explicit solutions we need to solve 

(2.33) 

to find G. Whether this is easy or not depends on f. 

Geometrically, the variables ( F 2 , G) can be thought of as local co-ordinates trans

verse and parallel to the M5-brane. The above equation is simply the statement that 

the Jacobian of the holomorphic co-ordinate transformation from (w, y) to (F2
, G) 

is equal to one. It is also the necessary condition for the metric 

(2.34) 

to have determinant g. The source equations (2.30), (2.31) reduce to the condition 

that g is a harmonic function in the five-dimensional transverse space with radial 

co-ordinate 

so that g = ;J;. These new co-ordinates appear to be naturally suited to describe 

this M5-brane configuration. 

Calibrated surfaces 

Defining the hermitian two-form we = iG M NdzM A dzN (where we have rescaled 

the metric GM f1 = H- 113 gM N), the spacetime metric is found to satisfy a (warped) 

Kahler calibration constraint 

(2.35) 
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with the derivative understood to be acting on the complex submanifold. This 

constraint is something which can be seen by generalised calibration arguments or 

otherwise [47, 55]. 

The non-vanishing components of the four-form field strength are: 

FMNo:/3 

FM89(10) 

Fflls9(10) 

2iEo:fh8'YgMN 

-iBMH 

iBRH (2.36) 

These can be calculated simply once we note that the calibrating form <I> of the 

M5-brane is equal to its volume form, since it is a supersymmetric object. From the 

metric, this is can be seen to be 

<I> -iH- 213GMNdt 1\ dX 1 1\ dX 2 1\ dX 3 1\ dzM 1\ dzf\1 

dVo123 1\ we. (2.37) 

Taking the Hodge dual of the exterior derivative and then using the constraint (2.35) 

gives the result (2.36), since F4 = *F7 = *d<I>. 

2.5 M5-branes wrapped on holomorphic 2-cycles 

in C 3 

For M5-branes wrapped on holomorphic 2-cycles in C 3
, one can generalise the previ

ous construction, which describes the eleven-dimensional supergravity dual of N = 2 

field theories as the near-horizon limit of an M5-brane wrapped on a Riemann sur

face ~. to theN= 1 case. In particular, the eleven dimensional supergravity dual 

of certain N = 1 field theories (so-called MQCD theories [14, 56]) is given by the 

near-horizon limit of an M5-brane wrapped on a three complex-dimensional Rie

mann surface ~. MQCD is then the quantum field theory living on the 0123 part 

of an M5-brane with worldvolume R(1•3) x ~. 
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The idea of examining N = 1 theories by means of wrapping branes on Calabi

Yau manifolds has been extended to include the cases of generalised Calabi-Yau 

manifolds [57,58]. These stem from considering the extension to generalised complex 

geometry [59, 60]. These approaches have recently proved popular when dealing 

with flux compactifications of Type II theories to four dimensions, but we shall not 

examine them further here. 

2.5.1 The M5-brane configuration 

The idea is very similar to the N = 2 case, where we begin with a system of 

NS5-branes and D4-branes in Type IIA string theory. As an illustration, we can 

look at the simplest case of pure Yang-Mills with no matter. This is realised by 

two NS5-branes, denoted by NS51 and NS52 . The NS5 1 brane has worldvolume 

directions 012345, while the NS52 brane has worldvolume directions 012389. They 

are separated in the 6 direction with the NS51 brane defined to be on the left. We 

can then consider the inclusion of n D4-branes of finite extent in the 6 direction 

which are suspended between the NS5-branes. This configuration will then describe 

anN= 1 four-dimensional SU(n) field theory on the world-volume of the n finite 

D4-branes. 

These configurations can be lifted to M-theory where they become an M5-brane 

wrapped on a non-compact Riemann surface E embedded in C 3 , generalising the 

N = 2 case of E c C 2
. 

This is also equivalent to starting with theN = 2 configuration of Section 2.4 and 

rotating one of the NS5-branes from the 45 plane onto the 89 plane. This corresponds 

to turning on a mass for the adjoint scalar in theN= 2 vector multiplet, breaking 

the supersymmetry to N = 1. More general setups describing field theories with 

different gauge groups and matter have been constructed (see for instance [61] and 

related papers). For a similar analysis from the Type liB viewpoint see also [62,63]. 
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2.5.2 The supergravity solution 

The supersymmetry preserving solutions of eleven-dimensional supergravity relevant 

for describing the M5-brane setup were described in [31]. The method is very similar 

to the N = 2 case, so we shall go straight to the results. The solution was found to 

be: 

detg H 

F 

8(wl\w) 

By(w 1\ w)- io(H112w) 1\ dy + i8(H112w) 1\ dy 

0 = o(wl\w). 

In the above equations, the zM are holomorphic coordinates: 

V 

w 

s 

x4 + ix5 

x6 + ix7 

x8 + ix9
. 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

The metric (2.38) is of the form R(1•3) x M6 x R(l), where M6 is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold 

and y = x(10) denotes the remaining totally transverse direction. Also, 8 denotes the 

( 1, 0) exterior derivative a = dzM OM in C 3 . The metric tensor gM N is Hermitian, a 

property we shall use in the following calculations. It has an associated hermitian 

2-form 

(2.41) 

which is useful in expressing the field strength F in a more elegant form. One can 

check that the N = 2 solution satisfies the above constraints. 

Calibrated surfaces 

These non-vanishing components ofF can again be worked out easily from noticing 

that the calibrating form <P of the M5-brane is equal to its volume form, since it is 

a supersymmetric object. From the metric, this is can be seen to be 
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<I> iH- 1129MNdt 1\ dX 1 1\ dX 2 1\ dX 3 1\ dzM 1\ dz!V 

dVo123/\ w. 
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(2.42) 

Taking the Hodge dual of the exterior derivative of this form gives the result (2.39), 

since F4 = *F7 = *d<P. 

The spacetime metric is found to satisfy a co-Kahler calibration constraint 

dc3 ( w 1\ w) = 0 = dc3 * w, (2.43) 

where the exterior derivative and Hodge duality operation naturally take place in the 

C 3 submanifold. This can be seen from generalised calibration arguments [31, 64], 

for example. 

2.6 The M5-brane worldvolume action 

Since we are interested· in looking at the world volume gauge theory of probes in 

our wrapped M5-brane backgrounds, we briefly review the M5-brane worldvolume 

action. Historically, it was one of the last to be fully understood because of the 

inherent difficulty in dealing with self-dual forms in a covariant way. 

The effective theory describing small fluctuations of the M5-brane should be a six

dimensional worldvolume theory with sixteen supersymmetries. This should include 

five scalars, a self-dual two-form field and eight fermions. The scalars and fermions 

are associated with fluctuations of the brane in target superspace along directions 

that are transversal to the brane worldvolume. The self-dual field, which carries 

three physical degrees of freedom, intrinsically propagates in the worldvolume. This 

chiral field was the main stumbling block in the construction of a Lagrangian de

scription of the M5-brane action. 

The question of how to both construct a gauge-invariant action, and one which 

reproduces the self-duality condition as an equation of motion, was solved by mak

ing use of an auxiliary scalar field. The construction of a non-covariant form of the 

M5-brane action was shown to be equivalent provided the scalar was chosen suit-
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ably. Finally, the action was coupled to a bosonic background of eleven-dimensional 

supergravity. A novel feature that was observed is that the local worldvolume su

persymmetries of the action responsible for the self-duality properties require the 

presence of the Wess-Zumino term for the eleven-dimensional gauge field coupling 

to be consistent. In other types of branes, this was always a consequence of K,-

symmetry. 

The Action 

The dynamics of the M5-brane probe are determined by its worldvolume action, the 

so called PST action [65] (see also [66]). In the PST formalism the worldvolume 

fields are a self-dual three-form field strength H = dB2 and an auxiliary scalar field 

a (the PST scalar). The (bosonic) action is the sum of three terms: 

(2.44) 

where the tension of the M5-brane is denoted by T5 . In the action (2.44) the world

volume field strength H is combined with the pullback P[C(3
)] of the background 

three-form potential C(3) to form the field 7-t: 

We can also define the field il as follows: 

i£mn = 1 1 f_mnlpqr a art 
3!v-detG j-(8a)2 

1 
pqr 

(2.45) 

with G being the induced metric on the M5-brane worldvolume (see Appendix A 

for the conventions used throughout this paper). 

The explicit expressions for the three terms in the action are: 

LDBI = -J- det ( Gmn + iHmn) (2.46) 

r - - 1 lmnpqr'LJ '1-1 est;::} ;::} 
t--HH - 24 ( Oa )2 f. I Lpqr I Lmns Ut aut a (2.47) 
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(2.48) 

As discussed in [65], the scalar field a is an auxiliary field, which, by fixing 

its gauge symmetry, can be eliminated from the action at the expense of losing 

manifest covariance. To achieve agreement with the non-covariant formulation of 

the M5-brane action, one can fix the gauge a= a 5 such that 8p.a = oZ and BJ.£5 = 0, 

which is allowed by the gauge symmetries of the PST action. 

2. 7 Type IIA Hanany-Witten models and gauge 

theory 

As mentioned, the M-theory picture of an M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle has a 

ten-dimensional string theory interpretation in terms of intersecting brane config

urations. These in turn describe large classes of supersymmetric gauge theories. 

This relation and the appropriate four-dimensional gauge theory was discovered by 

Witten [35], building on earlier work with Hanany [49]. These provided an excellent 

geometrical description of the important analysis that had been done earlier on the 

exact low-energy effective action of N = 2 gauge theories [50]. Many features of 

the gauge theory such as the the gauge group, the running of the coupling and the 

matter content can thus be understood in simple geometrical terms. 

Basic Construction 

Consider Type IIA string theory on R( 1·9) with co-ordinates x 0 , ... , x 6 , x 8x 9 , x(lO) (in 

our notation x 7 is the eleventh dimension {a circle of radius R}) . Generically, the 

simplest Hanany-Witten setup involves Ne "colour" D4-branes with world volume 

directions 01236 ending on a pair of NS5-branes extended in the 012345 directions. 

If we take the D4-branes to be stretched and ending on the NS5-branes, then the low 

energy effective theory on these D4-branes is in fact an SU(Nc) (3 +I)-dimensional 

super Yang-Mills theory with 8 supercharges. The effective gauge coupling of this 

theory would be 
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1 £6 

9~M - 9sls 
(2.49) 

where we have denoted the separation of the NS5-branes by £ 6 , and g8 , l8 are the 

string coupling constant and the string length. 

Now, in order to decouple the degrees of freedom of the bulk from the colour 

branes we take the double scaling limit 9s ~ 0, L6/ls ~ 0, 9YM = constant. 

The fact that one can take this double scaling limit is non-trivial and ultimately 

resolved by analysing the Little String Theory living on the worldvolume of the 

NS5-brane. This turns out to be described by an exactly solvable CFT and an 

analysis of branes and strings in this holographic description confirms the heuristic 

arguments regarding these strings and branes in Type IIA. 

The light perturbative degrees of freedom of the gauge theory correspond to 

strings which are stretched between the Ne D4-branes, yielding an N = 2 vec

tor multiplet transforming in the adjoint representation of SU(Ne)· The distance 

between a pair of D4-branes correspond to the vacuum expectation values of the 

adjoint scalars in the vector multiplet and so parametrise the Coulomb branch. 

One may also add hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation in the gauge 

theory by adding semi-infinite D4-branes to this construction. They can either end 

on one NS5-brane and extend to x6 = oo (NR) or end on the other and extend to 

x6 = -oo (NL)· These are equivalent with respect to the gauge theory but it is only 

when we choose all N1 = NL + NR semi-infinite D4-branes to be of the same type 

that the global SU(N1) flavour symmetry is evident from the brane configuration. 

The hypermultiplets transforming in the fundamental of SU(Ne) are realised by 

open strings connecting the Ne and the Nt D4-branes. 

An alternative way of adding matter transforming in the fundamental represen

tation can be achieved in this setup by adding N1 "flavour" D4-branes stretched 

between the NS5-brane and a D6-brane with worldvolume 012389(10). According 

to the s-rule, no two D4-branes may connect the same NS5-brane and D6-brane if 

supersymmetry is to be preserved. The hypermultiplets would be strings stretching 

between one "colour" D4-brane and one "flavour" D4-brane, so they transform in 

the fundamental representations of the SU(Ne) gauge group and the global flavour 
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symmetry group. In addition, BPS states such as monopoles and dyons are realised 

by D2-branes ending on the D4-NS5-brane closed cycle, with the topology of a disk. 

Furthermore, one can also include BPS vortices by adding D2-branes in certain ways 

which we will have occasion to examine later. 

If we define the complex co-ordinate v = x4 + ix5
, then we can see that the 

U(1)n x SU(2)n R-symmetry of the classical N = 2 theory corresponds to the 

rotational symmetry of our brane construction. The U(1)n symmetry is given by 

the rotational symmetry of the v-plane, while the S0(3) rotational symmetry of the 

89(10) space gives the SU(2)n. 

Another interesting feature of this brane construction is the correct description 

of the renormalisation group flow of the coupling constant. Essentially, the ends of 

the D4-brane are eo-dimension two objects (vortices) in the NS5-brane worldvolume 

which induce a logarithmic (asymptotically) bending of the NS5-brane in the x 6 

direction. Heuristically, the D4-branes are pulling on the NS5-branes, distorting 

their worldvolume. The Ne D4-branes pull in whereas the Nt = NL + Nn D4-branes 

pull out. Therefore, in the Hanany-Witten construction we are considering, this 

logarithmic bending is given by 

1 L6(v) 
- 2- = -l-"" (2Nc- Nt) ln lvl. (2.50) 
9YM 9s s 

We note that the coefficient is exactly that of the one-loop (perturbatively exact) 

beta-function calculation for N = 2 gauge theories, provided that lvl is interpreted as 

an energy scale. Since this brane configuration restricts the motion supersymmetric 

brane probes in other directions, one may also take lvl as the holographic co-ordinate 

(radial co-ordinate) in a UV /IR correspondence in analogy with AdS/CFT. 

The effective theta angle is determined by the separation in the x 7 direction 

between the a -lth and ath NS5-branes [35]. Essentially, the NS5-branes are gener

ically at different points in the M-theory direction, and changing this difference in 

phase changes the effective theory and corresponding theta angle. If we set 

(2.51) 

which actually corresponds to the complex coupling of the N = 2 gauge theory, 
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then in terms of y = (x6 + ix7
)/ R (with distances measured in M-theory units), we 

have 

-ira(v) = Ya(v)- Ya-I(v) (2.52) 

The coefficient of the right hand side has been set to one by requiring that under 

x: - x: + 2n R, the theta angle changes by ±2n. 

There are also quantum effects that can be effectively described by these con

structions such as monopole and instanton contributions. These BPS states have 

geometrical interpretations in terms of branes. Semi-classical BPS states in the 

gauge theory such as magnetic monopoles and dyons are realised by D2-branes with 

the topology of a disk that are bounded by a D4-NS5-D4-NS5 cycle. In the near 

horizon limit, the mass of the monopole is proportional to the area of the D2-brane, 

which we recall is -d;1-, which agrees with field theory computations. We also note 
9yM 

that these states become massless when all the D4-branes are coincident, that is, at 

the root of the Coulomb branch. 

One may also include instantons in the form of Euclidean DO-branes which co

incide with the "colour" D4-branes extended in the x6 direction, lying between two 

NS5-branes. These are possible because the D4-brane worldvolume action contains 

a Wess-Zumino term that includes a coupling to a one-form A1 RR gauge potential. 

The DO-branes will then carry an instanton charge that is proportional to the elec

tric coupling to this gauge field. Furthermore, since these are 1/2-BPS states, these 

instanton corrections will give rise to a repulsive force between "colour" D4-branes 

and prevent them from coinciding. Additionally, the DO-brane instanton will con

tribute non-perturbative corrections to the mass of the D2-brane monopole of order 

A. 

There are further refinements and modifications that can be done to this setup, 

including adding BPS vortices, for example, and we shall examine those in later 

sections. However, it should be clear that many details of the gauge theory can be 

understood in geometric terms. An effective way of calculating such field theory 

parameters is by using branes to probe this geometry. Previous flat space analy

sis can be compared with probing the supergravity background which includes the 
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backreaction of the brane construction. This is the subject of much of the work in 

the next chapter. 

Lift to M-theory 

We can go further and consider the lift to M-theory, since then the singular intersec

tions of the D4-branes and NS5-branes will be smoothed out. In eleven dimensions, 

the requirement that the resulting configuration preserves the right degree of super

symmetry places constraints on the shape of the branes. These have been solved in 

an elegant fashion and we proceed to describe the results. 

In our lift to eleven dimensions, we add the direction x7, which as we mentioned 

before, shall be a circle of radius R. Using the relationship between D4-branes 

and NS5-branes in ten dimensions and M5-branes in eleven, we can easily see that 

the Hanany-Witten construction becomes some sort of M5-brane configuration. In 

fact, the D4-branes are M5-branes that wrap the x 7 direction, whereas the NS5-

branes are M5-branes that do not. We can immediately deduce that for R /:- 0 the 

D4-brane will spread out in this direction, and, in particular, the boundary would 

not be contained within an NS5-brane worldvolume. Therefore, we must conclude 

that the configuration must be deformed in a particular manner which still retains 

supersymmetry. 

It is useful to define the single valued complex co-ordinate t = exp( -s/ R), where 

s = x6 + ix7 . From (2.13), the M5-brane must be embedded holomorphically with 

respect to v, t. What actually happens then is that the collection of D4-branes and 

NS5-branes can be described by a single M5-brane with worldvolume R( 1·3) x ~. So 

the embedding is described by a Riemann surface ~ which can be constructed as 

the vanishing locus of a polynomial F(v, t). The degree in v of this polynomial is 

Ne and corresponds to the number of "colour" branes in the Hanany-Witten model. 

We also expect F(v, t) to be quadratic in t since we consider a model with only two 

NS5-branes for simplicity. Likewise, semi-infinite D4-branes at a position v = mi 

correspond to asymptotic regions of the surface where v ~ mi and t ~ 0. If we 

denote the classical positions of the Ne D4-branes by <Pa, then the curve F ( v, t) can 

be shown to be specified by (35] 
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Ne NI 

t2 + t 11 (v- cpa) + A2Nc-NJ 11 (v- mi) = 0 (2.53) 
a=l i=l 

where A is a constant that can be identified with the dynamically generated QCD 

scale of the theory. 

We note that the theta angle is encoded in this curve. This can be seen by 

rescaling t in such a way that the curve becomes 

(2.54) 

Then we see that F( v, t) is invariant under a phase shift i---+ e-iBf, which corresponds 

to movement along the x7 direction, x7 ---+ x7 + 0. Thus, once the M-theory circle 

is of finite radius, there is a new direction in which the NS5-branes can move, and 

this corresponds to the theta angle of the theory. 

This Riemann surface I:, specified by F(v, t), is in fact the Seiberg-Witten curve 

for the gauge theory [50]. The classical geometry in eleven dimensions is then 

found to very elegantly describe all the instanton effects of the gauge theory. The 

fact that the D4-branes were thickened in the lift to M-theory can be interpreted 

as the instanton induced repulsion we mentioned previously, which corresponds to 

non-dynamical winding modes along the M-theory circle. The mass of the BPS 

monopole states, which correspond to minimal M2-branes whose boundary is on the 

M5-brane, are also modified because of this, in agreement with our earlier discussion. 

In fact, M2-branes of different topology describe all the matter in the gauge theory, 

from baryons to mesons. The Seiberg-Witten differential from which the masses of 

BPS states can be calculated also has an M-theory derivation [51] (see [52,53] for a 

comprehensive review of these constructions). 

So we have, indeed, gained a great deal by this lift to M-theory, but we also 

have some undesirable features to contend with. It contains, among other things, 

extra Kaluza-Klein states from the compact direction around which the M5-brane 

is wrapped. It is, in fact, a six-dimensional theory. These momentum modes are the 

reason why non-holomorphic quantities are not manageable in this limit. However, 

unbroken supersymmetries preserve holomorphic quantities such as masses of BPS 
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states and superpotentials, which can be calculated exactly. 

N= 1 MQCD 

One can further modify the above construction by rotating one of the NS5-branes 

in such a way that supersymmetry is softly broken toN = 1 MQCD. The idea is 

to rotate one of the NS5-branes of the N = 2 Hanany-Witten construction by an 

arbitrary angle in the ( 45,89) space. Performing this rotation breaks a further ; 

supersymmetry, resulting in only four supercharges. 

This corresponds to turning on a mass for the adjoint scalar in the N = 2 

vector multiplet, breaking the supersymmetry toN = 1. The reason is that after 

the rotation, the "colour" D4-branes are forced to either move toward the origin or 

attach themselves to flavour branes. Since this translation causes the D4-branes to 

stretch, the N = 1 chiral multiplet containing these adjoint scalars acquires a mass 

via the superpotential term. This is commonly referred to as soft breaking. More 

general setups describing field theories with different gauge groups and matter have 

been constructed (see for instance [ 61] and related papers). 

Now, breaking supersymmetry further will both help and hinder us in our quest 

to describe a QCD-like theory from M-theory. In fact, MQCD is said to be in the 

same universality class as N = 1 QCD, and describes many qualitative features of 

N = 1 QCD such as confinement [14], flux tubes, Seiberg duality and spontaneous 

breaking of discrete chiral symmetry [67]. We shall have the chance to discuss 

extended objects such as domain walls in this theory in later sections. However, the 

loss of some supersymmetry means that, for example, the Kahler potential is not 

protected from KK mode corrections. 

When the quantum theory is studied using the lift to M-theory, the physics 

is again determined by a Riemann surface I:, which is now embedded in the six

dimensional complex space spanned by v, t, s. We shall not be too interested in the 

exact form of the curve for this MQCD theory, but just to note that it is specified 

by two complex equations in these co-ordinates. Another way of saying this is that 

the M5-brane is wrapped on a holomorphic 2-cycle in C 3 . 

We shall be interested in probing the supergravity background that these brane 
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configurations generate with appropriate supersymmetric M5-brane probes in order 

to deduce relevant field theory parameters. Taking into account the backreactions 

of these branes on the background will also lead us to discuss M-theory structure 

groups and calibrations thereof. These setups provide a geometric illustration of 

structure groups. 

2.8 Supersymmetric gauge theories: N 1 and 

N=2 

In this section we present and discuss briefly the form of the N = 1 and N = 2 

Lagrangians of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories. Without going into too much 

detail, there are numerous reviews and books on this subject [68~72]. 

The N = 1 Lagrangian 

We start with the N = 1 Lagrangian considering scalar and vector multiplets since 

they serve as building blocks for the construction of the N = 2 Lagrangian. 

Our field theory will contain on-shell N = 1 scalar multiplets ( '1/Ja, 1;), which 

consist of a Weyl fermion '1/Ja and a complex scalar 1;, as well as an on-shell vector 

multiplets (AM, Aa), which include the customary gauge field AM and Aa is the 

gaugino Majorana fermion. 

In the superspace formalism, the scalar multiplet is represented by a chiral su

perfield <I>i satisfying Da<I> = 0, and the vector multiplet by a real superfield V 

satisfying V = vt. 
In conventional superfield notation, the most general non-Abelian gauge kinetic 

and self-interaction term is built from the gauge field strength Wa = ~D2e2v Dae-2v 

and the chiral superfields <I>i as follows 

(2.55) 

Here a, b stand for the gauge index running over the adjoint representation of the 

gauge group and the functions Tab ( <I>i) are required to be complex analytic. If we 
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regard this as a constant chiral superfield, then it reduces to TcL = () l2n + 4ni I g~ M. 

If we expand this in terms of the component fields we find, for the case of constant 

Tab, the result 

£ = - _1_pA pAM N + ()y M pA ft'AM N + fermions 
4g2 MN 327r 2 MN YM 

(2.56) 

which shows the usual Yang-Mills gauge kinetic and theta terms where P denotes 

the dual field strength. We may also add a Kahler potential term K(ev ci>i, (ci>i)t) 

and a superpotential term U ( cpi) to this Lagrangian via D- and F-terms. 

The N = 2 Lagrangian 

This field theory contains a vector multiplet (AM, A±, <P) which has the same field 

content as the sum of anN= 1 scalar multiplet and anN= 1 vector multiplet. It 

also contains hypermultiplets with component fields ('1/J+, H±, '1/J_) where '1/J± form a 

Dirac spinor and H± are complex scalars. Under the SU(2)R symmetry the spinor 

fields are singlets whereas the scalars transform as a doublet. 

To construct our N = 2 Lagrangian we may use our results from (2.55). For our 

purposes, it is enough to note that this requires the scaling of the chiral superfield 

ci> ~ ci>IgYM in (2.55). Using the conventional N = 2 superspace formalism we may 

express the fields in terms of the N = 2 chiral superfield W which is composed of 

N = 1 superfields in an appropriate manner. 

One can verify that in terms of W, the general N = 2 Lagrangian for gauge fields 

is given by 

.c _!_Im Th j d2()d20F(w) 
4n 

8~Im(j d2()Fab(ci>)WaaW!+2 J d2()d2B(ci>te29YMvtFa(ci>)) .(2.57) 

The second line expresses the same Lagrangian in terms of N = 1 superfields. Here 

Fa ( ci>) = oF I f)cpa' Fab ( ci>) = 82 F I f)cpa f)cpb and F is referred to as the N = 2 

prepotential. The exact determination of this function is the subject of the Seiberg

Witten analysis. 
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It is useful to consider the Wilsonian effective action which is obtained by com

pletely integrating out all massive states as well as integrating out all massive exci

tations above a fixed scale. For gauge group g only n = rank(Q) massless N = 2 

Abelian U ( 1) gauge supermultiplets will remain 1 . Thus the Wilsonian action will 

describe n massless U(1) gauge supermultiplets, with fields (A~,..\~,</)), as a func

tion of the vacuum moduli parameters a1, which are the vevs of</). For N = 2, this 

turns out to be given by 

with 

r~. _ 8F(cp) 
'f'Da- (}cpa 

82 F(cp) 
Tab = (}cpa(}cpb . (2.59) 

Here it is understood that the gauge scalar </) takes on the vev a1 E C which 

are arbitrary complex numbers. Also, we note that F( a1; ma, T) is a holomorphic 

function of the coupling T and the hypermultiplet masses ma. 

In terms of F(cj;), the Kiihler potential is given by K __:__ Im(q;taFa(c/J)). In terms 

of the vev ab, the metric on the space of fields, and therefore, the metric on the 

space of Higgs vacua, is given by 

2 a -b d2 F d ad-b ds = 9a1Jda da = Im 
0 0

_ a a . 
aa ab 

(2.60) 

We shall re-derive this Kiihler metric for the scalar kinetic term from a brane probe 

analysis in the next chapter taking into account the full geometry of the background. 

Previous flat space analysis was done in [73]. 

1Note that for special values of the vacuum moduli, one or more of the dyons that have been 

integrated out may also become massless. This phenomenon and the curves of marginal stability 

that describe it are central features of the Seiberg-Witten theory. 
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2.9 Summary 

In this introductory chapter, we have discussed the ideas which are relevant for the 

results in this thesis. We began with an introduction to the condition for preservation 

of supersymmetry in eleven-dimensional supergravity by satisfying the Killing spinor 

equation. This led to a discussion of the projection conditions for supersymmetric 

branes, and their generalisation to branes wrapped on holomorphic curves. 

This naturally led to discussing calibrations in fiat backgrounds, and their re

lation to special holonomy manifolds. A brief summary of the most relevant ones 

was given. There followed a discussion on the bilinear spinor formalism we will be 

employing throughout, as well as a brief introduction to G-structures as a method 

of classifying supersymmetric supergravity solutions. 

We summarised the supergravity solutions we shall be investigating in this thesis, 

as well as their near-horizon limit. This led to a short discussion on the related 

ten-dimensional Hanany-Witten models of which these solutions are the M-theory 

uplift. Some brief statements were made about their corresponding gauge theories. 

We included a small section on the M5-brane worldvolume and explained some of 

its more uncommon features. Finally, we discussed the main features of the N = 1 

and N = 2 Yang-Mills Lagrangians, with a view of introducing terminology for the 

calculations of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Brane probes in wrapped 

M5-brane backgrounds 

3.1 M5-brane probe calculation 

In this section we examine the induced action on an M5-brane which is probing 

the background of an M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle in C 2
. This corresponds 

to an N = 2 Yang-Mills theory when considering the worldvolume action of the 

probe. In particular, we shall look at the complex scalar kinetic terms and verify 

that the metric of the space of fields is indeed Kahler, as we saw in the previous 

chapter. Since we have embedded the probe brane holomorphically with respect 

to the background, we will be able to calculate holomorphic quantities in the dual 

gauge theory. Since supersymmetry protects certain holomorphic quantities from 

perturbative 9s quantum corrections [61], classical computations involving the M5-

brane can still determine these quantities exactly. This extends previous flat-space 

analysis [73, 74] to the case where the full geometry is taken into account. 

3.1.1 Probe calculation of complex scalar moduli space 

Our M5-brane probe will have a worldvolume of the form R(l,J) x A where A is a 

two-dimensional complex surface in Q4 which is allowed to vary over R(l,J). Also, 

we assign to it the worldvolume co-ordinates am, z, z whose embeddings are holo-
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morphic and of the form: 

XM XM (z, (Jm, Ua ((Jm)) 

XN XN (z, (Jm, Uj3 ((Jm)) 

xa xa (z, z, (Jm, Ua ((Jm) 'Uj3 km)). 

For the purposes of this calculation we define m = 0 ... 3, M, N = F 2 , G and xa 

refers to the totally transverse directions a= 8, 9, 10 (the conventions are similar to 

those in [73] where a related calculation was performed). Also, z, z are arbitrary 

co-ordinates on the Riemann surface A which has ua, UJ3 as its complex moduli. 

We consider only small deviations from a supersymmetric embedding of the 

b axM axa axa axa d 8uo. ll Th' . ll b k ll th pro e, so aum ' ----a;-) aum ' 8uo. an 8um are sma . lS typlca y rea s a e 

supersymmetries, but since these are only very small deviations from the supersym

metric configuration we can expand the M5-brane probe action to quadratic order 

in these terms to find the metric on the moduli space. 

As the five-brane action is invariant under worldvolume diffeomorphisms, we can 

always choose z and z in such a way that the induced metric on the Riemann surface 

is conformal, i.e. gzz = gzz = 0. As this will simplify things considerably, we will 

from now on assume this to be the case. 

The first case we shall consider is an M5-brane probe with no worldvolume H 

field turned on and neglecting the WZ contribution of the action. We will also ignore 

the z, z dependence of the xa. In this case the probe action reduces to 

S = -T5 j d6
(Jy' -det (G6), 

with G6 the full six-dimensional worldvolume metric. Explicitly, the action induced 

from the background metric becomes: 

(3.1) 

where 
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(3.2) 

d h d fi d _ &XM &XN _ &XN _ &Xa ~ &Xb d an we ave e ne 9a{3- :...._ -8-gMN-& _ , 9M{3- = 9MR-8 _ , Pa{3- = 8 uab-8 _ an 
u"' uf3 uf3 u"' uf3 

Pajj = 6ab ~~~. In this notation, the spacetime metric 9MR is the same as that of 
{3 

Equation (2.34). 

The second bracket which is multiplied by g only contributes terms which are at 

least cubic in small derivatives, so are typically higher order corrections and we will 

not analyse them here. The very last term is an exception since it remains quadratic 

but it nevertheless does not contribute to the effective four-dimensional theory we 

are interested in. 

The reason is that, on the one hand, if the complex space A is non-compact, it 

would pick up an infinite mass term from the volume integral and could therefore 

be neglected in the four-dimensional field theory analysis. Whereas if the space A 

is compact, we can in principle perform an expansion in terms of Fourier modes, 

and the fact that the endpoints of our probe are by definition constrained in the xa 
directions forces the zero modes to be at least linear in derivatives. These boundary 

conditions then imply that the last term will be of higher than quadratic order in 

derivatives, and therefore not contribute to our analysis. 

Upon expansion of the action (3.1), the kinetic term for the scalars XM, xR and 

Ua reads 

J 4 2 -1 1 
skin= Ts d ad z g 9zz2Tr(L). (3.3) 

Looking at the quadratic terms in the complex moduli only, we find 
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skin= T5 J d4
0' OmUa8mui3KoJ3, 

where Kai3 is a Kahler metric given by 

Kai3 = J A d
2
z 9-l (9aij9zz- 9az9zi3) · 

This is Kahler up to total derivative boundary terms of the form 

and 

53 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where we have ignored contributions coming from the g(Lx,yPxy) terms (the totally 

transverse fluctuations of the brane), as explained above. In this calculation we have 

also explicitly used the fact that the spacetime metric gM fir is Kahler. 

These terms can be written as a total derivative straight away since they are a 

product of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic factors. In particular, if we define the 

one-forms 

(3.6) 

then d<I>a = 0 because of holomorphicity. So if we also define the scalars 

(3.7) 

the boundary terms are of the form 

J A dB a-y 1\ <I> i3 and J A dB i3i 1\ <I> a. (3.8) 

Evaluating them at the boundary results in 

(3.9) 
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So we can impose that these terms vanish at the boundary. For a non-compact 

probe, the asymptotic embedding is independent of the moduli, so dearly these 

boundary terms vanish (since (8aF2
) = (8aG) = 0 asymptotically), and hence the 

metric is Kiihler. However, while a finite D4-brane probe in Type IIA can end on 

a background NS5-brane, this is only possible for a supersymmetric probe as an 

approximation for small R > 0, so for such a probe one should choose appropriate 

boundary conditions such that the boundary terms vanish. 

Additionally, there are the mixed terms 8Jlua8Jl X N and allx M (}1-Lu/3 as well as the 

quadratic term of the complex scalars aJlx M ()J.L X N. They all have Kiihler metrics 

on their moduli space with boundary terms similar in form to the ones we have just 

analysed, giving the expected result that the moduli space of all the complex scalars 

is given by a Kiihler metric. 

From the expression for the Kiihler metric (3.5) of the complex scalars with re

spect to the complex moduli, one can then obtain the standard form of the scalar 

kinetic terms of the N = 2 effective Lagrangian in the usual ways (see for exam-

ple [73]). 

3.1.2 A simple example: the parallel brane probe 

Another example is to probe the background with an M5-brane which is parallel to 

the background M5-brane configuration. This does not imply it is flat, but merely 

that it somehow reflects the shape of the background. We shall let our probe have 

worldvolume 0123zz, where z = a 4 + ia5
. This time we do not consider fluctuations 

in the complex moduli of the brane. We will let the probe have a time dependence 

on Q4 x R 3 . The embeddings are then 

xm am 

XM XM(z,a0 ) 

XN XN(z, a 0 ) 

xa xa(ao). 

The action for the kinetic scalar terms then becomes 
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Skin= T5 J d4
ad

2
Z9-

1
9zz (9oo- 9oz g~z 9zo + 9 (8oXa)

2
) 

where 9oo =BoX M 9Mii18oXR. 
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(3.10) 

Now, for a probe which is parallel to the background we set z = G which sim-

plifies the above expression to 

skin= Tfi J d4
ad

2z (laoF2
1
2 + ~ (8oXa)

2
). (3.11) 

This means that the brane sees a flat metric on the transverse directions which 

agrees with the expectation of a flat moduli space metric. Also, there is a trivial 

volume form which seems to suggest that these co-ordinates are a natural way to 

describe this configuration. 

We shall return to more results from M5-brane probes shortly, but before we do 

that, we take a quick foray into an M2-brane probing the BPS spectra of the field 

theory. 

3.2 M2-brane probe calculation 

The main result of this section is to calculate the mass of BPS states in four

dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories. We shall be using an M2-brane 

as a probe of the supergravity background corresponding to completely localised 

M5-brane configurations in M-theory (or equivalently M5-branes wrapping 2-cycles 

in C 2), which is the supergravity dual of a large class of such gauge theories. States 

corresponding to BPS mono poles are realised as two-branes ending on the five

branes. One example of this are the membranes in a Hanany-Witten type setup. 

In particular, we check whether this method provides corrections to the previous 

flat-space four-dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric field theory analysis [7 4, 75]. 

3.2.1 Introductory remarks 

There are two ways in which this can be done. In the probe analysis, we find a 

suitable complex structure in the hyper-Kahler part of the background in which to 
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embed the M2-brane holomorphically, and then proceed to calculate the induced vol

ume. We calculate the case of a static M2-brane and check it receives no corrections 

from the supergravity description. 

The other method is based on the approach of calibrations [36, 40, 41, 76). This 

relates the BPS bound to the central charge of the eleven-dimensional supergravity 

supersymmetry algebra. We take into account the generalisation of these calibration 

forms to include arbitrary background fields [77). Again these topological charges 

give no corrections to the previous flat-space field theory calculations of the BPS 

monopole mass. 

In the following, we shall establish the complex structure which the M2-brane 

probe should be holomorphically embedded with respect to, and proceed to calculate 

its worldvolume action. There follows a brief review of the concept of generalised 

calibrations and a calculation of the calibration bound for the M2-brane given the 

appropriate supersymmetric projection conditions. In both cases, we find no correc

tions to the previous flat-space field theory analysis. 

3.2.2 M2-brane probe calculation 

In this section, we will study the action of an M2-brane probe since it is known that 

minimal area membranes which end on M5-branes are related to the BPS states of 

N = 2 gauge theories to which our supergravity background is dual. Our background 

is sourced by the M-theory configuration described in the last section, which has 

the topology R( 1·3) x Q4 x R(3), up to warp factors, where Q4 is a hyper-Kahler 

manifold. 

Preliminaries 

Consider an M2-brane probe with worldvolume R x D, where D, the spatial part of 

the M2-brane, is a two dimensional surface embedded in the manifold Q4 given by 

our background. Apart from the warp factor, we know Q4 is hyper-Kahler because 

Q4 is actually a Calabi-Yau 2-fold, and all two-complex dimensional Calabi-Yau 

manifolds are automatically hyper-Kahler. This means that instead of the usual 

one complex structure, this geometry admits a family of inequivalent complex struc-
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tures parametrised by a two-sphere 52 , with SU(2) commutation relations between 

them. Also, in four dimensions, the hyper-Kahler condition implies Ricci flatness 

and should therefore admit a covariantly constant holomorphic two-form. 

We denote byE the surface of the M5-brane which is embedded holomorphically 

in Q. Now, we wish to embed our M2 probe holomorphically so that its spatial part 

has a boundary C = 8D that lies onE, i.e. so the two-brane ends on the five-brane. 

To achieve this, the M2-brane will be embedded holomorphically with respect to 

some complex structure J' which is orthogonal to the complex structure J in which 

the M5-brane was embedded holomorphically. Given a complex structure J, the 

set of such J' for a hyper-Kahler manifold is parametrised by an 5 1 that actually 

corresponds to the phase of the central charge of the BPS saturated state [74]. 

To further and completely distinguish between the different possibilities, we also 

require that the M2-brane probe satisfy the supersymmetry projection conditions. 

Choosing the appropriate complex structure 

For our particular background geometry, the five-brane is wrapped around the holo

morphic curve E and the Killing spinors satisfy [78]: 

(3.12) 

with a, b running over z1 , z2 . These projection conditions preserve 8 real components 

of t: and thus give N = 2 supersymmetry in four dimensions. 

Introducing the two-brane which ends on the five-brane requires the additional 

constraint [51] 

(3.13) 

where W 1 now denotes the embedding of the two-brane with respect to a different 

complex structure. 

Explicitly, if we rewrite the hyper-Kahler part of the metric in terms of the 

vielbeins 

9MNdzMdzN = ldZ1
1
2 + ldZ2

1
2 = e~ (e~) OabdzMdzN, 
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the complex structure J, compatible with the M5-brane configuration, becomes 

(3.14) 

We can now deduce the alternative complex structure J' that satisfies the projection 

conditions and the orthogonality constraint. In terms of the differentials, these are 

(3.15) 

The M2-brane probe will be embedded holomorphically with respect to the co

ordinates W 1 , W 2 in the above basis. As we shall see, we won't actually need to 

integrate the dW 1 , dW2 differentials, which simplifies the task considerably. Addi

tionally, one can also trivially include an arbitrary phase which rotates the W 1
, W 2 

co-ordinates. We include this phase for completeness in the analysis of Section 3.2.3. 

We can rewrite the M2-brane projection condition (3.13) in terms of the M5-

brane holomorphic variables using Equation (3.15). In this language, the projection 

condition is 

(3.16) 

with again a, b = 1, 2. This additional constraint cuts the number of supersym

metries by half (leaving four real supersymmetries), expressing the fact that the 

M2-brane is a BPS state in the worldvolume theory of the M5-brane. 

Probe calculation 

We shall now consider our background spacetime R( 1·3) x Q4 x R(3) with metric 

(3.17) 

where 
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(3.18) 

and g is given by g = ;~ . We define the spacetime indices m= 0, ... , 3 and M, N = 

F 2 , G that run over the Lorentzian part and the hyper-Kahler part respectively. 

The worldvolume co-ordinates of our M2-brane shall be (t, a, a), where we have 

complexified the spatial part of the brane (with a= a 1 +ia2 ) for future convenience. 

These will have holomorphic embeddings of the form 

(3.19) 

This static probe will provide information about the mass of BPS states of the 

dual gauge theory. The action of an M2-brane is given by 

SM2 = -T2 J d3aJ-det (Gij) + J 3 (3.20) 

where T2 is the tension, Gij is the pullback of the spacetime metric onto the two-

brane and 3 is the pullback of the spacetime three-form potential. Note that this 

last term vanishes for our particular embedding and so does not contribute in the 

analysis. 

In terms ofreal co-ordinates, we can define zM = xM +iyM and split the complex 

vielbein into real and imaginary parts eM = o:M + if]M. The holomorphy condition 

on the worldvolume induced co-ordinates, 

aw 1 aw2 

-=-~-=0 aa- aa-
then gives a set of four constraints on the vielbeins. We can simplify these equations 

by defining 

B a - /]a a M + a a M i = M iX O:M iY · 
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In terms of these new variables, our holomorphy constraints imply 

The induced metric can then be written 

Gij = oaii [Af + iBf] [A~- iBJ] + [i ~ j]. 

We can simplify this further by defining new complex variables 

which transforms the constraints to 

Cf = C? and Ci = -Cf. 

More concretely, in terms of our complex vielbeins, we have 

8z!vl ea a 
i =eM 8(Ji . 

Finally, the induced metric can be written in the form 

G - ~- a b 8zM 8zN [' . .] - ~ -Ca (cb) [' .] 
ij - Uabe!vleN 8(Ji a(Jj + z ~ J - Uab i j + z ~ J 
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(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

which can be checked explicitly to be Hermitian. In particular, one can evaluate the 

components of the induced metric. Equation (3.23) reveals that G12 = G21 = 0 and 

G11 = G22 . The precise form of the non-trivial components is 

(3.24) 

With the notation 81 = ()~I . 

In terms of complex vielbein components, the holomorphy conditions of Wi((J) 

reduce to the following equations 

(3.25) 
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We can choose elr = 2.j98M F 2 and e~ = fJMG which leads to the constraints 

(3.26) 

which are identical to our earlier results. If we now include the warp factor 2H-113 

we had been ignoring until now and look at the full determinant of the induced 

metric on the M2-brane probe we conclude 

J J -det ( G ttv) dt A da1 A da2 J J -2H-213GooGn G22 dt A da1 A da2 

J (fJF2 fJG fJG fJF2) dt A dal A da2 
fJal fJa2 fJal fJa2 

J dt A dF2 A dG. (3.27) 

If we consider the spatial part of the probe, this induced worldvolume integral times 

the tension of the brane results in a probe mass given by 

Mass= If dF
2 

A dGI. (3.28) 

This gives a very natural frame in which to describe the M2-brane probe dynam

ics. In some sense, we have chosen the appropriate co-ordinates so the induced probe 

brane action has a trivial (in g) volume form. This is similar to what happened in 

the previous M5-brane example of the complex scalar kinetic terms (3.4). 

Check from topological arguments 

On a different note, one can check that the result is correct by calculating the induced 

Kahler form KD and holomorphic two form nD on the spatial part of the M2-brane 

probe. We follow closely the methods of [74] (see also [75]) which analysed the case 

of M2-brane and M5-brane intersections in fiat space, without taking into account 

the full M5-brane background geometry. 

Our previous results should agree with those deduced from a topological per

spective. To preserve the required amount of supersymmetry, we must require the 
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spatial volume element of the surface D to be minimised so that it saturates a topo

logical bound. Given our choice of complex structure J' on Q4
, a useful identity 

is [74] 

(3.29) 

where Kv is the pullback of the Kahler form K to D, and the * denotes the Hodge 

dual with respect to the induced metric on D. 

The area Av of the spatial part of the two-brane fulfils the inequalities 

(3.30) 

where Vv is the volume-form of D. The first inequality is saturated if and only if the 

pullback Kv of the Kahler form vanishes, while the second condition requires that 

the phase of the pullback *Ov is constant over D. The surface D is then a holo

morphic embedding with respect to some complex structure J' which is orthogonal 

to the complex structure J. 

Explicitly, the pullback of the two-form Ov is 

(3.31) 

The area of the spatial part D of the probe is given by 

so we have 

(3.33) 

We can quickly check that the induced Kahler form K v on the spatial part of the 

M2-brane probe 
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KD 2H-1
/

3 (2g dF2 1\ dF2 + 1/2 dG 1\ dG) 

0 
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(3.34) 

vanishes identically. This follows from the holomorphy constraints (3.26). It pro

vides a check on the equivalence of the holomorphic two-form and the volume element 

of the probe as deduced from topological arguments. 

Now, in order to compare Equations (3.32) and (3.28), we have to realise that 

the energy-momentum is an invariant quantity. The area element of the probe 

we have just calculated is not an invariant quantity since it does not include the 

time component. So we need to add a factor of F9QO = H- 116 = 2-113g- 116 to 

Equation (3.32). Doing this then gives the invariant mass term 

Mass 

(3.35) 

which then agrees with Equation (3.28). 

This is also equivalent to the recent result in [55] which used a slightly different 

method and notation. The M2-brane probe satisfies the same calibration bound 

in both cases. The next section is a spinorial derivation of this bound from the 

supersymmetry projection conditions. 

3.2.3 Spinorial derivation of the M2-brane BPS bound 

General form of supersymmetry algebra for membranes 

As we have mentioned in the last chapter, the understanding of the general structure 

of supersymmetric solutions of supergravity theories has made great strides (see for 

example [77] and references therein). This stems from careful analysis of the Killing 

spinor equations: 

(3.36) 
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where 

- 1 [ N PQ R N PQ R] 
DME- v MC+ 

288 
r M - 8<5Mr FNPQRE (3.37) 

and F is the four-form field strength of lld supergravity. 

We recall that it has proven useful to repackage c(x) in terms of the following 

one-, two- and five-forms: 

(3.38) 

Then c(x) can be reconstructed (up to a sign) from knowledge of K, n and ~. One 

can check that the zero-, three- and four-forms built this way and their duals vanish 

identically. 

Following the analysis of [77], we find that one can rewrite the super-Poincare 

algebra of flat eleven-dimensional supergravity coupled to a supermembrane probe 

(3.39) 

where the central charge is defined to be 

(3.40) 

(where the integration is taken over the spatial worldvolume of the membrane) and 

Qa are the 32 component Majorana spinor charges. In shorthand notation 

(3.41) 

Following [77], for a general curved background (without imposing any restriction 

on KM), we have: 

(3.42) 
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In this expression, A is a three-from potential for the four-form field strength F. We 

have also rewritten the momentum, pM, as an integral of the momentum density, 

pM (a), over the spatial world volume of the brane. The supersymmetry algebra (3.42) 

leads to a BPS-type bound on the energy-momentum of the M2-brane, since ( EQ)2 ~ 

0. We find 

(3.43) 

where the term on the RHS is topological in nature. This is indeed the topological 

bound we shall calculate for our M2-brane in our particular background. We shall 

investigate central charges in much greater depth in the next couple of chapters, for 

now this is all we shall require. 

Calculation of the BPS bound 

For clarity we restate the supergravity background metric and four-form field strength 

we shall use for the calculation of the topological objects constructed in the last sec

tion. These are 

where 

9Mfl = 2 (8MF2
) (aNF2

) g + 1/2 (8MG) (8NG) 

with g = ;~ and r- jt4 + IFI4
. 

The four-form field strength is given by 

FM89(10) 

Ffls9(10) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

The Hermitian metric 9Mfl can be decomposed into the tangent space zweibeins 
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and so 

eit 
~ N 

66 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

Now, we saw in the previous subsection that we need to construct the quantity 

n = tfc. We shall need the projection conditions for our particular supersymmetric 

configuration, which are 

(3.48) 

for the M5-brane, and 

( 
i<P ~ -ir ) Pt = e foab + e foali t = t (3.49) 

for the M2-brane, where in each case r denotes the tangent space gamma matri

ces. We have included an arbitrary phase for the M2-brane projection conditions, 

which generalises the </J = 0 case of Section 3.2.2. We note that the linear combina

tion of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic projection conditions does indeed ensure 

that it is an Hermitian projector with P 2 = 1. In the next chapters we shall find 

the connection with structure groups and some more "hidden" structures in this 

background. 

From the Killing spinor equation (3.37), we can also deduce that in fact 

(where to is a constant spinor). To find all the contributions to the two-form n we 

use the ansatze (3.38) and the aforementioned projection conditions (3.48,3.49). So 

for example, n has no contributions of the form Doa since 
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E"foaE 

-iEf 123at 

- 0 

where we have used the fact that £I\23aE vanishes identically and also the M5-brane 

projection conditions. Further, we note that it is possible to view the matrices f' a 

and rli as creation and annihilation operators since we have 

Oalif' at 

-Oaliflit. (3.50) 

Using these relations, we find that the only non-vanishing components of the 

two-form n give 

(3.51) 

The rest of the terms do not involve the hyper-Kiihler manifold Q4
, but we shall 

have more to say about them in Chapter 5. Our normalisation was chosen such that 

t t t = s-l/6. We should also note that the tensors EJLV include a factor of s-113 

coming in from the warp factor of the metric (3.17). Now rewriting the above in 

terms of w, y and F 2
, G we find 

-H- 112 (e-i<Pe1 e2 dz 1 1\ dz2 + ei<Pe.1 e2 dz 1 1\ dz2) [I 2] [1 2] 

1/2 (e-i<Pdw 1\ dy + ei<Pdw 1\ dy) = 1/2 (e-i<PdF 2 1\ dG + ei<Pdf'2 1\ dG) 

(3.52) 

using the fact H = 4g in our conventions and also the condition (8yF2 ) (8wG) -

( 8wF2
)( 8yG) = 1. 

Finally, we also note that the inner product 'lK A does not give any contributions 

for our choice of background. This is because the Killing vector K only has non

trivial components in the (0, 1, 2, 3) space, whereas the three-form potential A only 

has components in the (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) space, so the inner product vanishes. 
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Therefore, the BPS lower bound on the mass of the M2-brane in our particular 

background is given by 

(3.53) 

in accordance with Equation (3.43). This also reproduces our earlier result of Equa

tion (3.28) if we note that under an appropriate worldvolume co-ordinate definition, 

setting our phase cjJ = 0 and using Equation (3.26) we would have 

1/2 (dF2 
1\ dG + dF2 1\ dG) = dF2 

1\ dG. 

We note that there are no supergravity corrections to the holomorphic two-form 

which gives the mass of the BPS monopoles in the dual gauge theory. All the 

Seiberg-Wit ten analysis then follows through unchanged. 

3.3 The N = 2 Super Yang-Mills theory 

We will now show how the supergravity solution (2.27), along with the known form 

of the M5-brane worldvolume action (2.44), can be used to extract information about 

the corresponding gauge theory. We will study the dynamics of an M5-brane probe 

which wraps around the M-theory direction, and thus reduces to a D4-brane upon 

dimensional reduction. We will also calculate the Yang-Mills coupling and the theta 

angle for theN= 2 gauge theory living on the D4-brane worldvolume. For a similar 

analysis in the Type liB picture see [62). 

3.3.1 Reduction process for the M5-brane worldvolume ac-

tion 

The first step is to dimensionally reduce the M5-brane worldvolume action along 

the M-theory direction to arrive at the D4-brane action. This is actually a two-step 

process, as a direct dimensional reduction yields the so-called dual D4-brane action. 

So after performing the reduction, we then have to dualise the resulting action to 

arrive at the usual string frame DBI action for the D4-brane. We will use and follow 

the analysis of [79) for these steps, and refer the reader there for further details. 
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It is important to note that we will be using a modified Kaluza-Klein reduction 

ansatze. Explicitly, the eleven-dimensional metric can be expressed in component 

form as 

(3.54) 

where vis the winding number, giving the number of times the M5-brane wraps the 

compact dimension and CJ-L is the R-R one-form. For the M5-brane worldvolume 

reduction we shall set v = 1. We can rewrite the M5-brane action in the form 

SM5 = -T5 j d6
a [ ~J1 + z1 +zf/2- z2 

+ 
24 

(~a) 2 f_imnpqf Hpqr 'Hm-ns g:st a1aaia + .c w z] (3.55) 

where we have denoted the worldvolume co-ordinates by aP = (aJ-L, a 5
) with J-t = 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and G6 is the six-dimensional determinant. The z variables are defined 

to be 

tr(H2
) 

;:; . . ;:; 5.. 

Zl 
Gp,v1tvPGp5.1t J-L 

(3.56) 
2 2 

tr(H4 ) citcitcitcit 
(3.57) Z2 -

4 4 

If we now fix the gauge so that the compactified direction is taken to be the a = a5 

direction (and hence 8p,a = c5Z), then we find that the quantity 

(3.58) 

reduces to G55 , and both G55 and GP5 are components of the six-dimensional inverse 

metric GJ-Lv. As direct calculation shows, these are given by G55 = (1 + C 2
) and 

GP5 = -e<PCP. 

Upon dimensional reduction, the second term in the M5-brane action (3.55) 

above splits into two, in particular 
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(3.59) 

where now the second term above contributes to the original Wess-Zumino term 

to form a new term W Z' (see [66] for more details). We have used the explicit 

expressions for G55 and GJ.t5 in the first term. 

Fixing the gauge and dimensionally reducing the DEI term yields 

(3.60) 

where 

z1 ~tr (il2
) 

z2 ~tr ( H4
) 

and the dimensional reduction of the field 1-l is given by the expression: 

(3.61) 

We have used the fact that z1 -----+ e2rP z1 and z2 -----+ e4r/J z2 

We will now rescale the <I> and 1-l fields to absorb the factor of the M5-brane 

tension T5 in front of the DEI and 1-lH term. This will then put our action in the 

same form as that of [79], and their dualisation procedure follows trivially. The 

rescalings are of the form 

r/J' e 

il' 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 

so we see that the combinations e2rP z1 and e4r/J z2 appearing inside the square root 

above are actually invariant under this rescaling. 

So grouping together the various terms we can rewrite our compactified M5-brane 

worldvolume action, which is actually the dual D4-brane action, as 
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(3.64) 

(3.65) 

with the modified Wess-Zumino term given by 

W Z' = e-rl>' cC5) + ! v' 1\ cC3) + ! v11w f) B 2/1. 4/1- (5} J.tV' (3.66) 

It now follows from the analysis of [79] that the D4-brane action with a constant 

dilaton background field is given by 

The two are related by 

- j d5
CJ e-r/>' V -det(G11v + F 11v) 

- j e-<t>' ( C(5} + Cc3} 1\ F + ~C(l} 1\ F 1\ F) . 

_ OSD4 = flllv 
oF11v 

where we note that we have the six-dimensional Hodge duals ii 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

*H and the 

definitions il - H - e-ri>C(3) and F = F - bc2). The method of [79] relies on 

constructing Lorentz invariant quantities with a particularly simple choice for the 

form of F11v, which is then used to solve Eq. (3.69). Since the quantities are Lorentz 

invariant, it is straightforward to pass from this special frame to a more general 

frame. 

3.3.2 Dimensional reduction of the background supergrav

ity solution 

Before we proceed any further, we also need to dimensionally reduce the background 

supergravity solution (3.44) down to the ten-dimensional Type IIA string frame 

metric. We recall that we are using a modified Kaluza-Klein reduction ansa,tze 

which, expressed as a line element, has the form 
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e-2r/J/3ds2 + e4r/J/3 (dx7 + e-r/Jc dxJ.t) 2 
(1,9) J.t 

F(4) + 'Tr_3) 1\ dx7 
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(3.70) 

(3.71) 

where F(4) = dC(3) is the field strength for the background three-form potential C(3), 

with F(4) and 'Tr_3) = d/(2) being the RR four-form and the NSNS three-form field 

strengths of the ten-dimensional Type IIA theory. We recall that the coordinate x 7 

is the circle (of radius R) we are compactifying on, with periodicity 27f R. 

For clarity and ease of reading, we write down the eleven-dimensional supergrav

ity solution we stated earlier. 

(3.72) 

with M, N = F 2
, G and where we recall that F 2 (w, y) and G(w, y) are holomorphic 

functions of w, y with 

w V vR 
~;I t;:J 

t2 r r 
-

gsls 3 t;:J 

y 8 

R 

and 

s (3. 73) 

We can rewrite the complex Hermitian metric 9MN in terms of real co-ordinates, 

and then use the Hermiticity condition to simplify it further. Our aim is to calculate 

field theory quantities on the resulting D4-brane worldvolume action, in which case 

the endpoints of the D4-brane are allowed to have different fixed values in the x7 

direction. With this in mind, we modify our original co-ordinates 

(3.74) 
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so that we are effectively tilting in the x 7 direction (see Fig. 3.1). One may consider 

that this angle is not an arbitrary paramter of the probe but rather that it is fixed by 

the background, see Eq. (2.54). A different value of() would therefore correspond to 

a different background and corresponding gauge theory. We consider only constant 

() values. In terms of these new co-ordinates, we may write 

The resulting eleven-dimensional metric is then given by 

with the Kaluza-Klein part of the metric being 

The notation for 9yy refers to 

gyiJ = H/2 (ayF2
) (ayF2 ) + 1/2 (ayG) (ayG) 

If we denote the J-LV = (v, 6), then the M1w part corresponds to 

9yy cos2 ()dx6 + cos ()(gvydv + 9yvdv)dx6 

1 
+9vvdvdv- 4(9vydv- 9yvdv) 2 

9yf} 

(3. 75) 

(3.76) 

(3. 77) 

(3. 78) 

(3.79) 

Figure 3.1: The tilted D4-brane with endpoints at different values of x7 . 
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and D 1-1 is in general given by 

(3.80) 

3.3.3 The Yang-Mills coupling and theta angle 

Having arrived at the expression for the D4-brane action (3.68), we now show how 

the supergravity solution (3.44) can be used to extract information about the cor

responding gauge theory. 

We wish to study the dynamics of the SU(N) gauge fields that propagate on the 

wrapped M5-branes. We will look at Hanany-Witten type configurations where the 

D4-brane is finite in extent in the x6 direction, which effectively reduces the world

volume degrees of freedom to four. This four-dimensional part is fiat, and is the 

Minkowski space-time R(l,3) where a supersymmetric gauge theory with eight su

percharges is defined. One finds that the low-energy four-dimensional gauge theory 

is a pure N = 2 SYM theory with gauge group SU(N). 

The action for our M5-brane probe reduced to a D4-brane was calculated in the 

last section to be 

- d a e -det(Gmn + :Fmn) J 5 -<P' J (3.81) 

-J e-<P' ( c(5) + c(3) 1\ :F + ~c(l) 1\ :F 1\ :F) (3.82) 

where all the bulk fields are understood to be the pullbacks onto the brane worldvol

ume which is parametrised by a= (x0 ,xl,x2 ,x3 ,x6
). By expanding the square root 

part of the above action and examining the component which is quadratic in the 

field strength :F we can deduce the Yang-Mills coupling for the worldvolume theory. 

We achieve this by promoting :F to an SU(N) field and by giving it an adjoint index 

A. If the generators are normalised in such a way that tr (TAT8 ) = (1/2)JAB for 

the fundamental representation, then the above procedure leads to 

S = __ 1_ J d4 ~FA ;:o.f3 + (GYM+ 2nn) J d4 FA j:o.f3 
y M 2 a 4 o.(3 A 32 2 a o.(3 A ' gYM 7f 

(3.83) 
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where 

1 _ T5 ( 2 ')2 J d-6 d-7 -rp ;-;::IG ( mn)2 -
2
- - - 1ra x x e y -u5 g 

9vM 2 
(3.84) 

for (m, n) = 0, 1, 2, 3 (i.e. (gmn) 2 refers to two factors of the inverse metric in the 

0, 1, 2, 3 flat space) and ~denotes the square-root determinant of the induced 

worldvolume metric. 

We can also deduce the value of the Yang-Mills theta angle to be 

8vM = [Ts(27r) 2 (21ra') 2 j di:6 di? e-r/Jc~ 1 )] mod 21r (3.85) 

where C~ 1 ) denotes the six component of the one form C(l). 

Now, to calculate the pullback of the various forms we need to establish the ten-

dimensional background metric in the string frame. We can do this by comparing 

our eleven-dimensional metric (3. 76) with our Kaluza-Klein reduction ansi:itze metric 

(3.86) 

for 11 = v, x6 . Due to the Hermitian nature of the metric, the D6 component of the 

eleven-dimensional metric simplifies to 

D6 =+sin() (3.87) 

where D6 = H 11
4 [8gygr 114 C6 . 

We can then read off the R-R ( CJ.L) and NS-NS ( cjy, 9J.tv) fields from the dimensional 

reduction of the background metric (3.76). We find the dilaton is given by 

3 ( 2gyy) 
cP = 4 ln fl1/3 ' (3.88) 

and for the six component of the R-R one form we get 

C (1) = H-1/4 . () [8 3 -] (1/4) 
6 sm 9yy . (3.89) 

The ten-dimensional string frame background metric is given by 
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(3.90) 

If we now place our probe so that it lies along the 0123[6] directions, we can calculate 

the induced metric and thus the Yang-Mills coupling. If we take into account the 

possibility of our probe wrapping the x 7 direction N times, this corresponds to 

looking at an SU(N) gauge theory instead of a U(1) gauge theory. The coupling 

turns out to be 

1 N J _6 
- 2- = 2 l dx cosB 
9YM Bn 9s s 

(3.91) 

where to evaluate the determinant for the induced worldvolume metric we have used 

the result M55 = 9yy cos2 B, which follow from the Hermitian condition of the metric 

components. The theta angle turns out to be quite simple as well, explicitly 

8y M = [g~s j dx6 (sin B)] mod 2n N. (3.92) 

So the end result is that the usual Seiberg-Witten analysis goes through unchanged. 

The bending of the NS5-branes given by the Seiberg-Witten curve is encoded in the 

x6 integral. In particular, Witten showed how this bending actually corresponds 

to the logarithmic running of the Yang-Mills gauge coupling. In particular, the 

separation of the NS5-branes is logarithmic in lvl since the end of the D4-brane in 

the NS5-brane is of eo-dimension 2. Essentially, the integral 

is governed by the limits of integration at the D4-brane endpoints. The theta angle 

can be seen to be fixed since B is constant and also J dx6 sin(} = J ( dx 7 - dx7
) which 

is constant since the difference in x 7 of the endpoints is kept fixed. 

As we saw in Chapter 2, the background NS5-branes can be separated in the 

x 7 direction by an arbitrary phase, so we can think of our D4-brane probe as being 

tilted by an angle B which corresponds to the angle that the NS5-branes are separated 

by. Different values of this angle would therefore correspond to the theta angle of 

different gauge theories as they reflect a different backgrounds. 
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Since supersymmetric D4-brane probes of the type we are considering are re

stricted to lie in C 2 to end on an NS5-brane, this also restricts the holographic 

radial co-ordinate to lvl, since that is the scope of movement of the probe in a radial 

direction. In eleven dimensions, this probe picture is an approximation since an 

M5-brane probe cannot be both holomorphic and end on the background branes 

due to the smoothing out which occurs. 

For the canonical example of the Hanany-Witten Type IIA model with two NS5-

branes separated by a distance L6 and the D4-brane endpoints on the NS5-branes 

separated in the x7 direction by a distance Le, the gauge coupling and theta angle 

reduce to the classical values 

1 L6 
2 

9YM 81r 2gsls 

8yM 
Le 

9sls 

and the N = 2 complex gauge coupling can be written in the usual form 

T 

3.3.4 Instantons 

8yM . 47f 
--+z-2-. 

27r gYM 
(3.93) 

We can also show that instantons are correctly represented as Euclidean DO-branes 

living on the colour D4-branes [80, 81] in the x6 direction (for a similar analysis in 

Type liB see [62]). The worldvolume action of a Euclidean DO-brane in our special 

frame is given by 

where 

1 
To= -l' 

9s s 

(3.94) 

(3.95) 
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and the bulk fields are understood to be the pullbacks onto the brane worldvolume. 

The appearance of i is due to the Wick rotation we perform to arrive at the Euclidean 

action. 

Using the ten-dimensional metric we computed earlier (3.86), as well as the 

dilaton (3.88), the R-R one-form (3.89) and the explicit form of the metric (3.79) it 

is easy to see that 

81!"2 
Svo = - 2-- i8yM (3.96) 

9YM 

which is the correct form of the instanton action. We have used the previous ex-

pressions for the Yang-Mills coupling (3.91) and theta angle (3.92) to arrive at this 

result. So we conclude that the gauge theory instantons of theN= 2 SYM theory 

are indeed represented by Euclidean DO-branes extended in the x6 direction, as one 

should expect from general considerations. 

3.4 The N = 1 Super Yang-Mills theory 

In this section we shall use an M5-brane probe in a background of an M5-brane 

wrapped on a Riemann surface E in three complex dimensions. As mentioned pre

viously, this is the eleven-dimensional supergravity dual of certain N = 1 field 

theories (so-called MQCD theories [14,56]). We study the dynamics of an M5-brane 

probe that wraps around the M-theory direction, and thus becomes a D4-brane upon 

dimensional reduction. We will also calculate the Yang-Mills coupling and the theta 

angle for theN= 1 gauge theory living on the D4-brane worldvolume. For a similar 

analysis from the Type liB viewpoint see also [62, 63]. 

To begin with, however, we shall look at an alternative method of deriving the 

supergravity solution for this wrapped M5-brane background. We shall employ the 

bilinear spinor formalism introduced in Chapter 2, along with their corresponding 

differential equations, to determine the components of the field strength and the 

exact form of the metric. This approach is similar to the one employed in [30], 

where this supergravity solution was also derived. 
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3.4.1 The supergravity solution 

The supersymmetry preserving solutions of eleven-dimensional supergravity relevant 

for describing the M5-brane setup were described in [31]. The method is very similar 

to the N = 2 case, so we shall go straight to the results. We recall the form of the 

solution: 

detg H 

F 

8(w A w) 

8y(w A w)- i8(H 112w) A dy + i8(H112w) A dy 

O=o(wAw). 

In the above equations, the zM are holomorphic coordinates: 

V 

w 

s 

x 4 + ix5 

x6 + ix7 

x 8 + ix9
. 

(3.97) 

(3.98) 

(3.99) 

The metric (2.38) is of the form RC 1•3) x M 6 x R(l), where M 6 is a three complex

dimensional Hermitian manifold and y = x(lo) denotes the remaining totally trans

verse direction. Also, a denotes the (1, 0) exterior derivative a= dzM OM in C 3
. The 

metric tensor gM fl is Hermitian, a property we shall use in the following calculations. 

It has an associated Hermitian 2-form 

(3.100) 

which is useful in expressing the field strength F in a more elegant form. One can 

check that the N = 2 solution satisfies the above constraints. 

An alternative method 

An alternative and fairly straightforward method of finding the supergravity solution 

is applying ideas from the recent work on the classification of supersymmetric solu

tions of eleven-dimensional supergravity [24] (see also [30]). We shall demonstrate 

a derivation of the supergravity solution using these ideas. 
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Firstly, we recall once more that the spinor t:(x) which satisfies the Killing spinor 

equation (2.2) can be reconstructed (up to a sign) from the following one-, two- and 

five-forms: 

KM EfME 

nMN "ErMNf 

'L,MNPQR (3.101) 

One can check that the zero-, three- and four-forms built in a similar way vanish 

identically. 

Furthermore, as recent work on G-structures and related ideas has brought to 

the fore, if we start with a D=ll geometry with a Spin(10, 1) structure and assume 

that we have a globally defined spinor, then, at a point, the isotropy group of the 

spinor is known to be either SU(5) or (Spin(7) t>< JR8 ) x lR depending on whether K 

is time-like or null, respectively. 

Using the fact that our particular background preserves four Killing spinors, we 

can always consider the case where K is null. The forms K, n and L, then define a 

(Spin(7) t>< JR8 ) x lR structure corresponding to the stability group of the spinor c. 

A possible set of tangent space projection conditions for the spinor t:(x) is given in 

this case by: 

(3.102) 

However, for explicit calculations, we can choose an arbitrary spinor satisfying this 

constraint by choosing further appropriate projection conditions. A compatible 

projection choice along the 01 directions would be 

foiE= ±E (3.103) 

where the ambiguity of sign comes from the requirement that the projector squares 

to 1. It should be emphasised that the equations for 1/8-SUSY hold for arbitrary 

± sign of this projection, all that is required is that Equation (3.102) is satisfied. 
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Similarly, for the z1 , z2 , z3 space, we may use this freedom to choose the compatible 

projection condition 

(3.104) 

and we can check this projector is also Hermitian, as is required. Again, the equa

tions for 1/8-SUSY hold for arbitrary phase cp. 

Note that using the identity f' 0123456789y = 1 we can show that our projections 

imply: 

(3.105) 

These provide a set of independent, commuting projections which determine a 

unique spinor up to scale. The scale of the spinor is given by fixing 

(3.106) 

We will determine the value of~ shortly. 

To calculate the forms and solve the differential equations for the field strength, 

we first need to determine the form of the metric. We shall start with a metric 

ansiitze of the form R(1,3) x C 3 x R(l) with the assumption that the complex space 

is Hermitian. This is typical of M5-branes wrapping 2-cycles in C 3 . In general we 

can have 

(3.107) 

with f, g arbitrary functions of zM, zN and y. As before we let a, b run through 

1, 2, 3 and normalise the complex part of the metric such that 611 = 1/2. 

We can now proceed to calculate the non-trivial components of each form. A 

quick calculation reveals that the Ki(i = 2, 3), Ka, K&(a, b = 1, 2, 3) and Ky compo

nents vanish since, for example, 

Ky = Ef yE = -E ( r y rE = -EE = o 

where in the second step we have used the f' y projection condition (3.105), and in 

the last step the fact that EE vanishes identically. 
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The value of ~ can be determined taking advantage of the fact that K is a 

Killing vector. A brief calculation shows that this Killing vector is given by 

(3.108) 

Its defining property is that the Lie derivative of our metric ansatze with respect 

to this vector should vanish. This yields a number of constraints which collectively 

imply 

aq (~) = 0 ==} ~ =constant (3.109) 

with q running over all the spacetime co-ordinates ( 0 ... y). In our normalisation we 

set this constant equal to one which fixes the value of ~ to be 

(3.110) 

We can proceed in a similar fashion to determine the non-trivial components 

of the two- and five-forms. From our metric ansatze we can compute the relevant 

components. We find 

(3.111) 

(3.112) 

Now t(x) being a Killing spinor also implies that K, 0 and L: satisfy a set of differ

ential equations. These were given in [24): 
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dK 

dfl 

dL. 

2 1 
-io.F + -i-r; * F 
3 3 

iKF 

iK * F- n A F. 

83 

(3.114) 

(3.115) 

(3.116) 

We now need to solve for the field strength F. In the process we shall see that the 

form of the metric is also fully determined by this set of equations. 

If we begin by studying the consequences from the differential equation for 

n (3.115), we quickly find that, for example, 

dfl 

~G(xi,zM,zN,y) (dt~dx 1 ) 1\da/\d/3 

Ox (!2g) (dt ~ dx1
) 1\ dy 1\ dx. 

Setting a = y and {3 = x we have 

This implies G = 0, Ox (j2g) = 0 ==> j2gh(y) =constant, where h(y) is an arbitrary 

function of y. 

However, we can absorb this function into our metric co-ordinate dy since that 

is the only place g appears, so gh(y)dy ~ gdy'. Requiring that the metric is asymp

totically Minkowski means we can set j2 g = 1 and therefore 

! 2 -1 =g . 

This reproduces, for example, the constraint OR ln g = -28R ln f labelled as 

equation (8) in [31]. Both the components F01yf3 and its Hodge dual seven-form com

ponents F23MNPQR (where M N PQR are a non-trivial combination of holomorphic 

and anti-holomorphic indices) then vanish. This also implies that the contraction 

io.F = 0, (3.117) 

which will simplify the calculations in what follows. We shall proceed in a similar 

manner in the analysis of the other differential equations. 
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The differential equation for E (3.116) yields numerous results. Foremost among 

them are the non-trivial components of the field strength F 

-ay [!2 
(GNPGMQ- cNQcMP)] 

ap u-2GQtt)- aQ u-2Gp(J) 

(3.118) 

(3.119) 

and their complex conjugates. The second result is calculated from the Hodge dual 

seven-form components F0123Mflls, where we have used the conventions outlined in 

Appendix A. 

There are also relations between the undetermined functions J, g and the deter

minant of the Hermitian part of the metric G. Concretely, defining a new function 

H, we have 

(3.120) 

with P an arbitrary holomorphic function of zM. This allows for the freedom to make 

a holomorphic change of variables, in agreement with the observations of [31,82,83]. 

In our co-ordinates we have chosen P(z) = 1. 

Furthermore, if we rescale the metric such that 

H -l/6c 9MN = MN (3.121) 

its associated Hermitian 2-form becomes 

. d M d N W = Z9MN Z 1\ Z . (3.122) 

In this form a further constraint derived from our differential equation can be suc

cinctly written as in (2.40) 

a ( 8) ( w 1\ w) = a * w = o. (3.123) 

This co-Kahler calibration agrees with the constraints on generalised calibrations 

typical of these spacetimes [84]. We shall use this constraint to calculate the Kahler 
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metric on the moduli space of complex scalars of the N = 1 gauge theory in the 

next subsection. 

One can check that the rest of the constraints listed as (6-13) in [31] are repro

duced in their entirety. In addition, one must check that the equations of motion 

for the four-form field strength and the Bianchi identity are satisfied. 

Since we are considering an M5-brane geometry, which couples magnetically to 

the three-form potential, the roles of the Bianchi identity and the equation of motion 

are reversed. This means we require that d * F = 0 trivially. This is satisfied with 

the non-trivial components ofF we have calculated. 

In summary, in terms of the rescaled metric, the solution is in agreement with [31] 

(as in (2.38), reproduced here for convenience): 

F 

H-l/3dx2 (1,3) + 2HI/6 9M fiidZM dzfii + H2/3dy2 

8y(w 1\ w)- i8(H112w) 1\ dy + ia(H112w) 1\ dy. 

The equation of motion for F takes the form: 

dF =By (w 1\ w) 1\ dy- 2i[J8 (H112w) 1\ dy = J, 

(3.124) 

(3.125) 

(3.126) 

where J denotes the source five-form specifying the shape of the Riemann surface 

describing our M5-brane configuration. 

This method is quite similar in spirit to the G-structures approach developed 

in [24, 29, 30], and it was shown in [30] how that group theoretic approach could 

re-derive this same supergravity solution. 

3.4.2 Probe calculation of complex scalar moduli space 

We can perform a similar probe calculation to that of Section 3.1.1 to determine 

the form of the moduli space of the complex scalars, although now in theN = 1 

supersymmetric gauge theory case. The main difference is that now the M5-brane 

is probing a background of M5-branes wrapping 2-cycles in C 3 (instead of C 2). 

The metric we are using for this background, in terms of co-ordinates similar to 

the F 2
, G co-ordinates of theN= 2 case, is 
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ds2 = H-l/3dx2(1,3) + 2 ( H-l/31dGI2 + H2/31dF212 + H2/31dK212) + H2/3dy2 

(3.127) 

where, as before, F 2 and K 2 can be thought of a local co-ordinates perpendicular to 

the background M5-brane, and G as locally parallel to the background M5-brane. 

This implies that the Jacobian with respect to the zi (i = 1, 2, 3) must be equal to 

one. It must also be the case that His harmonic in F 2
, K 2 and y. One can check 

that this form of the metric satisfies the equations of motion. This could be used 

for explicit calculations but we will be able to show that Kai3 is Kahler from the 

general equations of motion (2.38,2.40). 

The holomorphic embeddings are now: 

XM XM (z, CJm, Ua (crm)) 

XN XN(.z,crm,uiJ(crm)) 

XY XY(z,z,crm,ua(crm),uiJ(CTm)), 

with m = 0 ... 3, M, N = F 2 , K 2 , G and y refers to x(10), the totally transverse 

direction. The z, z are arbitrary complex co-ordinates on the M5-brane worldvolume. 

The same arguments about small deviations from a supersymmetric embedding of 

our probe in the XY directions we used previously also apply in this case. 

The calibration bound satisfied by our M5-brane probe is also different to the 

previous case where we probed a background of M5-branes wrapping a 2-cycle in 

C 2 . Then, it was a Kahler calibration which the probe had to satisfy. From the 

previous subsection, for a background of M5-branes wrapping a 2-cycle in C 3 , the 

calibration bound our probe has to satisfy is given by Equation (3.123). In terms 

of the metric GM N (which we recall is GM N = H 116 gM N), the constraint takes the 

form 

(3.128) 

This constraint is an essential element in the calculation. 
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Repeating the analysis of Section 3.1.1 reveals, with the appropriate extension 

to C 3 , the following action for the M5-brane probe 

(3.129) 

with Lmn of the same form as before. Expanding this action and looking at the 

quadratic terms in the complex moduli only, we find 

skin= Ts J d4
a amuaamujjKajj, 

where Kajj is a Kahler metric given by 

J A d2z H-l/J (GajjGzz- GazGzfJ) 

JA d2z TMNfJaaxMazxN. 

We have introduced the notation 

(3.130) 

(3.131) 

(3.132) 

(3.133) 

As before, Gaf3- = 88xM GMfiaax~, and GMN refers to the spacetime metric (3.121). 
Ua U13 

In our notation, we have that a[ PT M N]{J = 0 (from (3.123) or (3.128)) and also that 

TMN{J = -TNM/3· 

The form of the metric Kajj is quite suggestive, and using the constraint (3.128), 

we can show this is Kahler up to total derivative boundary terms. Taking the 

anti-symmetrised derivative of this metric we get 

J A d2 z a"! (TMN/3) aaXM azXN 

-J Ad2
Z aa (TMN/3) a"'XMazXN 

+ j A d2z TMN/3aaxM (a"(azxN) 

+ j A d2z TMN/3a"'xN (aaazxM). 

Integrating the third term by parts and simplifying the result we have 

(3.134) 
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ahKa]/3 - J A d2z (aRTMN/3) OaXMazXN81 XR 

-J A d2z (aRTMN/3) a1 XMazXNoaXR 

-J A d2 z (aRTMN/3) 00 XM81 XNazXR 

+ J A d2 z Oz (TMNiJOaXMazXN) 

8aXM8zXN81 XR [aRTMN/3- 8MTRN/3- 8NTMR/3] 

+ J A d2z Oz (TMNiJOaXMazXN) 

88 

J A d2z Oz (TMNiJOaXMazXN). (3.135) 

So again we have a total derivative for the boundary term, and the moduli space 

metric is indeed Kahler. An important role was played by the spacetime calibra

tion bound (3.128) (or equivalently (3.123)) in analogy with the calculation of Sec

tion 3.1.1. However, note that in this case it is not a Kahler calibration but part of 

the more generalised calibrations typical of these spacetimes. 

3.4.3 Dimensional reduction of the background supergrav

ity solution 

This follows very similar lines to theN= 2 case, so again we just give the results. 

We find the eleven-dimensional metric becomes 

(3.136) 

where now 

(3.137) 

If, as before, we denote the f-LV = (a, b, 6), then the MJLv part corresponds to 

(3.138) 
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where now a, b = v, s and DIL is in general given by 

(3.139) 

Using the same form of the Kaluza-Klein reduction ansatze (3.54) used previously, 

we can easily read off the various supergravity fields. In particular, the dilaton is 

now 

(3.140) 

and the six component of the R-R one form becomes 

C (1) = H-1/8 . () [s 3 -] (1/4) 
6 sm 9ww 0 (3.141) 

3.4.4 The Yang-Mills coupling and theta angle 

The ten-dimensional string frame background metric is given by 

(3.142) 

If we now place our probe so that it lies along the 0123[6] directions, we can calculate 

the induced metric and thus the Yang-Mills coupling. This turns out to be 

1 N J d-6 () - 2- = 
2 

l X COS 
9YM 81r 9s s 

(3.143) 

where to evaluate the determinant of the induced metric we have used Me,e, = 

9ww cos2 
(), which follows from the Hermitian condition of the metric components. 

Again we now include a factor of N to take into account the possibility of the probe 

wrapping the x 7 direction N times. 

The theta angle turns out to be quite simple as well, explicitly 

(3.144) 

We note that these results are in exact agreement with the previous N = 2 results. 

As before, the theta angle is constant for the same reasons: the endpoints are held 
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at fixed points in the x 7 direction. In this case, however, there does not seem to be 

a supersymmetric probe brane capable of detecting the running of the Yang-Mills 

gauge coupling since all such branes would necessarily reside at the origin in the 

!vi-plane and be fixed there. As in the pure N = 1 Yang-Mills case, when all N 

D4-branes are coincident due to the rotation of one of the NS5-branes, we again 

have a classical gauge coupling proportional to £ 6 , the separation of the NS5-branes 

at that particular point. The theta angle would be proportional to L 0 , the distance 

between the end points of the D4-branes in the x 7 direction. 

3.4.5 Instantons 

We can also probe theN= 1 background along x6 with Euclidean DO-brane probes 

to find the corresponding instanton action in the D4-brane worldvolume gauge the

ory. This turns out to be exactly the same as for the N = 2 case, concretely 

87r2 
SDo = - 2-- i8yM, 

gYl\1 

which is the correct form of the instanton action. 

3.5 Discussion 

(3.145) 

In this chapter we have used M-branes as probes of the supersymmetric eleven

dimensional supergravity solutions [31,46,48] corresponding to M5-branes wrapping 

2-cycles in C 2 and C3 . These probes have revealed interesting features about the 

corresponding N = 2 and N = 1 field theories. In general there were no unwanted 

supergravity corrections to field theory parameters such as the gauge coupling and 

theta angle from this analysis. 

In the case of M5-brane probes, we have determined that the Kahler metric for 

the kinetic term of the complex scalars in the N = 2 effective Lagrangian receives 

no supergravity corrections. This is also true of the gauge coupling and theta angle 

parameters. The static M2-brane probe calculation, probing the BPS spectra and 

corresponding to a monopole in the field theory, also agrees with the usual calibration 

arguments. 
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We demonstrated a new derivation of the supergravity solution [31] using a 

method where the projection conditions and spinor differential equations played a 

central role. We also analysed theN= 1 field theory related to M5-branes wrapping 

a 2-cycle in C 3
. All the results showed no supergravity corrections to the usual flat

space field theory analysis. 
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Chapter 4 

Calibrations, central charges, 

structure groups and some field 

theory 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and further develop some concepts which 

we may have already seen and which will be required for the next chapter. In 

particular, a further look at generalised calibrations, and their relation to central 

charges of probe branes and also M-theory structure groups. These three concepts 

are related by examining the consequences of having non-zero flux in an eleven

dimensional supergravity background. With non-trivial flux, the special holonomy 

manifolds we have previously introduced get a reduced group structure, since the 

usual connection acquires an intrinsic torsion. We shall also find that studying 

the general superalgebras of these backgrounds coupled to probe branes implies 

the existence of closed forms which may be interpreted as generalised calibration 

forms. Finally, we look at some possible field theory interpretations of these brane 

configurations, such as BPS instantons, monopoles, vortices and domain walls. 

4.1 Generalised calibrations 

In Chapter 2, we introduced the concept of calibrations and considered supergravity 

backgrounds with zero flux. We now consider eleven-dimensional solutions with 
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non-zero four-form field strength, F =1- 0. These are the types of backgrounds we 

wish to analyse in more depth. Our supergravity solutions of M5-branes wrapped 

on two-cycles are of this form. 

As we saw previously, the Killing spinor equation shows that when one considers 

a background with flux, the Killing spinors of the brane configuration in question 

are determined by both the metric and field strength, and thus no longer covariantly 

constant. This is because we must take into account the coupling of the branes to 

the gauge potential. If we do that, which is equivalent to saying that the energy of 

a brane is a measure of not just the volume but also the charge, then we find that 

we again get calibrated surfaces of a more general kind. 

We can, however, still construct generalised calibrations from the Killing spinors 

of the background [38,44]. In a supersymmetric background such as the ones we are 

considering, this implies that the quantity minimised by a calibrated cycle is related 

to the energy of a brane. It is also the case that these calibrated cycles are therefore 

supersymmetric. 

If we consider a p-dimensional submanifold Mp of M with non-trivial field 

strength F = dA, then we define general calibrations such that: 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

So then MP is called calibrated if, as well as (4.1), at every point on Mp, the 

pullback of cp to some tangent space TxMp is equal to the volume form on that 

tangent space. Note that the condition for a calibrated submanifold is a local one. 

It is clear from the above that a generalised calibration c/Jp is not closed, but 

rather gauge equivalent to the potential AP' In the trivial case where this gauge field 

vanishes, this reduces to the standard calibrations. There are also more complicated 

forms for the calibration to have in general, since we have relaxed the requirement 

that c/Jp is closed. We shall see more complicated generalised calibrations, involving 

also worldvolume fields and the Killing spinors of the background when we discuss 

central charges in the next section. 
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The statement we made about calibrating submanifolds minimising volume in 

their homology class now holds for generalised calibrations too, except that cali

brated submanifolds can now be associated with minimum energy configurations. 

If the background is supersymmetric, there is a natural construction of cjJ using 

Killing spinors. These are Killing spinors of the background with non-trivial flux, 

whose Killing spinor equation is given schematically by V' E + F · fE = 0. We can 

now construct a p-form in the following manner: 

1 . . "'- --r .. d t} A Ad tp '+'- lE t 1 ... tpE X . . . X 
p. 

(4.3) 

where £ = Erro. It follows from the antisymmetric properties of gamma matrices 

that the p-form will vanish unless p = 1, 2 mod 4. Now, derivatives of these forms 

can be found by looking at the differential equations (2.18), which we recall are 

descended from the Killing spinor equation. 

For the purposes of illustration, we can look briefly at an M2-brane probe exam

ple and show how these calibrating forms can be associated with its energy when 

considering a supergravity background with non-zero flux. The case of the M5-

brane is analogous but more lengthy. With this is mind, the two-form cj;2 (which we 

called n in Chapter 3) is related to the field strength by the differential equation 

dcj;2 = t-KF. For a certain gauge choice of A, one finds that t-KF = -dt-KA and so 

dc/J2 = -dt-K A. 

We consider placing a probe M2-brane in a static supergravity background with 

F = dA =J. 0. If we specify the world volume coordinates by t, a 1 , a 2 , then the energy 

functional minimised by this brane is given by [38] 

(4.4) 

where we have denoted the time-like Killing vector K = a I at, with norm T/ = v'-K 2 . 

The lab a, b = 1, 2 is the induced metric determinant on the spatial worldvolume of 

the brane, and the pullback of the two-form t-KA is understood. 

The first term of this expression corresponds to the volume of the brane (modulo 

the redshift factor T/), and the second is the contribution from the electrostatic 
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energy. Our aim is to show that this is indeed equivalent to a calibrated submanifold 

given by cp2 . 

We can do this by considering a pair of two-dimensional submanifolds of our 

eleven-dimensional background, A= 8+8~0 , which are in the same homology class. 

We make the choice that submanifold A is calibrated by cp2. From definition ( 4.2) 

we have that 

Vol(A) = 1 vol(TxA) = 1 cp2 = { cp2 :::; Vol(B) + { cp2 ( 4.5) 
xEA A J B+8~o J 8~o 

Using an auxiliary two-dimensional submanifold C =A- 8~1 = B- 8~2 we can 

relate the boundary terms such that 8~0 = 8~1 -8~2 . The inequality then becomes 

Vol(A)- { dcp2 :::; Vol(B) - { dcp2 , 

J~! 1~2 
( 4.6) 

where we have used Stoke's theorem. Therefore, we have that the calibrated sub

manifold A minimises the quantity 

Vol(A)- { dcp2 
J~! 

(4.7) 

in its homology class. Comparing this to the second term of ( 4.4) we see that 

provided we make the identification dcp2 = -dt-KA (which on the other hand is a 

consequence of the supersymmetry of the background and our spinor construction), 

we have 

Vol(A)- { dcp2 = Vol(A) + { '-KA = Vol(A) + 1'-KA (4.8) 
J~ 1 la~~ A 

We have ignored the constant term fc t-KA which cancels from both sides of (4.6). 

Since the volume form can be identified with the induced metric determinant of 

the spatial worldvolume of the M2-brane, we have shown that the calibrating form 

cp2 constructed from Killing spinors of the background indeed corresponds to mini

mal energy submanifolds for branes to wrap. FUrthermore, branes wrapping these 

calibrated cycles are automatically supersymmetric. We shall look at more general 

examples, such as the M5-brane which includes worldvolume fields as well as the 

background six-form potential in the following section. 
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4.2 Topological charges for probe branes 

As we shall see, possible supersymmetric brane probes allowed by the background 

geometry are determined by the central charges of the brane configuration in ques

tion. In general these charges, being topological in nature, provide a clear picture 

of allowed supersymmetric objects in that particular background, and possible field 

theory interpretations. 

The bilinear spinor construction will be very useful to elucidate the relation 

between the calibrating forms of the backgrounds under consideration. We recall 

that the one-, two- and five-forms we can build from the Killing spinors satisfy a 

set of algebraic relation which follow from Fierz identities. They also form part of 

Spin( I, 10), and some properties of this group are useful in classifying these relations. 

In particular, if we consider the Lorentz scalar built from the Killing vector K 2 = 

KJ.tKJJ-, we can ask what the possible orbits of this scalar are under Spin(!, 10) [85]. 

Since K 2 remains fixed under the orbits of the group, we may label these orbits 

by the value of K 2
. It turns out there are only two possibilities, namely K 2 = 0 

or K 2 < 0. Any spinors with K 2 < 0 can always be rescaled and related by a 

Lorentz transformation. Considering these two cases gives an efficient way to define 

identities between the forms K, n and I;. 

If we consider the time-like case with K 2 < 0, a possible set of projection condi

tions which define the spinor f (up to a scale) is [24] 

A A ~ A A 

rol2f = ro34f = ro56f = r07sf = ro9(10)f = f (4.9) 

rol3579f = f (4.10) 

where we have denoted the tangent space gamma matrices by a hat. Using the 

identity f' 0123456789(10) _ 1 we see that one of the six conditions above is already 

implied so there are in fact only five independent, commuting projections. 

In this framework, the forms K, n and I; can be expressed in the following way: 
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K 

n 

E 

.0-(el 1\ e2 + e3 1\ e4 + e5 1\ e6 + e7 1\ es + eg 1\ e(IO)) 

1 

2.0. - 2 K 1\ !1 1\ !1 + .0.Re(!15 ) 

( 4.11) 

( 4.12) 

(4.13) 

where ns is the holomorphic five-form 

( 4.14) 

We have normalised the scale of the Killing spinor by fixing ET E = .0.. It is made 

explicit that K is indeed a time-like vector and that the forms define an SU(5) 

structure on the underlying manifold. This actually corresponds to the stability 

group of E and is also called the G-structure. In Ref. [24], the authors looked at 

the problem of using this SU(5) structure corresponding to a time-like vector K 

to classify supersymmetric supergravity solutions and determine, to a large extent, 

properties of the metric and four-form field strength. 

We now consider the case where K 2 = 0. The stability group of the spinor E 

defines a (Spin(7) 1>< IR8 ) x JR. structure. The projection conditions for any Killing 

spinor with null K (up to an appropriate choice of vielbein) are: 

A A A A 

r2345E = r2357E f 2389E = f 2468E = -E (4.15) 

Combining these conditions with the identity r 01234561s9(1o) - 1 we find the addi

tional equation 

f(lO)E =-E. 

With this group structure, the (K, !1, E) forms are given by 

K .0.(e0 + e1
) 

!1 -K/\e< 10) 

-K 1\ <P(4) 

( 4.16) 

( 4.17) 
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where <I>(4) is the Cayley four-form, 

<I>(
4

) e2345 + e6789 + e2367 _ e2569 _ e3478 + e2468 + e3579 

e4589 + e4567 _ e3469 + e2389 _ e2578 _ e2479 _ e3568 ( 4.18) 

with the notation e 2345 = e
2 1\ e 3 1\ e 4 1\ e 5 . As we shall see in the next chapter, and 

which is already glimpsed by the above equations, the above projections conditions 

are reminiscent of those satisfied by an M5-brane wrapped on a holomorphic curve. 

In the example of the time-like K, we find this is naturally suited to describe the 

M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle in C2 . Some of the projection conditions, with an 

appropriate choice of vielbein, will correspond to certain BPS states of the field 

theory (once we have reduced to ten-dimensional Type IIA N = 2 Hanany-Wit ten 

models) such as monopoles and vortices, for example. 

Likewise, for the null K case, this set of projection conditions are naturally suited 

to describe the N = 1 solution of M5-branes wrapped on 2-cycles in C3 . Various 

BPS states of the corresponding MQCD gauge theory are identified with certain 

calibrating forms, such as domain walls and Cayley four-forms, for example. We 

shall see this in more detail in the next chapter. 

Supersymmetry algebras 

We consider the reduced part of the supersymmetry algebra which involves the anti

commutator of the 32-component Majorana spinors Q0 . In eleven-dimensional flat 

Minkoswki space, this is simply 

( 4.19) 

where we have denoted the conjugation matrix by C. We can take this to be f 0 

from now on. The pm are the translation generators. 

We may introduce a constant commuting Majorana spinor E
0 such that the anti

commutator becomes 

( 4.20) 
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The idea is that now the term in the round brackets is looking like our expression 

for the Killing vector Km = EI' mf, since for Majorana spinors eTf' 0 = €. This we are 

allowed to do since the set of all constant spinors in flat space is the set of Killing 

spinors. The construction using the Killing spinors implies the components of K 

are constant since f is constant. 

This idea may be extended to more general supersymmetric backgrounds with 

curvature. In that case, as we have discussed, the backgrounds will in general possess 

at least one Killing spinor (or more depending on the amount of preserved super

symmetry). They will not be constant however, but rather depend on the spacetime 

co-ordinates. Any such Killing spinor ca(x) will therefore have a corresponding su

percharge EQ. The dependence off on the spacetime co-ordinates also implies that 

K is now a field. 

Using the short-hand notation 

(4.21) 

we expect KMPM to be bosonic symmetries of the supersymmetric solution. These 

are associated with a vector field acting by the Lie derivative. In this case, the 

vector field K(x) will act on the supergravity fields by .CK. For a supersymmetric 

solution of eleven-dimensional supergravity, bosonic symmetries are associated with 

vector fields KM ( x) which satisfy the Killing equations 

( 4.22) 

and 

( 4.23) 

with (g, F) denoting the metric and four-form field strength. This is actually an 

automatic consequence of the Killing spinor equations. To prove this one uses the 

identity 

( 4.24) 
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where X is a vector and a a p-form. Applying this to (3.115), namely 

( 4.25) 

directly leads to the result .CK F = 0. 

There may, in general, be other isometries that are not generated by (4.21) since 

not all Killing vectors of a background may be constructed from the Killing spinors. 

In general, the supersymmetry algebra for a background is determined by the Killing 

spinors only up to purely bosonic factors. 

Supersymmetry algebra with central charges 

We may consider the possibility of central charges in the supersymmetry algebra [86-

88]. The origin of the central charge is easy to understand: The supersymmetry 

charges Q are space integrals of local expressions in the fields (in particular the 

time component of the super-currents). In calculating the anti-commutator, one 

encounters surface terms which are normally neglected. However, in the presence of 

electric and magnetic charges, these surface terms are non-zero and give rise to a 

central charge. 

Since in a general eleven-dimensional background there is both an electric three

form potential and its Hodge dual magnetic six-form potential, we have the possi

bility of coupling both a probe M2-brane as well as a probe M5-brane to our flat 

background. If we examine the simpler case of an M2-brane first, we find that this 

induces a modification to the anti-commutator of the fermionic charges such that 

(4.26) 

where nM N are components of the spinor bilinear two-form we have previously 

constructed from Killing spinors (2.18), and zMN is given explicitly by 

Z MN = ±j ij8XM 8xNd2 
E a·a· a at a J 

( 4.27) 

and the integral is over the spatial worldvolume of the M2-brane with co-ordinates 

( a 1 , a 2). The ± refer to a brane/ anti-brane. If we rewrite the momentum, pM, as 
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an integral of the momentum density pM (a-) over the spatial world volume of the 

brane, we obtain 

( 4.28) 

with the second term combining to give the integral of the two-form 0. Considering 

more general supersymmetric backgrounds with non-zero flux, it turns out that the 

appropriate generalisation to the super-translation algebra is given by 

( 4.29) 

where F =dAis the three-form gauge supergravity gauge potential. This expression 

is valid for general K. The term ( 0 + z K A) is closed and therefore of a topological 

nature. This combination seems quite natural and is analogous to the replacement 

of PM with PM+ AM for a particle in an electromagnetic field. 

Since 2(t:Q)2 2:: 0, this gives rise to a BPS bound on the energy/momentum of 

the brane 

(4.30) 

where the term on the right hand side is topological. We note it is only defined up 

to addition of a closed one-from. 

The connection between this bound and generalised calibrations can be made 

explicit. In particular, if we assume the background possesses a time-like Killing 

spin or K, then the LHS of the bound becomes -p0 = 1t, with 1t the Hamiltonian 

density. Now, we saw earlier (4.4) that this is given by 1t = Vol + zKA. Therefore 

the bound simply reduces to f d2a- 2:: =F f 0 as expected. Also, from the differential 

equation for the forms dO= '-KF, and choosing the gauge .CKA = 0, then tKF = 

~d(tKA) and so dO= -d(tKA), as required for generalised calibrations. 

We may also consider the case of coupling a probe M5-brane to a fiat supergravity 

background. The story is analogous to that of the M2-brane. The supersymmetry 

algebra acquires a central charge. One may then consider the general situation of 

non-trivial worldvolume fields and fiuxes. 
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The spacetime superalgebra that results is the general eleven-dimensional super

Poincare algebra coupled to a five-brane and non-zero background flux and world

volume fields [77]. In its most general form, valid for either time-like or null K, the 

supersymmetry algebra on the worldvolume of a probe M5-brane becomes: 

2 (cQ)
2 

= J KMPM ± J (1-KC +I:+ (A+ dB) 1\ (0 + 7-KA)- ~A 1\ 7-KA). 

( 4.31) 

We have denoted by C the background six-form potential and A denotes the electric 

three-form potential, related by dC = *dA +~A 1\ dA. We also include the non-zero 

worldvolume two-form gauge field B. Since (cQ) 2 ~ 0, this leads to a BPS type 

bound on the energy /momentum of the M5-brane, 

(4.32) 

From properties of our construction, such as the fact that K is Killing and 

.CK F = 0, one can check that the right hand side of the inequality is the integral 

of a closed form and thus represents a topological charge. The existence of such 

a closed form also provides examples of generalised calibration forms for arbitrary 

supersymmetric backgrounds. We shall look at examples of central charges of M5-

brane probes in wrapped M5-brane backgrounds in the next chapter. Various BPS 

states are found, with interesting field theory interpretations. 

4.3 M-theory structure groups 

We have discussed, in previous chapters, how using the differential forms in the 

bilinear spinor formalism, one can classify the local form of general bosonic super

symmetric configurations of eleven-dimensional supergravity. Depending on whether 

the Killing vector constructed from the Killing spinor of the background is either 

time-like or null, these geometries display an SU(5) or (Spin(7) 1>< JR8 ) x lR structure, 

respectively. 

One drawback of the original approach to G-structures was that it could only 

be used for the classification of spacetimes with minimal supersymmetry. A natural 
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question to ask is: what happens when there is more than just one Killing spinor 

present? What are the structure groups that arise as subgroups of the original 

isotropy group? A refinement of the original method has been successful in classify

ing these subgroups, completely in the case of null structure groups [45], and partly 

for time-like structure groups [89]. 

We recall what we mean by structure groups and their relation to the special 

holonomy manifolds we have discussed earlier. As we have seen, holonomy groups 

help organise M-theory vacua with zero flux [90]. In particular, these special holon

omy manifolds arise from the existence of spinors f which are parallel with respect 

to the spin connection 

1 ah 
V I = a! - 4w I r ah = 0 ( 4.33) 

where we have adorned tangent space indices with a hat. 

If we look at the case of non-zero flux, that is F =/= 0, we find the connection is 

altered and takes values in the Clifford algebra, since it depends on terms containing 

antisymmetrised products of r matrices. In particular, the spinor is now covariantly 

constant with respect to the connection 

(4.34) 

where f) 1 (F) is the flux dependent part of the connection: 

(4.35) 

Therefore, when fluxes are turned on, there is deviation from holonomy which is 

measured by the intrinsic torsion of the connection. There still remains, however, 

a reduced group structure. As we saw, considering backgrounds with one Killing 

spinor, this can be either SU(5) or (Spin(7) 1>< JR8 ) x R The problem we are inter

ested in is the classification of possible subgroups of these structure groups, which 

would correspond to geometries with more Killing spinors and therefore more su

persymmetries. We wish to find the structure groups of backgrounds corresponding 

to our wrapped M5-brane solutions which preserve 8 and 16 real supersymmetries. 
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To start with we may examine the holonomy groups which are possible for M

theory vacua [90]. For static vacua, in which the Killing vector K is time-like, the 

holonomy group H is a subgroup of SU(5). These are automatically Ricci-flat and 

satisfy the supergravity equations of motion. Such spacetimes are locally isometric 

to a product M= R x X with metric 

(4.36) 

where X is a Calabi-Yau 5-fold. Assuming the manifold is simply connected, the 

possible holonomy groups and corresponding number of preserved supersymmetries 

N = 32v is given by Table ( 4.1). The notation refers to the product 

( 4.37) 

where M 11-d is (11- d)-dimensional Minkowski space and d is the dimension of W. 

The holonomy groups H C Spin( d) of W and the fraction v of supersymmetry that 

such a geometry preserves is also specified. 

d H c Spin(d) 1/ 

10 SU(5) 1 
32 

10 SU(2) x SU(3) 1 
8 

8 Spin(7) 1 
16 

8 SU(4) 1 
8 

8 Sp(2) 3 
16 

8 Sp(1) X Sp(1) 1 
4 

7 G2 
1 
8 

6 SU(3) 1 
4 

4 SU(2) Co:! Sp(1) 1 
2 

0 {1} 1 

Table 4.1: Holonomy groups H in relation to fraction v of preserved supersymmetry 

For non-static vacua, such that K is null, then the holonomy group is a subgroup 

of the isotropy group (Spin(7) 1>< IR8 ) x R The most general local metric with this 

holonomy group is 
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(4.38) 

where i, j run from 1 to 8, 8_a = 0 and 9ij is an x+ -dependent family of metrics 

with holonomy contained in Spin(7) and obeying the property that 

( 4.39) 

where W(4) is the self-dual Spin(7)-invariant Cayley four-form, >.(x+,x-) a smooth 

function and 2 an anti-self-dual four-form. 

The holonomy groups of non-static vacua will not necessarily decompose the 

spacetime into a metric product. In particular, the possible subgroups are given in 

Table (4.2). 

H c Spin(1, 10) 1/ 

(Spin(7) K JR8 ) X lR 1 
32 

(SU(4) K IR8) X lR 1 
16 

(Sp(2) K JR8 ) X lR 3 
32 

(Sp(1) K JR4 ) X (Sp(1) K JR4 ) X lR 1 
8 

(G2 K JR7) X JR2 1 
16 

(SU(3) K IR6 ) X IR3 1 
8 

(Sp(1) K JR8) X lR 1 
4 

JR9 1 
2 

Table 4.2: Holonomy groups H in relation to fraction v of preserved supersymmetry 

The holonomy groups in the table are all of the form 

( 4.40) 

where W C Spin( d). 

When we take into account the inclusion of flux in our supergravity back

grounds, many more possible subgroups are possible, with varying numbers of pre

served Killing spinors. As we mentioned, for backgrounds with more than one 
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Killing spin or, the refined G-structure classification is more efficient in calcula

tions [45, 89, 91]. We shall not delve into the details here, but merely provide a 

brief synopsis of the method. 

In particular we discuss this for the case of classifying null structure groups [45] 

(those subgroups which arise from backgrounds preserving a single null Killing spinor 

in eleven dimensions). This involves discarding the bilinear spin or construction and 

working directly with the spinors themselves. One finds the isotropy group of two 

or more independent Killing spinors, and by choosing a convenient basis for spinor 

space, calculates the conditions for supersymmetry on the spin connection, fluxes 

and intrinsic torsion. 

If one takes a fiducial spinor E and acts on it, in an appropriate subset of the 

Clifford algebra, with matrices Q, then one may span the basis of spinors. We can 

then assume the fiducial spinor E is Killing. It follows that we can then calculate the 

constraints from this Killing spinor using the usual G-structures approach. Then, 

since QE spans the basis of spinors, we may write any other Killing spinor in the 

form Ei = QE. The condition for Ei to be Killing is then 

( 4.41) 

One may write the spinor EK = ['V' r, Q]E as a manifest sum of basis spinors by 

imposing the defining projection conditions satisfied by E. Consequently, by linear 

independence, the coefficient of each must vanish independently. 

This approach is rather different in that it does not classify configurations ac

cording to the number of preserved supersymmetries. Instead, the focus is much 

more on the structure groups. Starting from the assumption of the existence of 

one Killing spin or, the incorporation of additional Killing spinors can have one of 

either two effects: either a further global reduction of the structure group or more 

restrictions on the intrinsic torsion of the existing G-structure. 

As an illustrative example we can look at the case at hand, the classification 

of structure groups in eleven dimensions assuming the existence of a null Killing 

spinor. Then, in the spacetime basis 
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( 4.42) 

where i = 1 ... 8 denotes the base space manifold, we define a basis of spinors by 

the projections (with no sum on i) 

r 1234f(i) = -a(i) f(i) 

r3456f(i) = -afi)f(i) 

r 5678f(i) = -a~i)f(i) 

r 1357f(i) = -ati)f(i) 

( 4.43) 

for the thirty-two possible combinations a~i)"'5 = ±1. The fiducial spinor in this 

case can be defined by f - f(I) so that ati)"'5 
= + 1. The idea is then to construct 

this basis by solving the projections ( 4.43) for the cases afi) = ±. If we consider 

a(i) = + and chirality a(i)a~i) = + we find the eight basis spinors are of the form 

( 4.44) 

where A= 1, ... , 7 and the 8+ of Spin(8) has been broken down into the 1 + 7 of 

Spin(7). After considering all the possible combinations from the chosen subset of 

the Clifford algebra, the general form of an arbitrary Majorana spinor 17 in eleven 

dimensions may be written as 

( 4.45) 

for the thirty-two real functions J, JA, ui, g, gA, vi· This clearly shows that the 

space of Majorana spinors in eleven dimensions is isomorphic to the direct sum of 

the spaces of Spin(7) forms on the base space, namely 

( 4.46) 

One then assumes the fiducial spinor f is Killing and considers the subgroups 

spanned by the different parts outlined in (4.45), from simplest to most general, 
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such that all the possibilities are considered. 

In summary, we list the structure groups which interest us. In particular, those 

that are always null in eleven dimensions and the number N of Killing spinors they 

can contain, in Table (4.3). 

G N 

* (Spin(7) 1>< JR8) x lR 1 

* (SU( 4) I>< JR8) X lR 2,3,4 

(Sp(2) I>< JR8) X lR 2, 3, ... '6 

(Sp(l) I>< JR4) X (Sp(l) I>< JR4) X lR 3,4, ... ,8 

(SU(2) I>< JR8) X lR 5 

(U(l) I>< JR8) X lR 6 

ChirallR9 7,8 

( G2 I>< JR7) X JR2 2 

* (SU(3) I>< JR6) X JR3 2,3,4 

(SU(2) I>< JR4) X JR5 3, 4, ... '8 

JR9 3, 4, ... , 16 

Spin(7) 

G2 

Table 4.3: G-structures which are always null in eleven dimensions 

We have denoted with a * those structure groups which will play a role when 

considering the M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle in C 3 background. 

4.4 Summary of field theory results 

In this section we present a very brief review of the field theory results [92] which are 

ofrelevance to the central charge calculation in the next chapter. These provide field 

theoretic support for our group theoretic results. We examine four main objects in 

decreasing order of eo-dimension: instantons, monopoles, vortices and domain walls, 

and give their brane construction as well. 
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Instantons in supersymmetric gauge theory 

Since their discovery, Yang-Mills instantons [93] have lead to many new insights, such 

as their interpretation as quantum mechanical tunnelling events between inequiva

lent vacua. They also play a role in the analysis of the dualities relating different 

supersymmetric field theories [94, 95]. They are eo-dimension 4 objects which in 

four-dimensional gauge theories are interpreted as zero-sized particles existing at a 

particular point in time. 

To start with, we consider the bosonic part of an SU(N) supersymmetric Yang

Mills theory action 

S = -
1
-jdx4 TrF pMN 

2 2 MN 
9YM 

(4.47) 

and look for finite action solutions to the Euclidean equations of motion 

( 4.48) 

As we move towards the the boundary r ---? oo of spatial R 4 , the potential A must 

become a pure gauge term 

( 4.49) 

with g E SU(N). A finite action configuration therefore provides a map from the 

boundary at spatial infinity 8R4 ~ S~ to the group SU(N). These configurations 

are topologically stable and their charge k E Z is known as the Pontryagin number, 

or second Chern class, of this map. 

We may solve ( 4.48) and find the Bogomoln'yi bound [17] in a topological sector 

k. It turns out that the action for an instanton is bounded by 

87f2 

Sinst ~ -2-lkl 
9YM 

with equality if and only if F is (anti)self-dual; 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 
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We have defined the dual field strength as FMN = ~EMNPQpPQ_ We can see clearly 

that a solution to the self-duality equations must necessarily solve the full equations 

of motion since we have 

vMpMN = vMPMN = o ( 4.52) 

by the Bianchi identity. 

We may also add a so-called theta term to the action ( 4.4 7) 

(4.53) 

which has the effect of shifting the electric charge, the Witten effect [96]. This 

changes the action of the instaton, which becomes 

87r2 
Sinst = - 2-lkl- i8YM· 

9n.1 
( 4.54) 

We see that this is the same result as what we got in the M5-brane probe calculations 

of Chapter 3, specifically Equations (3.96) and (3.145) for the value lkl = 1. 

Brane construction of instantons 

As we have already mentioned previously, DO-branes can dissolve into gauge theory 

instantons on the worldvolume of the D4-branes in the Hanany-Witten picture [80, 

81]. More precisely, they are described by Euclidean DO-branes extended in the 

x 6 direction and point-like in the time dimension. This can be shown explicitly in 

string theory following the ADHM construction [97] for Dp-D(p- 4)-brane systems. 

The existence of the DO-brane is possible since it is charged under the one-form A1 

which couples to the D4-brane worldvolume fields via the WZ term A1 1\F I\ F. This 

DO-brane will have an electric coupling to A1 proportional to its instanton charge, 

as it should, and furthermore the theta angle of the gauge theory is associated 

with the Wilson line of A1 along x6 . As we shall see, when we calculate the action 

for DO-brane probes of supergravity solutions which correspond to these type of 

Hanany-Witten models, we get exactly (4.54). 
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Monopoles in supersymmetric gauge theory 

Monopoles are eo-dimension 3 objects which are postulated to have a long range, 

radial magnetic field. They naturally occur in non-Abelian gauge theories and have 

many applications, such as in the Seiberg-Wit ten analysis of N = 2 gauge theo

ries [50] or S-duality of four-dimensional N = 4 Yang-Mills [98]. 

A simple action with gauge group SU(N) that supports the existence of monopoles 

is 

1 J 4 (1 MN 2) S = - 2- dx Tr -FMNF + (VMcJ>) 
9YM 2 

(4.55) 

where we have introduced the real scalar field c/>. We may treat this as a part of 

the N = 2 Lagrangian. Since there is no potential term, we may set the vev of the 

scalar arbitrarily to (cl>) = diag( c/> 1 , ... , cl> N) = j · if with if a basis of the Cart an 

subalgebra of su(N) and with the constraint "L:=l cl>a = 0. 

Monopoles are topologically supported by the twisting of the vev (cl>) along its 

gauge orbit as we go around S2
, the spatial boundary at infinity. If we parametrise 

this space with (} and <p then we may write our soliton configurations as (cl>) = 

(cl>((}, <p)). The winding maps suggest the existence of monopoles carrying magnetic 

charge in each of the (N- 1) U(1)'s which are left unbroken by the vev (c/>). 

To explain how the winding is associated with the magnetic charge one may 

consider that for finite energy configurations, (cl>) varying asymptotically means that 

Be/>"" 1/r. To cancel the corresponding infrared divergence we need to set the gauge 

potential to A0 "" 1/r which implies a magnetic field of the form B "" 1/r2 . The 

exact non-Abelian magnetic force carried by the soliton is of the form 

_, f. 
Bi = 9. H(O, <p)-4 t 2 

1rT 
(4.56) 

where 9 is the magnetic charge vector. The twists of the unbroken Cartan subalgebra 

within the su( N) Lie algebra as we move around spatial infinity is suggested by the 

notation if ( (}, <p). 

For example, in the singular gauge where (cl>) is fixed to be constant at infinity, 

the magnetic field has a diagonal form 
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r· 
Bi = diag(gi, ... , 9N )-

4 
t 

2 1fT 

112 

( 4.57) 

where 2:::=1 9a = 0 and 9a E 27rZ. We find this re-introduces a Dirac string-like 

singularity for any single-valued gauge potential, like in the Wu and Yang gauge 

bundle construction [99]. 

Upon solving the monopole equations using the Bogomoln'yi bound, one finds 

that the mass is equal to a topological charge given by 

27r ~ 
A1mono ~ - 2--- ~na~a 

gYM a=l 

with the bound being saturated for the two cases 

if g. i > 0 

if g. i < 0. 

( 4.58) 

(4.59) 

Considering the addition of a theta term to the action, such as in the case of the 

N = 2 Lagrangian, one finds that the Witten effect induces an electric charge 

if= ()gj27r on the monopole, which is then called a dyon. 

We may also consider the BPS bound on the masses of monopoles and dyons 

from examining the supersymmetry algebra of N = 2 Yang-Mills. It implies a mass 

bounded by the central charge Z of the algebra given by 

( 4.60) 

where ne, nm E Z denote the units of electric and magnetic charge and Tcl = 2° +~. 
7r 9yM 

Here a is the value of the gauge field A in the Higgs vacuum. 

Brane construction of monopoles and dyons 

Semi-classical magnetic monopole and dyons BPS states are realised in the Hanany

Witten picture by D2-branes with the topology of a disk stretching between the 

NS5-branes and bounded as well by two adjacent D4-branes [74, 75]. More generally, 
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magnetic monopoles may also be charged under the U(N1) flavour symmetry by 

means of strings extending from the D2-brane to a flavour brane. 

The lift to M-theory provides us with the result that all the matter in the gauge 

theory is realised by open M2-branes having a boundary on the background M5-

brane. For the N = 2 case, the supergravity background has topology R(l,3) x 

Q4 x R(3), where Q4 is a hyper-Kiihler manifold spanning 4567, with x7 the M

theory circle. If we denote by I: the Riemann surface of the M5-brane that is 

holomorphically embedded in Q4 with respect to a complex structure J, then the 

M2-brane shall be embedded holomorphically with respect to a distinct complex 

structure J'. Given a complex structure J, the set of such J' is parametrised by 

an 5 1 which actually corresponds to the phase of the central charge of the BPS 

saturated state. 

Monopoles are M2-branes with the topology of a disk with minimal area in 

their homology class. It then follows from the eleven-dimensional superalgebra that 

the spatial volume of the M2-brane is given by the pullback onto the brane of the 

holomorphic two-form n defined on Q4
. Provided that n is exact locally on the 

world volume, one can recover the Seiberg-Wit ten differential n = d)... The integral 

of this meromorphic one-form in its homology class then gives the central charge 

of the BPS state. In general, these M2-branes may also wrap flavour branes and 

acquire a charge under the flavour symmetry. 

Vortices in supersymmetric gauge theory 

In our results in the next chapter, we encounter an example of a BPS charge that 

would support a eo-dimension 2 object, a vortex. Vortices are ubiquitous in physics, 

with many wide ranging applications. In four-dimensional theories vortices are 

string-like objects which carry magnetic flux through their core. 

Vortices may exist in supersymmetric gauge theories, essentially through the 

action of the Fayet-Iliopolous term. A typical action with gauge group U(N) that 

would support vortices is given by 
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s 
Nt 

J d4x'fr-i- (~pMN FMN + ('DMc/Y) 2
) + L IVMqil 2 

gYM 2 i=l 

Nf 2 Nt 

- Lqlc/J2Qi- g~M'fr(LqiqJ- v2 1N)2 

i=l i=l 

(4.61) 

Spacetime indices run over M = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the purely spatial indices over i = 

1, 2, 3. The action contains real scalar fields cjY and N1 matter scalar fields Qi in 

the fundamental representation of U(N). The D-term potential contains the Fayet

Iliopolous parameter labelled by v2 which induces a vev for q. 

For N1 = N, we can view q as anN x N matrix qf, where a is the colour index 

and i the flavour index. The unique ground state of the theory is given by cjY = 0 

and qf = vof. If we choose the vortex strings to lie in the x3 direction, the scalar 

fields q must wind around 5 1 at transverse spatial infinity. The winding number of 

the scalar at infinity is determined by an integer k and related to the magnetic flux 

B3 in the following way: 

27rk = 'fr J dx 1dx2 B3 . (4.62) 

From solving the resulting vortex equations, it turns out that the tension of the 

charge k vortex is bounded by 

(4.63) 

The inequality is saturated for configurations obeying the vortex equations 

2 

B3 = g~M (L qiql- v2 1N) , 'Dzqi = 0 (4.64) 
i 

where we have defined the complex co-ordinate on the transverse space z = x1 + 
ix2 . Although no analytical solution to this equation is known, the field profiles 

determined numerically indicate that the energy density is localised within a core of 

the vortex of size L = 1/vgyM with an exponential fall off outside of this. One may 

also consider non-Abelian vortices and moduli spaces, as well as more complicated 

configurations [92]. 
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Brane construction of vortices 

Recalling our picture of Hanany-Witten models that were used to describe four

dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories, we may ask if the vortices observed 

in the field theory have a brane construction. The answer is yes, and they are 

represented by D2-branes [100]. We recall the simplest setup of two NS5-branes 

separated along x 6 with worldvolumes 012345 which had N D4-branes suspended 

between them with worldvolumes 01236. We recall we called x 7 the eleventh dimen

sion so the transverse directions are 89(10). We can include D6-branes in between 

the NS5-branes with worldvolumes 012389(10). 

We may now turn on the Fayet-Iliopolous term v2
, which we choose to do along 

x8
. This forces the D4-branes, which we place at the origin for simplicity, to split 

along the D6-branes. The S-rule states that we would need N D6-branes for a 

zero-energy ground state since no two D4-branes are allowed to end on the same 

D6-brane. The Fayet-Iliopolous term is given by 

( 4.65) 

The vortices would then be represented by D2-branes which lie along the D6-brane 

worldvolume that connects the two parts of the split D4-brane, that is, along 038 and 

with the boundary condition that it extends a finite distance and connects the two 

D4-brane sections. The x3 would therefore correspond to the direction of the vortex 

string. We shall see in the next chapter that the central charge calculation shows 

that there is indeed a charge that corresponds precisely to this supersymmetric BPS 

state of the gauge theory, as well as the connection to structure groups. 

Domain walls in supersymmetric gauge theory 

There are also eo-dimension 1 objects, or domain walls, in supersymmetric gauge 

theories [101, 102]. If we consider N = 2 theories in four dimensions, the action that 

supports domain wall objects is the same as ( 4.61) with the addition of the mass 

term for the scalars given by 
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Nf 

-L qJ(<P- mi)
2
qi ( 4.66) 

i=l 

It turns out that for N1 > N in general there exist multiple isolated vacua. This 

implies the existence of a domain wall which interpolates from a given vacuum T _ 

at x3 - -oo to a different vacuum T + at x3 - +oo where x3 is chosen to be the 

direction transverse to the domain wall. 

Upon solving the domain wall equations one finds its tension is bounded by 

(4.67) 

with saturation of the bound when 

2 Nf 

D3<jJ = - 9~M (LqiqJ- v 2
) , D3qi = -(<P- mi)qi 

i=l 

( 4.68) 

The situation is similar to the vortex case except we have given a vev to the N1 

scalars Qi· In general, the solution to this equation is unknown but numerical meth

ods can be employed to find qualitative features of the solution [103-105]. 

Brane construction of domain walls 

Coming back to our Hanany-Witten model in Type IIA, and considering the case of 

eight conserved supercharges, domain walls must interpolate between inequivalent 

vacua. If we start with the same picture as before, including the D6-branes and 

splitting the D4-branes by the addition of a Fayet-Iliopolous term v2 
rv x 8 , then, 

since we also have a vev for the scalar <P rv x4 in our action, our candidate brane 

must also extend in this direction. 

It turns out that a D4-brane with worldvolume 01248 completely boxed in by 

the neighbouring NS5-branes on the ends and D6-branes and other D4-branes on 

the sides corresponds to a BPS domain wall in the gauge theory. Unfortunately, 

the worldvolume theory of these curved D4-branes is not well known and so the 

dynamics of domain walls are not clear in this picture. However, one can make 

progress by going to the strong coupling limit [106-108] 
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Chapter 5 

Probes of wrapped M5-brane 

backgrounds 

5.1 Central charges of an M5-brane wrapping a 

2-cycle in C2 

In this section, we proceed to construct the central charges of probe M5-branes for 

the first background we are examining, M5-branes wrapped on a holomorphic 2-

cycle in C 2 , which is the supergravity dual of N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories 

in four dimensions. 

As previously mentioned, this case corresponds to a background geometry with a 

time-like vector K. Since our background preserves eight supercharges, the original 

SU(5) isotropy group will be broken down, reflecting the reduced isometries of our 

background. These can be described by the projection conditions that our configu

ration satisfies. We shall discuss the structure groups that arise as a consequence of 

this and its implications at the end of the section. 

We recall that the metric for this solution is given by 

H 

H- 1
/
3dx2

(1,3) + 2H- 1139MfldzMdzfl + H 213dx2
(3) 

4g = 4(911922 - 9I292I) 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

with conventions on the hermitian metric such that GM !V = H- 113 gM !V = 6abeMe~. 
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For most of the calculation we shall work in the z1 = w, z2 = y co-ordinates, taking 

the near-horizon limit only at the very end. 

We also recall that, in the near-horizon limit, if we decompose the hermitian 

metric gM N into tangent space zweibeins such that 

Hl/2 (8MF2) 

(oNG), (5.3) 

then the complex structure J in which the M5-brane is embedded holomorphically 

is given by 

Re (e~dzM) + ilm (e11dzM) 

Re (e~1 dzM) + ilm (e~dzM). 

The projection condition this M5-brane satisfies is given by 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

with a, b = 1, 2. It is also well known that this background admits a supersymmetric 

M2-brane probe which is a BPS state of the worldvolume theory of the M5-brane. 

Since the complex submanifold in which we are embedding this brane is actually 

hyper-Kahler (as are all two complex-dimensional Kahler manifolds), this geometry 

admits a family of inequivalent complex structures parametrised by a two-sphere 

S2 , with SU(2) commutation relations between them. Also, in four dimensions, the 

hyper-Kahler condition implies Ricci flatness and should therefore admit a covari

antly constant holomorphic two-form. 

In order to ensure that the two-brane ends on the five-brane, we shall need to 

wrap the M2-brane on a holomorphic cycle with respect to a complex structure J' 

which is orthogonal to the complex structure J in which the background M5-brane 

was embedded holomorphically. Given a complex structure J, the set of such J' for 

a hyper-Kahler manifold is parametrised by an S 1 that actually corresponds to the 

phase of the central charge of the BPS saturated state [74]. 
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In terms of the M5-brane holomorphic coordinates, the projection condition for 

the M2-brane can be written 

p E = e f Oab + e f Oab E = E. ( 
i<V -i<V ) (5.6) 

We have included the arbitrary phase cp for generality. We note that the linear 

combination of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic projection conditions do indeed 

insure it is an Hermitian projector with P 2 = 1. This additional constraint cuts the 

number of supersymmetries by half (leaving four real supersymmetries), confirming 

that the M2-brane is a BPS object of the M5-brane worldvolume gauge theory. 

The next thing to notice is that using the identity r 0123456789(1o) - 1 we can show 

that our projections actually allow for another M5-brane that does not break any 

further supersymmetries. We find it wraps a holomorphic cycle with respect to a 

complex structure J" which is orthogonal to both the previous cases and exhausts 

the three independent complex structures of the hyper-Kahler manifold they are 

embedded in. In addition, this M5-brane has a worldvolume extension along the 

89(10) space. Explicitly, the projection condition for this "hidden" M5-brane is 

(ei(f/>+7T/2)rA + e-i(H7T/2)rA -) rA E - E 
Oab Oab 89(10) - (5.7) 

Finally, there is another projection condition which is compatible and commutes 

with these three (and therefore does not break supersymmetry any further). This 

can best be expressed by defining the complex coordinates 

e e1 + ie(10) 

e e
2 + ie9 

which allows us to write the projection condition in the following way: 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

with i,j = e,e,e. As before we have 811 = 1/2. That this additional complex 

submanifold is compatible with all our earlier projections somehow reflects that the 
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original, larger SU(5) isometry group has been broken down by the appearance of 

branes in the geometry. This is consistent with the known structure groups of our 

background, as we shall discuss. We can show this more clearly by combining the 

preceding constraints to build the following projection, which shows some of that 

residual structure: 

(5.10) 

One can check that this projection condition includes the original background M5-

brane projection (5.5). It is also reminiscent of an M5-brane wrapping a special 

Lagrangian 3-cycle in one manifold M6 , and a holomorphic 2-cycle in the hyper

Kiihler manifold M4 . We shall expand on this geometrical statement a little later, 

where we shall see that M6 will turn out to have a reduced group structure. We 

discuss possible field theory interpretations at the end of the section. 

These conditions then complete the set of independent, commuting projections 

and thus determine a unique spinor up to scale. The scale of the spinor, which we 

will use shortly to calculate the forms K, nand I:, is given by fixing Et E = ~. Using 

the fact that K is a Killing vector of our background, we found that ~ = ~· 

We can now proceed to calculate the non-trivial components of each form. A quick 

calculation reveals that Ki = 0 for {i = 1, 2, 3, a, b, 8, 9, (10)}, since, for example, 

0 

where in the second step we have used the M2-brane projection condition and in 

the last step the fact that four-forms constructed in this way vanish identically. 

After some work, the resulting forms turn out to be: 
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(5.11) 

(5.12) 

I: H/2 (e-i(<H1r/2)dz1 1\ dz2 + ei(</>+1T/2)dz1 1\ dz2 ) 1\ dx8 1\ dx9 1\ dx(IO) 

+iH- 1129MN Re (e (\ e (\e)(\ dzM (\ dzN 

-1/4 dt 1\ dz 1 1\ dz 1 1\ dz2 1\ dz2 

(5.13) 

The last two terms above do not play a role for possible static probe branes but 

we can consider taking the Hodge dual. These could be part of the D6-brane central 

charge in the Type IIA ten-dimensional picture, which is only geometry in eleven 

dimensions. 

Now we recall that in order to calculate the central charge we also need the six 

and three-form potentials for our particular background. The six-form potential 

can be ascertained easily if we remember that the background M5-brane satisfies a 

generalised calibration (2.37) which, by virtue of the BPS supersymmetry condition, 

is gauge equivalent to the spacetime gauge potential under which it is charged. We 

proceed by working with the asymptotically flat background co-ordinates zi before 

taking the near-horizon limit. Taking into account that the potential vanishes at 

spatial infinity, and taking the contraction with respect to K, we can conclude that 

(5.14) 

The only thing that remains is to define the three-form A since, as in this case it 

is a magnetic potential, it is not globally well defined. The natural solution is to 

define the integral of A 1\ n over the spatial worldvolume of the brane such that 

{ F 1\ n = { A 1\ n. 
JM5 laM5 

(5.15) 

Direct calculation reveals that the product is given by 
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-1/2 dH 1\ (e-i(<P+1r/2)dz1 1\ dz2 + ei(t/J+7r/2)dz1 1\ dz2 ) 1\ 

dx8 1\ dx9 1\ dx(lO) 

+(dx 1 1\ dx(lO) + dx2 1\ dx9 + dx3 1\ dx8
) 1\ 

iEaf3-yC)-y9MJ\rdZM 1\ dzN 1\ dx0 1\ dxf3 

so we can deduce that the magnetic potential A can be defined, 

n 1\ A - -1/2 (H- 1) (e-i(t/J+1r/2)dz1 1\ dz2 + ei(t/J+7r/2)dz1 1\ dz2 ) 1\ 

dx8 1\ dx9 1\ dx(lO) 

-i ( dx 1 1\ dx8 1\ dx9 + dx3 1\ dx9 1\ dx(lO) 

-dx2 1\ dx8 1\ dx(lD)) 1\ (9MN- bMN )dzM 1\ dzN. 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

We can see straight away from this expression that the contraction ~K A vanishes. We 

note that we can define the (1,1)-form J = ~(e 1 /\e1 +e2 /\e2) on the M4 manifold and 

also define a ( 1' 1 )-form on M6 by j = ~ ( e 1\ { 1 + e 1\ ~2 + e 1\ (3). The justification 

for this will be discussed as the end of the section in terms of structure groups. We 

may also define the flat space Kiihler form J1 = ibabdza 1\ dzb on M4 and also the 

flat holomorphic three-form W3/ = (dx 1 + idx(lO)) 1\ (dx2 + idx9
) 1\ (dx3 + idx8

) and 

the flat Kiihler form J1 = iH- 116 bi]~i 1\ {3 = H- 116 J on M6 . 

Taking this into account and assembling all the terms, changing w, y to F 2
, G 

where appropriate, we get that the central charges on an M5-brane probe of an 

M5-brane wrapping a holomorphic 2-cycle in C 2 is given by 

j KM PM > =f j (~Kc +~+(A+ dB) An) 

> =f j ( Re(W3t) 1\ lt 

+~ (e-i(t/J+1r/2)dF2 1\ dG + ei(t/J+7r/2)dF2 1\ dG) 1\ dx8 1\ dx9 1\ dx(lO) 
2 

+ dt 1\ J, 1\ J, 

+ dt 1\ J, 1\ J, 

+dB 1\ n). (5.18) 
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We note that the supersymmetry algebra is unaltered from flat space for a suitable 

choice of co-ordinates, of the same form as (4.13). The first term indicates the 

obvious possibility that an M5-brane probe which is parallel to the background M5-

brane is an allowed supersymmetric probe. There are also other possibilities such 

as an M5-brane with spatial embedding 2458(10) for example. Depending on the 

boundary conditions, these may have field theory interpretations. 

In addition, the second term allows for an M5-brane which is embedded holo

morphically in the hyper-Kahler manifold with respect to J" and extended along 

89(10). 

The possible holomorphy conditions on the pullback onto the probe branes are 

given by 

ir/>ac 
e 8a2 

irj> ac 
-e 8al' (5.19) 

where we have defined a = a 1 + ia2 to be the complex coordinate on the probe 

worldvolume . We have chosen the different complex structures J, J' and J" so they 

are specified by cl> = 0, 1r /2, -1r /2, respectively. 

This probe would be related to the M2-brane probe which gives the masses of 

BPS states in the worldvolume gauge theory of the background M5-brane under 

appropriate boundary conditions. In our present notation, we recall that the central 

charge of the probe M2-brane would be given by 

(5.20) 

If we look at the first term above, the difference between the two would be a volume 

modulus of the 89(10) space and also a rotation in the complex structure. Depending 

on the boundary conditions, this extra volume modulus could well be finite, like in 

the vortex case. 

The second term above iH- 116 J is a calibration form of the M6 manifold and de

notes the possibility of eo-dimension two objects on the worldvolume theory. These 

turn out to correspond to BPS vortices, something that can pictured in terms of 
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Hanany-Witten models [92]. As mentioned in the last chapter, the boundary con

dition along the totally transverse directions 89(10) would mean that these vortices 

would have finite tension. 

The last couple of terms of the M5-brane central charge cannot be pulled back 

consistently to a static probe brane so we may consider taking the Hodge dual of 

them. We note, however, that the quantities in the brackets (H- 113 J 1\ J) and 

(H- 113 J 1\ ]) are calibrating forms. Taking the dual then gives terms that would 

contribute to the Type IIA ten-dimensional central charges for the D6-brane, which 

in M-theory is given by pure geometry. These terms can be re-written 

L;*(OJJ) _ * (H-1/6 eo 1\ J 1\ J) 

- * ( H-1/6 eo 1\ j 1\ 1) 
-H-1/6 j 1\ j 1\ j 

-H-1/6 j 1\ J 1\ J. (5.21) 

We see that there are only terms which give the volumes of M6 and M 4 respectively. 

Since we are compactifying along the M-theory circle (contained in M 4 ), only the 

first term would contribute to the D6-brane central charge. 

To make sense of the various forms we have defined and arguments about the 

manifold M6 we have to talk about structure groups. To our knowledge, there 

is no complete classification for eleven dimensional backgrounds with a time-like 

Killing spinor and flux, of which the brane configuration studied in this section is an 

example. However, from what is known from holonomy groups of M-theory vacua 

with no flux [90], we can deduce the structure group for our configuration. It is 

easy to see that, for the case of our M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle in C 2 with the 

BPS M2-brane probe ending on it and wrapped on a 2-cycle in a different complex 

structure, we preserve k of supersymmetry. Backgrounds preserving this fraction of 

supersymmetry allow for three possible structure groups, but we can deduce that 

the appropriate one for our case is that we should have an overall SU(2) x SU(3) 

structure. This fits in with the known M4 manifold typical of these spacetimes, 

whilst uncovering the M6 manifold which was hinted at by the allowed projection 
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conditions. The fact that M6 has an SU(3) structure then means that, although it 

is no longer Calabi-Yau (since this requires it to have SU(3) holonomy), it is still 

a complex manifold. We can therefore use a similar technique to [64], to recover 

calibration forms for this manifold and for the product manifold M 4 x M6 . 

As we shall see in the next section, where the classification of eleven dimensional 

backgrounds with flux and a null Killing spinor has been done, these structure 

groups provide en elegant illustration of the transitions of the wrapped M5-brane's 

worldvolume, which give rise to intersecting BPS domain wall configurations on its 

worldvolume theory. 

Another way to look at our background is to say that it is globally of the form 

R x C2 x M6 , since there seems to be an allowed almost complex structure definable 

on M 6 . Looking at it this way, the background M5-brane wraps an associative 3-

cycle in M6 , in particular Re(\ll(3)) in our conventions, where 'll(3) is the (3,0)-form 

w (3) = e 1\e 1\e. This is consistent with the known fact that an M5-brane wrapping 

an associative 3-cycle in a Calabi-Yau 3-fold spanning 12389(10) has a calibrating 

form T = iH- 116 J. 

Lastly, we would like to note that, in the first instance, one can probe the back

ground with an M5-brane embedded holomorphically with respect to J' with the 

projection condition 

(5.22) 

Then we would find that, given the identity r 01234567s9(1o) 1, there was a "hid-

den" M2-brane embedded holomorphically with respect to -J" with the projection 

condition 

( ei(c/>-7r / 2) f Oab + e -i( 4>-1r / 2) f Oab) t = t · 

The corresponding central charge for this brane would be 

=F j ( e-i(c/>-7r/2)dF2 1\ dG + ei(c/>-7r/2)dP2 1\ dG + ... ) . 

and the relevant term in the M5-brane central charge would become 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 
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(5.25) 

which are the same results as before except that the rotation of complex structures 

is in the opposite direction to what we had previously. This would be interpreted 

as an anti-M2-brane for instance. It makes no qualitative difference to the answer 

though. 

To help visualise the branes at some limit we can make a table. The singular 

limit of these wrapped M5-branes on holomorphic 2-cycles is given by orthogonally 

intersecting five-branes, which we lay out here to make the setup more transparent. 

The worldvolume directions spanned by the M5-branes that source the background 

are indicated by 0, with the allowed probe branes having worldvolume directions 

denoted by 8. We have drawn double vertical lines to point out the Nh manifold 

spanned by 12389(10). We have also drawn single vertical lines to denote the C 2 

subspace, which contains probes wrapped on all three complex structures, as can be 

seen from the middle entries. This singular limit shows the probe M2-brane wrapped 

on J', and the "hidden" M5-brane wrapped on J". Also shown are the M2-brane 

corresponding to BPS vortices (which wrap a holomorphic 2-cycle in M6 ) and * D6 

denotes the object that would correspond to a D6-brane in Type IIA string theory. 

0 1 2 3 R(G) SS( G) R(F2 ) SS(F2 ) 8 9 10 

M5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M2 8 8 8 

M2 8 8 8 

M5 8 8 8 8 8 8 

M5 8 8 8 8 8 8 

* D6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Table 5.1: Some possible supersymmetric probe embeddings. We have denoted the 

real and imaginary parts of our coordinates such that G = R(G) + i<J(G). 
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5.2 Central charges of an M5-brane wrapping a 

2-cycle in C 3 

In this section we calculate the central charge for the last background we are exam

ining, M5-branes wrapped on a holomorphic 2-cycle in C 3 , which is the supergravity 

dual of N = 1 MQCD supersymmetric gauge theories in four dimensions. 

As opposed to the previous example, this case corresponds to a background 

geometry with a null vector K. Since our background preserves four supercharges, 

the original (Spin(7) 1>< JR8
) x lR isotropy group will be broken down, reducing the 

isometries of our background. Thus, our projection conditions will differ in structure 

from those in the last section, reflecting the different isometries of this geometry. 

We recall that the form of the metric for this solution is 

(5.26) 

detg H, 

and the metric conventions GMN = H 1/69Mfl = rSalieMe~ for a, b = 1, 2, 3 and 

r51I = 1/2. We shall write the vielbein ez
1 

to avoid confusion with the x 1 part of the 

metric. 

To start with, the projection condition satisfied by the background M5-brane 

wrapped on a holomorphic 2-cycle is given by 

(5.27) 

where now we recall that a, b = 1, 2, 3 (since C 3 is defined in the { 456789} space). We 

also find that we can choose a compatible projection choice along the 01 directions 

of the form 

(5.28) 

where the ambiguity of sign comes from the requirement that the projector squares 

to 1. This is also equivalent to adding momentum along the 1 direction, and is 

well known to break a further ~ supersymmetry. Similarly, for the 23 and z1 , z2 , z3 
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spaces, we have a certain freedom to impose compatible projections. If we permit 

an arbitrary angle in the 23 plane and an arbitrary phase for the z1, z2 , z3 space, we 

have 

(5.29) 

with the condition that a 2 +/J2 = 1 and we can check this projector is also Hermitian, 

as is required. Again, the equations for 1/8-SUSY hold for arbitrary phase c/J. 

Finally, one should note that using the identity t 0123456789y = 1 we can show that 

our projections imply: 

ryf. =-E. (5.30) 

These provide a set of independent, commuting projections which determine a 

unique spinor up to scale. The scale of the spinor in this case is fixed, again using 

the fact that K is a Killing vector, to be 

(5.31) 

As in the previous section, we can now proceed to calculate the non-trivial com

ponents of each form. For example, in this case we can easily show that the 

Ki(i = 2, 3), Ka, KIJ(a, b = 1, 2, 3) and Ky components vanish since, for example, 

A ,.. A ;.. A 

K2 = £r2E = ±£r2ro1E = ±£ro12E = o 

where in the second step we have used the f 01 projection condition (5.28), and in 

the last step the fact that the three-form vanishes identically. 

Computing the rest of the forms in a similar manner, we find the following: 
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K 

0 

- H-1
/

3 
( dt =F dx 1) 

( dt =F dx1) 1\ dy 

I; =FiH-1129Mfl (dt =F dx1) 1\ dx2 1\ dx3 1\ dzM 1\ dzN 

+ (dt =F dx1) 1\ (w 1\ w) 
H-112 . 
--

2
-e-uf> (a =F i(3) (dt =F dx1) 1\ dx2 1\ W(3) 

H-112 . _ 
--

2
-ezr/J (a± i(3) (dt =F dx1) 1\ dx2 1\ W(3) 

iH-1/2 . 
± 

2 
e-zr/J (a =F i(3) (dt =F dx1) 1\ dx3 1\ w(3) 

iH-1/2 . -
=F 

2 
e1r/J (a ± i(3) ( dt =F dx1) 1\ dx3 1\ w (3). 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

We have denoted the holomorphic three-form as W (3) = ez 
1 

1\ ez
2 

1\ ez
3

• The last four 

terms I; K(2+3)(1It+>!J) can be simplified further by noting that we can let a = cos e 
and (3 = sine , which results in 

I; K(2+3)(1It+>!J) 

H-112 . . 
--

2
- (dt =F dx1) 1\ e1"18 (dx2 =F idx3

) 1\ e-zr/Jw(3) 

H-112 . . _ 
--

2
- (dt =F dx1) 1\ e±zB (dx2 ± idx3

) 1\ e1r/JW(3). (5.35) 

F\trthermore, if we choose for convenience the bottom signs in the lines above and 

define the complex co-ordinate ). = x 2 + ix3 , then we can re-write it in the following 

way: 

(5.36) 

In order to find the constraint on e and </Y, it is useful to express this fully in terms 

of vielbeins and substitute in for K. We find 

(5.37) 
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We have defined the holomorphic four-form w(4) =e.>. I\ w(3) in the enlarged R 7 X S1 

subspace of the M-theory vacuum. Since this five-form I; should be real, and that 

it is determined uniquely [77] given our projections conditions, we find that 

(5.38) 

which is of the same form as in [77] and Re (wc4)) C <I>c4), with <I>c4) the Cayley 

four-form. This implies that for any two supersymmetric brane probes of this type, 

the relative angle () between them in the >..X-plane should be equal to the angle cjJ in 

the 89-plane. 

Proceeding in the same manner as before, we now need to calculate the six and 

three-form potential which are necessary to find the central charge. Once more 

the six-form is easy to recover since it is gauge equivalent to the calibration bound 

satisfied by the background M5-brane (2.42). If we make sure to include the right 

asymptotic conditions and contract with K we find that 

(5.39) 

We can obtain the three-form magnetic potential in the same manner as before, 

defining the appropriate integral. We find that 

(dt =f dx1
) 1\ dy 1\ 8y(w 1\ w) 

(dt =f dx1
) 1\ d(w 1\ w) (5.40) 

which gives us an expression for the three-form potential of the form 

- (dt =f dx 1
) 1\ (w 1\ w) 

+ (dt =f dx 1
) 1\ (9M[N91PIQJ- bMNbPQ)dzM 1\ dzN 1\ dzp 1\ dzQ(5.41) 

When combining this term with the second term from the expression for I;, we find, 

after some cancellations, that we are left with something of the form -6 M Nb PQ ( dt =f 

dx1
) 1\ dzM 1\ dzN 1\ dzP 1\ dzQ. Defining the (1,1)-form on the Hermitian manifold 
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M6 c C 3 by J1 = i6i]dzi 1\ dzJ and noting that the flat holomorphic three-form is 

given by 'l1(3)f = H-112w(3), as before, we can simplify this expression somewhat. 

We also note that as before the contraction 'lK A also vanishes for this background. 

We can now compile all the terms that make up the central charge, which yields 

J KM PM > =f J (zKC + E +(A+ dB) 1\ 0) 

> =f J ( =Fi (dt =f dx 1
) 1\ dx2 

1\ dx3 
1\ J1 

+(dt =f dx 1
) 1\ J1 1\ Jf 

- ~ ( dt =f dx 1) 1\ ei0 d>. 1\ e-i</> H-1/ 2 \lf (3) 
2 

-~ (dt =f dx 1) 1\ e-iOd).. 1\ ei<f>H- 112 \iJ(3) 
2 

+dB An). (5.42) 

So again we see that all the terms actually combine to give us the flat-space su

persymmetry algebra, in the form ( 4.17). Namely, the expression for the central 

charges takes the form 

(5.43) 

where cl>(4f) is the flat-space Cayley four-form. 

The first possibility allowed by the central charge, for a suitable embedding, 

is the obvious case of a parallel probe brane. The next term allows for a probe 

wrapped on a holomorphic 4-cycle in C 3 . Of more interest are the next two terms. 

We have written them in a suggestive manner which we will explain shortly. These 

central charges are equivalent to a probe M5-brane wrapping a Cayley calibrated 

4-cycle in some manifold M 8 . This has a natural interpretation as intersecting 

MQCD domain walls preserving 1/16 of the overall supersymmetry. They are thus 

1/2 BPS states of the worldvolume theory. We can further add some momentum 

along the 01 directions (or along the null Killing vector) which again breaks half 

the supersymmetries leaving us with 1/32. The domain wall interpretation can be 

illustrated by the sequence 
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(5.44) 

which was made explicit in our construction. The 4-cycle calibrated by Re ( W (4)) 

contains a line in the 23 ()..,X) plane and also a 3-cycle calibrated by W (3), where w (3) 

is an associative 3-cycle. These are the individual domain walls. As one moves away 

from them, the space should change to R(1•3) x ~2 , representing the different vacua 

of the theory. 

We can now justify this argument as follows. From the classification of eleven 

dimensional supergravity with a background null Killing spinor and flux [45], we 

can see that this is indeed the case. We started out with a background of an 

M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle in C 3 . We can see that since this preserves 1/8 

supersymmetry, this background has a (SU(3) t>< IR6 ) x IR3 structure, as we would 

expect. This confirms, as before, that we are dealing with a complex manifold on 

which we can define a holomorphic three-form. In the singular limit, these three 

M5-branes will represent the vacua of our domain wall configuration. 

We then saw, from the central charge result, that this background allows for a 

1/2 BPS M5-brane probe with worldvolume R(l,l) x Re (wc4)), which was interpreted 

as a BPS intersecting domain wall on the worldvolume theory. This configuration 

now preserves 1/16 supersymmetry. We can see that we were coherent in claiming 

that this M5-brane wraps a Cayley calibrated 4-cycle since we now have a (SU(4) t>< 

IR8 ) x JR. structure according to the classification. Finally, adding momentum along 

the Killing direction 01 breaks a further 1/2 supersymmetry, and accordingly, since 

we only have one supersymmetry generator left in our background, we have recovered 

the expected (Spin(7) t>< IR8
) x lR structure. So the geometrical description fits in 

rather nicely with the field theory interpretation. 

Furthermore, our constraint on the e and cjJ phase spaces has a simple interpre

tation. The vector representing the intersection angle of the domain walls in the 23 

space should be of the same magnitude as the vector representing the angle between 

them in the 'electric/magnetic' charge space. In our construction this was the 89 

space. This implies that, for example, we would have 2468 -t -3469, which agrees 

with the standard form of the Cayley four-form. This agrees, up to conventions, 
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with the results of [109]. 

Lastly, we can calculate the tension of these domain walls. From the way we 

wrote the term, it is natural to conclude that it is given by 

(5.45) 

This is consistent with the recent result [64] where it was found that H- 112\J! (3) 

corresponds to a calibrating form in the geometry, and is thus closed. Therefore 

the integral represents a topological charge and we can conclude that these domain 

walls we have constructed are stable and have finite tension. 

The singular limit of these wrapped M5-branes on holomorphic 2-cycles is given 

by orthogonally intersecting five-branes, which we lay out here to make the setup 

more transparent. The worldvolume directions spanned by the M5-branes that 

source the background are indicated by 0, with the allowed probe branes having 

worldvolume directions denoted by 8. We have drawn double lines to separate the 

R 7 x S 1 subspace from the rest. The fourth entry denotes a probe wrapped on the 

square of the Kahler form. The bottom two entries clearly show an example of a 

Cayley calibrated 4-cycle. Within this space, delimited by a single vertical line, is 

the C 3 subspace, which contains the associative 3-cycle as can also be seen from the 

bottom two entries. This singular limit shows two domain walls intersecting along 

the 01 direction (with momentum running along this direction) and making an /2 

angle to each other in the 23 plane and -n (2 angle in the 89 plane. 

0 1 2 3 R(G) ~(G) R(F2) ~(F2) R(E2) <;S(E2) 10 

M5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M5 8 8 8 8 8 8 

M5 8 8 8 8 8 8 

M5 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Table 5.2: Some possible supersymmetric probe embeddings. We have denoted the 

real and imaginary parts of our coordinates such that G = R( G) + i<;S( G). 
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5.3 Discussion 

In this chapter we have calculated the central charges on the worldvolume of M2-

and M5-branes probes in a background of M5-branes which are wrapped on 2-

cycles in C2 and C3 . This has revealed what supersymmetric M-brane probes of 

the eleven-dimensional super gravity solutions [31, 46, 48] are allowed. These probes 

have revealed interesting features about the corresponding N = 2 and N = 1 field 

theories. 

In the case of the background sourced by M5-branes wrapping a holomorphic 

2-cycle in C 2 , we found the known cases of a parallel M5-brane and the M2-brane 

which gives the mass of the BPS states of the four-dimensional N = 2 field theory. 

In particular, BPS mono poles and vortices where found. In addition, there was the 

case of the "hidden" M5-brane, wrapped on the remaining complex structure of the 

hyper-Kahler manifold and extended along 89(10). This was related to the structure 

groups of reduced supersymmetry of M-theory vacua. Since this M5-brane wraps a 

calibrated cycle in the manifold lVh, it has a similar worldvolume theory interpreta

tion as BPS states, with an extra volume modulus. Due to the possible boundary 

conditions when reduced to Type IIA Hanany-Wit ten configurations, these BPS 

vortices and monopoles may have finite tension. 

In the case of the background sourced by M5-branes wrapping a holomorphic 

2-cycle in C 3 , we found the interesting possibility of M5-branes wrapping Cayley 

calibrated 4-cycles, which changed into M5-branes wrapping associative 3-cycles. 

This was interpreted as a system of intersecting BPS domain walls. A constraint 

on the angle of intersection and the angle in charge space was derived. Also, the 

tension of the domain walls was found to be the integral of a calibrating form in 

the geometry. A discussion on null structure groups of M-theory vacua with flux 

showed these arguments to be consistent, providing a physical realisation in terms 

of M5-branes. 

These examples provide a physical realisation of structure groups of M-theory 

vacua with flux, providing a more intuitive picture in terms of the geometry. It 

would be interesting to construct more examples of this kind. 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis has been to examine various geometric and field theoretic 

properties of supersymmetric brane probes in supergravity backgrounds consisting of 

M5-branes wrapped on 2-cycles in C 2 and C3
. In addition, we showed an alternative 

method of finding supergravity solutions of supersymmetric backgrounds, re-deriving 

the example of an M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle in C 3 . 

In the first couple of chapters we introduced the necessary concepts needed for a 

better understanding of the results that followed. We summarised the main features 

of the supergravity solutions which we examined in the remainder of the thesis. 

We also provided a brief introduction to G-structures and in particular the bilinear 

spinor formalism which we used throughout this work. Then followed an introduc

tion to calibrations and their geometric significance. Furthermore, the M5-brane 

PST action was outlined. The connection to Hanany-Witten models in Type IIA 

ten-dimensional supergravity was made and a short discussion of these models en

sued. The connection to four-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories was clar

ified, and a very brief summary of N = 1 and N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills 

theories was presented. 

In Chapter 3 we considered various supersymmetric brane probes of our back

grounds. In particular, we started with an M5-brane probe calculation to determine 

the metric of the complex scalar kinetic terms of the worldvolume N = 2 effective 

gauge theory. Using the calibration satisfied by the background, we showed that the 

metric was indeed Kiihler up to boundary terms. We then performed an M2-brane 
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probe calculation to determine the mass of BPS states of the theory. We did this in 

two ways; firstly from a worldvolume point of view, and secondly from a spinorial 

derivation. Both these approaches were consistent and determined that there were 

no supergravity corrections to previous fiat space field theory analysis. 

In the second half of Chapter 3 we returned to supersymmetric M5-brane probes 

of our backgrounds. We first looked at the M5-brane probe in theN---.: 2 background, 

which corresponded to a D4-brane probe in the appropriate Hanany-Witten model. 

We calculated the Yang-Mills gauge coupling and theta angle of the gauge theory. 

Using Euclidean DO-brane probes we also found the instanton Yang-Mills action. We 

discussed the form of the results and found that at the classical level they agreed 

with previous fiat-space analysis. 

We performed the analogous N = 1 calculations for our background of a wrapped 

M5-brane in C 3
. The Yang-Mills gauge coupling was determined, as well as the theta 

angle and instanton action. We also calculated the metric for the complex scalar 

kinetic term and using the calibration bound satisfied by this particular background 

found it was indeed Kahler up to boundary terms. The results were similar to the 

previous case in that no corrections to the field theory parameters occurred. We 

also demonstrated an alternative method of obtaining the supergravity solution of 

our wrapped M5-brane background by the use of bilinear spinors and the differential 

equations they satisfy. This is related to the G-structures approach of deriving this 

supergravity solution. 

In Chapter 4 we introduced further concepts which were needed for the under

standing of the results in the following chapter. Firstly, we extended our notion of 

calibrations to included calibrating forms of supersymmetric backgrounds with flux 

and gave an example of a probe M2-brane in a fiat background. We also commented 

on the straightforward construction of these calibrating forms from spinor bilinears. 

There followed a short discussion of the topological charges which are induced on 

probe branes in general curved spacetimes. We represented the form of these central 

charges for both the M2-brane and the M5-brane, explaining their origin. 

There followed a discussion of M-theory structure groups, with or without back

ground fiuxes. These proved to be important in the geometrical description of brane 
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configurations that were treated in the next chapter. As part of this discussion, 

we briefly mentioned the refined G-structures approach in the classification of null 

structure groups. The last part of this chapter comprised a summary of field theory 

results so that the geometrical results of the next chapter could be interpreted more 

clearly. We introduced topological gauge theory configurations such as instantons, 

monopoles, vortices and domain walls, and also gave their brane construction in 

terms of Type IIA Hanany-Witten models. 

In Chapter 5 we calculated the central charges on the worldvolume of M2-branes 

and M5-branes which were probing our backgrounds of M5-branes wrapped on 2-

cycles in C 2 and C 3 . In the case of the background sourced by an M5-brane wrapped 

on a 2-cycle in C 2 we found the known cases of a parallel M5-brane as well as the 

M2-brane which gives the mass of BPS monopoles and vortices. There was also 

the case of the "hidden" M5-brane which was analogous to the M2-brane but with 

a rotation of the complex structure and an extra volume modulus. These possible 

probes were related to the structure groups of reduced supersymmetry of M-theory 

vacua. In particular, there seemed to be another manifold with an SU(3) structure 

that supported this M5-brane probe. The original SU(5) structure seemed to have 

been reduced to SU(2) x SU(3) by the action of the branes. There were also terms 

which belonged to what would be a D6-brane when dimensionally reduced to Type 

IIA supergravity. 

In the case of the background sourced by an M5-brane wrapped on a 2-cycle in 

C 3 we found the interesting case of M5-branes wrapping Cayley calibrated 4-cycles, 

which was interpreted as a system of intersecting domain walls in the corresponding 

N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. A constraint on the angle of intersection 

and the angle in charge space was derived. The reduced structure group associated 

with this configuration was (SU(4) 1>< IR8 ) x lR according to the classification. These 

M5-branes degenerated to M5-branes wrapping associative 3-cycles which realised 

individual domain walls and which had an associated (SU(3) 1>< IR6 ) x IR3 group 

structure. The tension of these domain walls was found to be the integral of a 

calibrating form of the geometry. A discussion on null structure groups showed 

these arguments to be consistent, providing a physical realisation in terms of M5-
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branes. 

As for the future, we are very interested in further applications of the techniques 

and knowledge learnt from making this thesis. One interesting avenue of research is 

the question finding solutions of black objects of various topologies (extending the 

black ring examples [110]) in various lower dimensional supergravities, exploiting the 

refined G-structures formalism in, for example, seven-dimensional gauged supergrav

ity [111]. This is interesting to attempt since the entropy [112] and microstates [113] 

of such black objects were found to have a string theory interpretation, as well as a 

dual CFT description. The M-theory configuration of such black objects could yield 

further insight into these matters. 

It would be very interesting to construct further solutions corresponding to dif

ferent brane configurations, such as those corresponding to black objects in lower 

dimensions, using the refined G-structures approach outlined in Chapter 4. The 

construction of more complicated brane configurations should be possible in prac

tise from knowledge of the Killing spinors preserved by the background. These null 

structure groups are interesting too because they admit non-static brane solutions 

such as supertubes [114, 115], supercurves [116, 117] and giant gravitons [118]. 
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Appendix A 

Conventions 

Throughout this thesis, the eleven dimensions run over 0, 1, 2, ... , 8, 9, (10) and by 

convention we take the eleventh dimension to be x 7
. We write (10) with brackets 

to avoid confusion with 1, 0. So in ten dimensions, the indices would be given by 

the slightly unnatural 012345689(10). We will use Greek letters a, (3, ... mostly for 

spinor indices. 

In our conventions the epsilon tensor is defined such that 

E = 1 = gEJli .. ·Jln. 
Jlj .. ·Jln (A.1) 

For a d-dimensional manifold, we will generally express p-forms in terms of either 

the co-ordinate basis { dx0 , ... , dxd-l}, or the orthonormal basis { e0 , ... , ed-l}. 

The wedge product of a p-form, w, with a q-form, v, is defined in components by 

(p + q)! 
(w A v) - w v Mj ... Mp+q - p!q! [Mj ... Mp Mp+!···Mp+q] (A.2) 

We also consider the interior product of forms. The definition of the interior product 

of a q-form, v, and a p-form, w, where necessarily q > p, is denoted by iwV, and is 

given in components by 

(A.3) 

The dot product of two p-forms w and v is denoted by w · w = w 2 and in components 

given by 
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(A.4) 

The Lie derivative of a p-form w along the direction specified by the vector X is 

defined by 

(A.5) 

We define the complex co-ordinates zm = xm + iym and also define 

(A.6) 

A differential form with holomorphic and anti-holomorphic indices is defined as 

(A.7) 

The Hodge dual on a manifold of the form R(n) x Q(nc), with R(n) being an n

dimensional Lorentzian manifold and Q(nc) being a hermitian manifold of complex 

dimension ne, is defined, for an (r,p, q)-form, as 

.j9RVGC E/11···11r ET?:I···mp_ Eiil···fiq 
r!mp!nq!(n- r)!(nc- mp)!(nc- nq)! J1r+l···l1n mp+l···mnc nq+l···nnc 

dxvr+ I 1\ ... 1\ dxvn 1\ dznq+ I 1\ ... 1\ dznc 1\ dzmP+ 1 1\ ... 1\ dziiinc . 

The determinant of a hermitian metric can be written in the form 

)detgMN 

This implies that, for example, we have 

1 2 3 3' (d )1/4 e[l e2e31 = . et gM N . 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 

(A.ll) 
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The component of the inverse metric compatible with this definition is 

(A.12) 

A useful identity to know for the calculations of Section 3.4.1 is 

(A.13) 
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